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i 
Abstract 
During the outburst of winter monsoon, northerly cold surges invading Southern 
China, including Hong Kong, may occasionally be impeded or blocked by the South 
China orography. In such a situation, a quasi-stationary trough is usually found lying 
over the Nan Ling Ranges. The southwards movement of these troughs are usually 
quite difficult to predict. As the arrival of a cold surge often causes a severe drop in 
temperature, the search for a forecast index on the southwards movement of cold surges 
across the Nan Ling Ranges is necessary and essential to give more accurate weather 
forecasts in the South China coastal regions. 
A numerical model is adopted to simulate the blocking effect of orography on a 
typical event of northerly cold surge. The numerical results show that, in the numerical 
model, boundary layer physics is important in giving accurate forecast results near the 
surface. Afterwards, lag-correlation analysis performed on the fluctuations of 500 hPa 
vorticity confirms that the higher level disturbances near Lake Baikal is responsible for 
tlie experience of cold surges in Hong Kong. Then, case study on two events of northerly 
cold surge show that higher level disturbances originated from the west of Nan Ling 
Ranges are likely to push the orograpliically blocked cold air southwards towards the 
coastal regions: 
A forecast index based on the internal Froudc number is also suggested to predict 
tlie potential influence of a northerly surge on Hong Kong. A critical value could be 
determined such that above which, the cold surge would arrive at Hong Kong within the 
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In a series of joint projects carried out by the Department of Physics in the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and Royal Observatory, Hong Kong (ROHK), several inter-
esting and unresolved meteorological phenomena, which have attracted wide attention 
ill the South China region, were investigated. In 1993, Lee first studied the effect of 
orography on easterly cold surges in winter. In his studies, Lee has successfully built up 
a limited area fine mesh model to give reasonably accurate simulations on the events of 
easterly cold surges in South China regions. Numerical experiments on actual as well 
as artificially designed terrains were also carried out. Lee was then able to account for 
the formation of the coastal narrow ridge along the Taiwan Strait during the events of 
easterly cold surges by means of a Kelvin wave model (Lee, 1993). 
This thesis then forms the second part of the series of joint projects following 
Lee's works. Adopting the ready made numerical model, another frequently occurring 
phenomenon in winter over Southern China was investigated. 
1 
i 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 
1.1 South China Orography 
It is beyond doubt that orography has significant and important effect on weather as 
well as climate. On a planetary length scale, the prominent difference in the general 
circulation pattern between northern and southern hemisphere is chiefly due to the 
uneven land-sea distributions over the two hemispheres (Liiidzen, 1990). On a synoptic 
length scale, lee cyclogenesis, for example, is undoubtedly an orograpliically induced 
phenomenon (Buzzi, 1986). 
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Figure 1.1 A map on South China orography 
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Although the orography in Southern China is not very high, it does give significant 
modification on the weather along the South China coastal regions. Figure 1.1 shows 
the terrain distribution in Southern China. The highest point (3977 m) on the map is 
located on the Taiwan island, on which the terrain is very steep and rugged. On the 
opposite coast lie the Wiiyi Ranges with an average height of approximately 1000 m. On 
the western side of Wuyi Ranges lie the Nan Ling Ranges. Although the peak attains 
as high as 1902 m at Shaognan, the Nan Ling Ranges arrange themselves quite sparsely. 
Furthermore, the gaps along the river valleys serve as channels providing an easier path 
for air flowing from the north to the south. 
1.2 Winter Monsoon Surges in Southern China 
During the winter, monsoon forms in South-east Asia owing to the land-sea thermal 
contrast. Cold ciir masses originating from the continent arc pushed towards mainlEiiid 
Cliina, and are usually identified as high pressure centres. The Coriolis force deflects the 
outflowing air from the centre towards their right hand side in the northern hemisphere, 
and thus forming an anticyclone. 
As the anticyclone moves eastwards, the cold air takes the north-east coast 
through the Taiwan Strait. These type of winter surges are known as easterly surges 
(WMO, 1991), since their arrival are usually accompanied northeasterly wind. The char-
acteristics of easterly cold surges and their impacts on local weather have been discussed 
by Lee (1993) in detail. 
Northerly surges, on the other hand, are formed when the anticyclone over main-
land Cliina is a slowly moving or stationary one. Since northerly surges have not passed 
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over the sea, as the easterly surges do, they are usually relatively drier and colder. 
Moreover, many northerly cold surges do accompany a cold front at their progressing 
rims. 
The northerly surges, as tliey move southwards into Southern China, would find 
the Nan Ling Ranges lying directly in front of them. In the case of strong surges with 
a thick layer of cold air, the cold air will continue on its own way by 'climbing' over the 
mountains. Hence, during outbursts of northerly surges, the direction of the prevailing 
winds in Hong Koiig are usually northerly or northwesterly. The wind speeds are often 
not as high as those of the easterly surges because of the blocking effect of the orography 
and the larger friction over land. 
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Figure 1.2 An example of quasi-stationary trough over Nan Ling Ranges 
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Occasionally, the cold surges, however, may not be strong enough to immediately 
overcome the blocking effect of the Nan Ling Ranges, and hence frequently give rise to 
the formation of a quasi-stationary trough over the Nan Ling Ranges (Fig. 1.2). 
1.3 Forecasts on the Northerly Surges and Effects 
on Local Weather 
The time taken for the trough to move from the Nan Ling Ranges to the South China 
coastal area (including Hong Koiig) can vary considerably. Since there are a number of 
factors, predominantly meteorological and topographical ones, governing the movement 
of troughs, it is often difficult to give accurate predictions on them. Lam (1976) devel-
oped a method based on the 500 liPa pattern, but the method has not put orographic 
effect into consideration (or conversely, the method is only applicable to the cases on 
which orographic effect is not important, e.g. events of strong cold surges). Lai (1990) 
lias also suggested a forecast rule based on the pressure pattern near the surface. 
Under the replenishment of cold air from the north, the pushing effect exerted on 
tlie quasi-stationary troughs could overcome the orographic blocking effect so that the 
troughs move southwards and affect South China regions. The arrival of cold surges are 
usually accompanied a change of prevailing wind directions, a drop in mean temperature, 
as well as the occurrence of precipitation. An accurate forecast on the arrival of northerly 
cold surge is undoubtedly important and meaningful to the South China regions. 
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1.4 Motivations and Objectives 
The South China orography plays an important role in modifying the movement of 
northerly cold surges during the northern winter. The present developed techniques 
sometimes fail in forecasting certain events of northerly cold surge. These usually occur 
in the cases when troughs appear quasi-stationary over the Nan Ling Ranges. This 
project aims at verifying the blocking effect of South China orography on cold air masses, 
understanding the origin of 'pushing' force exerted on the quasi-stationary troughs as 
they start moving southwards, as well as searching for a forecast index so that predictions 
on the northerly cold surges could be more accurate. 
In Chapter 2，a brief review on the numerical model built up by Lee (1993) is 
given. The choice of time steps of the time integration scheme is analyzed in detail. In 
order to meet the subsequent modeling requirement, the original model developed by 
Lee was modified and enhanced. 
In Chapter 3, a number of numerical experiments designed to investigate the 
forecast accuracies of the numerical model are discussed. The latest version of the 
model adopting the new developments shows achievement in accurate forecasting the 
temperature near the surface. 
In Chapter 4, the close relation between the higher level disturbances and the 
arrival of northerly cold surges in Hong Kong is elucidated by means of a statistical 
method, known as lag-correlation analysis. Two events on northerly cold surges accom-
panying a quasi-stationary trough over Nan Ling Ranges are studied as well. Numerical 
experiments are carried out to investigate the effect of Southern China orography on the 
movement of the cold air masses. Other analyses are also performed in order to trace 
the driving force for the southwards movement of the cold air masses. 
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In Chapter 5，a forecast index on the northerly cold surges is suggested and data 
analysis of a number of typical events on northerly cold surges is performed to examine 
the forecast ability of the index. 
In Chapter 6, an overall conclusion is drawn. Further development on the model 
as well as investigation on the forecast index are also discussed. 
Chapter 2 
The Numerical Model 
Tlie evolution of any weather system in the atmosphere can in principle be described 
by the classical laws of physics. These involve basic equations in fluid mechanics and 
thermodynamics. Generally speaking, the solution is completely determined once the 
governing equations are written down. Nevertheless, there turn out to be many un-
resolvable problems in practice. For instance, there are a lot of complicated physical 
processes in the atmosphere. Some can be accurately described by simple equations. 
Others assume tedious forms even when approximations have been made. Moreover, the 
scale of influence or importance of these processes vary one from another. When the set 
of governing equations are written down, one will find that they are so nonlinear that 
any attempt to find an analytic solution (or even approximation) will be eventually in 
vain. 
With the rapid development of electronic technology over the past decades, both 
calculation ability and data storage capacity have increased at an amazing rate. Such an 
advance of technology has made doing numerical climate or weather experiments a real-
Many different kinds of models have been built up and simulations have been done 
extensively on computers. Numerical weather prediction (NWP) has become a major 
tool of forecast nowadays. At the age of very limited computer resources, the governing 
8 
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equations of the atmosphere were greatly simplified and the resolution was relatively 
coarse both horizontally and vertically. Filtering equations model and barotropic model 
(Holton, 1979) may be good representatives in that age. More recently, global models 
with quite high resolution are being operationally run daily to meet the demand of the 
public for accurate and detailed forecast. One of the most famous may be the global 
model of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). 
Through the increase of computer power, continual improvements in the repre-
sentation of the underlying physical processes and the availability of high resolution 
observational data, etc., better and better forecasting results may be obtained by build-
ing high resolution models. Since small scale forecasts are expensive (with respect to 
computer time) and are useful only in short term, the efficiency of high resolution global 
model is of primary concern. Therefore, Limited Area Models (LAM) may be one of the 
most useful solutions in the foreseeable future. In fact, a large number of countries have 
used LAM for operational forecast for quite a long time (Bougeault, 1992). Numbers 
and kinds of LAM developed for particular research purposes are even not able to be 
estimated. 
In this chapter, the development and the structure of a numerical model are 
introduced. Particular attention is paid to the parameterization of physical processes, 
including boundary layer physics and precipitations. 
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2.1 Model Domain and Grid Structure 
2.1.1 Mode l domain 
The horizontal domain of the model is 10° N - 39° N and 105° E - 134° E (Fig. 2.1). 
Usually the horizontal resolution is chosen as 0.5° x 0 .5� , equivalent to approximately 
50 km X 50 km in mid-latitudes. Thus the model domain contains both 59 x 59 grid 
points meridionally and latitiiclinally. The domain is chosen so that the problem to 
be studied is situated at the centre, in order to minimize the influence of the lateral 
boundary. Originally, the model was divided into 10 evenly spaced a levels vertically 
(Lee, 1993). The model is now modified to support unevenly spaced levels and will be 
discussed in detail in Section 2.4. 
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Figure 2.1 Horizontal domain of the model 
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2.1.2 Grid structure 
The model adopts Arakawa A grid structure and its two dimensional distribution is 
shown in Fig. 2.2. The advantages and disadvantages of various choices of grid structure 
have been discussed in detail by Arakawa (1972). 
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Figure 2.2 Horizontal grid structure of the model 
2.2 Governing Equations 
F^iom fluid mechanics and thermodynamics, there are seven governing equations for the 
dynamics of the atmosphere. They are respectively the Navier-Stokes equation in a 
rotating Euler frame ’ the continuity equation, the equation of state for air, the first law 
of thermodynamics and the continuity equation of water content: 
a) Navier-Stokes equation: 
a v 1 n 
— = _ v . v v - - v p - 2 n x v + g + ^ v 2 v (2.1) 
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b) Continuity equation: 
+ = 0 (2.2) 
c) Equation of state: 
p = pRT (2.3) 
d) First law of thermodynamics: • 
e) Continuity equation of water content: 
+ = 5 (2.5) 
at 
where 
n = the angular rotational frequency of the earth 
g = the effective gravity including the centifugal force 
f 丄 = t h e dynamic viscosity 
n = the gas constant of air 
Cy = the specific heat capacity at constant volume 
a = the specific volume 
Q = the rate of diabatic heating 
Q = the specific humidity or mixing ratio 
S = the source or sink of water content 
However, in NWP, the lower boundary condition would be extremely difficult to 
tackle in the usual Cartesian coordinate {x, y, z), because the lower boundary is terrain-
following. Thus in some NWP model, the z coordinate is replaced by a terrain-following 
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coordinate. It is defined as: 
V — Pt 
(J = I “ 2.6) 
Vs — Pt \ , 
where 
Vs = the surface pressure, 
PR = the pressure at the top of the model, which is taken as 0 in this case. 
Thus we arrive at a much simplified boundary condition: 
“ � = 0 (2.7) 
at both (7 = 0 (top) and a = 1 (bottom). 
Using this coordinate system, taking the hydrostatic approximation and using 
tlie change of variables H = RT and P = Inps, the set of governing equations can be 
rewritten as: 
� Momentum equations: 
du du 1 (d 龟 rrdP\ r. 
— = - V / , . - (7 ^ + +/*!； + Ax (2.8) 
ot da a cos (p \o A o X J ^ ^ ‘ 
dv _ dv 1 ( d 龟 , , d P \ ^^ 
(b) Thermodynamics equation: 
dH dH f a . 
ot da \ cr / 
(c) Continuity equation of water content: 
I f = 乂 — + 5 + (2.11) 
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� Surface pressure tendency equation: 
J t ^ ' J o 巧。Pda - / � V a . (2.12) 
(e) Vertical motion equation: 
^ = - V// . V.Pda — /o . - a — (2.13) 
( 0 Hydrostatic equation: 
d^ H 
“ = ] (2.14) 
where 
f* = the composite Coriolis parameter 
Q = the rate of diabatic heating 
S = the rate of precipitation or evaporation 
K = the Poisson's constant 
V / / is the horizontal wind vector. Thus the horizontal and vertical advectioii terms have 
been written separately. The seven variables u, v, w, p, T, q,p in Cartesian coordinates is 
now changed to u, v,&, H, q,P ma coordinate. The derivation of the set of equations 
can be found in most standard textbook on NWP, or in Lee (1993), and hence are 
omitted here. 
2.3 Finite Differencing Schemes and Lateral Bound-
aries 
Tlie spatial differencing schemes, time integration scheme and treatment of lateral 
boundaries of the model are essentially developed by Lee (1993), and only a brief review 
IS given here. Any detailed description required should refer to the Lee (1993). 
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2.3.1 Spatial differencing scheme 
Tlie model adopts the finite difference method to discretize the continuous variables. 
Central difference scheme of second order accuracy is used. The horizontal advection 
term is approximated as: 
n n u dF V dF 
V / / • 二 + 一 (2.15) 
a cos (fi o A a 0(p � ' 
� 叫,j,fc (巧+i’j’fc —巧-i ’ j , fe� Vi,j，k ( - f � 
� a cos c p j � 2 A A ) a \ ) 丄… 
while the vertical advection term is approximated as: 
� ’ n 2 A a ； (2.17) 
The pressure gradient term - V p in equation (2.1) becomes — HV^jP in 
coordinate. In many cases, these two terms are comparable in magnitude but opposite 
in sign. Thus direct evaluation of these terms may introduce large error in the pressure 
gradient term when they are added up. Thus, Corby's (1972) scheme is incoperated to 
cope with this problem. The formulations are described in detail by Lee (1993) and are 
not repeated here. 
Tlie set of governing equation also involves terms such as V j F and d) F/do'^. 
Theses terms turn out to involve second derivatives of variables in latitudinal, meridional 
or vertical directions. Taking vertical derivative as an example: 
^ - ” ( A a ) ^ ~ " “ [ (2.18) 
This scheme can be proved to be second order in accuracy. By Taylor's expansion: 
i^Or 士 Arr) = F(x) 士 + 士 ^ ^ ^ A r r � + 0(Aa;4) 
力 F" = nx-^Ax) + F { x - A x ) - 2F{x) • 
(Aa:)2 十 u � A a : j 
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Discussion of physical processes concerning terms having second derivatives will be post-
poned until Section 2.5. 
2.3.2 Time integration scheme 
The set of governing equations involves seven variables, but only five of them appear in 
the time derivative term. They are known as prognostic variables and are u^v^ q^ P. 
The remaining two, a and 少，are known as diagnostic variables because they do not 
involve any dynamic evolution. One may also note that there are six prognostic variables 
in the governing equations in cartesian coordinate. The final set is reduced to five because 
the hydrostatic approximation is equivalent to setting the term dw/dt = 0. 




The time integration scheme used consists of two sub-steps in each time step A t. Firstly, 
forward (Euler's) scheme is employed to predict a new value with time step Ati{<At): 
U^t + At,) = i m + A^i f{U{t),t) (2.20) 
Secondly, Matsuno's scheme is employed to predict the value of the variable with time 
step At2 ( = A亡一A亡1). The scheme is iterated up to three times: 
+ = + + A t 2 / ( C / t ( i + A t i ) ’ 0 
+ = U^(t + Ah) + At2 f(U*(t-i-At^),t) 
^ ( t + A t ) = U^(t + Ati) + At2 f(U^(t-hAt,),t) 
This scheme converges quite fast and 3 iterations is sufficient. In fact, as soon as the 
scheme converges, this iterative Matsuno scheme is equivalent to the Backward scheme: 
^ ( t + ^ t ) = U^(t + Ah) + At2 f(U(t + A t ) , t ) (2.21) 
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Due to the complicate functional form of / , one is usually not able to express U(t + A t ) 
as a function of W{t-\-Ati) explicitly and hence has to resort to iteration. A schematic 
explanation of the numerical scheme is given in Fig. 2.3. 
2.3.3 Choice of time step 
Refer to Lee (1993), Ati was taken as At/3. A brief review of this choice is given in 
the following and any detail should refer to Appendix A. . 
The horizontal grid size is both 0.5° latitiidiiially and longitudinally. This corre-
sponds to approximately 50 km. The speed of sound wave is roughly 330 m s一i in the 
atmosphere. Thus CFL condition forces us to take At ^ 150 s. For simplicity, consider 
the linear wave equation: 
du du , , 、 
h c - — = 0 ； c = constant (2.22) 
at ox 
I — I 
>K » 
Ati At2 
At = Ml + bdi 
Figure 2.3 Time integration sclieme of the model 
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When the harmonic component u { x , t ) = 况 ( [ / � e 认工)is substituted, u{x,t) is a 
solution of Equation (2.22), provided that 
dU 
— -\-iujU = 0 ； U = kc (2.23) 
When the numerical scheme of the model is applied to Equation (2.23)，we have 
f/t = [/(o) + 化 f/(o) 
( / • = C/^ + ip2 C/^ ‘ 
『 二 U^-hip2 W 
= U^ U** 
where p^ = u A U , Ih = 
After some algebra, we arrive at: 
C/(At) = A C/(o)三 |A| eio [/(o) (2.24) 
\ = (1 - P1P2 - pI + PipI) + i {pi + P2 - PipI - pI) (2.25) 
After n steps of integration: 
…nAO 二 I A I" [/(o) (2.26) 
Tlius, we require |A| < 1 for stability. With p i � 1 and 《 1 ’ because for waves 
wliicli are well-represented by grid points, A > l O A x (Appendix A) and hence T > 
1500 s even in the worse case of sound wave, 
= + (2.27) 
thus |A| < 1 implies \pi | < | p2 \ and hence A h < M 2 for stability. 
Another question is the choice of A ti in the numerical scheme under the stability 
criterion A t i < A 亡2. The set of governing equation is too non-linear and complicated 
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for analysis. Thus, a linearized and simplified 2-D shallow water equation in the /-plane 
is considered instead: 
du ^rdu ,, du ^ d(b 
五 + + = 九 ( 2 . 2 8 ) 
dv TT dv ” dv ^ 06 
石 + + = 一 九 ！ 卜 巧 （2.29) 
^ Y ^ _ ^ /^li ^ dv\ 
dt dx dy \dx dyJ V • >/ 
V are constants. The Coriolis parameter / � i s also treated as constant. The analytic 
solution is iiondispersive and the phase frequency is given by: 
U)A = UK -H VI or (2.31) 
= Uk + 士 权 + + (2.32) 
after a wave of the form e小'T+Zy-c^ O has been substituted into the equation set (Ap-
peiidix A). However, the wave becomes dispersive after discretization is made in both 
time and space under numerical integration schemes. The dispersion relation of the 
sclieme of the model is found to be: 
1 r DM \ 
w 二 h - - I ) (2.33) 
where 
D = P or 
T Ail 
P = ATFU SIN(KA.)_^^SIN(LAY)\ 
V Ax A7J ； 
K 二 1.2 , . J / s i n ( f e A : r ) y fsinjlAyy' 
It can be shown (Appendix A) that a；/a;^ < 1 for T < 0.5 and also cv is maximized at 
T 一 p. 
•.5. Therefore, distortion in frequency spectra is minimized when ATI = AT/2. 
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Combining the considerations in both stability and computational dispersion, it seems 
that the scheme is optimized at Ati = A t / 2 . However, one may reasonably expect 
that the stability criteria would be more strict in case of nonlinearity. Thus it may be 
wise to choose A t i = A i / 3 instead of the critical value. 
2.3.4 Lateral boundary conditions 
The model is designed to be used with either time-varying or fixed lateral boundary 
condition. In order to obtain satisfactory results, LAMs are usually nested with global 
models or other larger models (in the sense of horizontal domain) with coarser grid size. 
Therefore, lateral boundaries required for the model simulation are prepared in advance 
so that they are renewed every six hours obtained by linear interpolation in time. 
A relaxation scheme is applied to the outermost four rings to suppress any abrupt 
variation between the newly read boundary values and the field inside. The prognostic 
variables, u,v,H,P,q, are modified along the boundary zone by the scheme (Davies 
1976): 
/ p\rp\ modified / ^ original 
[A. = [-^L.普巧 （2.34) 
Where K is the relaxation coefficient (Lee, 1993). 
2.4 Development of Unevenly Spaced Vertical Lev-
els 
The vertical levels of the model in the original development were evenly-spaced in a 
system (Lee, 1993). There are at least two reasons for developing unevenly-spaced 
vertical levels: 
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1- In the original model, simulations of cold air masses invading the South China 
region were often found to develop faster than the real situation. No significant 
improvement was achieved even when an enveloped terrain was used instead. The 
reason become apparent when the vertical structure of the original model is con-
sidered. There were 10 evenly-spaced vertical levels in a system with Act = 0.1. 
The lowest level was at cr = 0.95 and the next one was at cr = 0.85. However, 
the depth of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) is approximately 1 km (corre-
sponding to cr 0.9). The physics within this layer is quite complicated, because 
tlie viscosity force becomes significant compared with the Coriolis force and the 
pressure gradient force. (A more detailed discussion on the PBL physics will be 
given in the next section.) In the original model, only one level was employed in 
the description of the PBL. Thus, interactions between the earth surface and the 
atmosphere were very inadequate in giving the retardation effect on the air masses. 
As a first improvement, the levels within the PBL should be increased. However, 
adding two levels in the PBL amounts to increasing the total levels three times if 
evenly-spacing is adopted. This would be inefficient in terms of computer time. 
Therefore, the development of unevenly-spaced vertical model will give a balance 
between these two considerations. 
2- Fig. 2.4 is a plot of pressure against altitude of the Standard Atmosphere (U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere, 1976，NOAA, NASA, USAF, Washington, D.C., 1976). It 
can be noted that for the same Ap (i.e. A a ) , A 2 in the upper atmosphere 
is niiicli larger than those of the same A p in the lower atmosphere. Therefore, 
evenly-spaced a levels give poorer and poorer resolution of vertically propagating 
waves as they proceed towards the tropopaiise. Therefore, a smaller A c at the 
top may be required in order to preserve accuracies. 
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Figure 2.4 Vertical pressure distribution of the standard atmosphere 
Differencing scheme in vertical direction 
Fig. 2.5 IS a diagramatic representation of the structure of unevenly-spaced vertical 
stratification of the model. From the top to the bottom, the model is divided into N 
levels，from ai to The difference between (Jk and ak+i is defined as A hk： 
A hk = cTfc+i — Ok A: = 1, 2，•..’ TV — 1 
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At the top and the bottom, they are defined as: 
A ho = 2{ai - 0) = 2(7i ； Ah^ = 2{1 - a^) 
A A are defined in terms of A JR. 
^ A Iik_i + Ahk , 
二 ^ k = 2, 3,…，N — 1 
A HI A IIM-I A(7I = — ； Aajv = - . 
I j a I ^ ^ 
— = 
� — 二 八 = 
SWA HO. — ^ + A /I2) 
〜 1 一 — r ： — “ ： ! — 
- mmmmm mmmm mmmmm - ^ 
一 一 ；;^、〜〜 Z Z 
。“、2 “ 、 〜 一 I 
- - 二 一 c C ： - ^ t A � - 1 - * (A 
^ ^ ^ 
I A / i ; o- = 1 
Figure 2.5 Vertical structure of the unevenly-spaced design 
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Therefore, for variable F on a level k: 
( d F \ F^-Fi 
F ^ k = 1 
VCcr / 1 — (7i 
I (F2 + FQ - Fi 
R^ 
A a i 
= F 2 - F 1 
f d F \ - n - i , 
^ ~ ^ 1 k = 2, 3, ... , N - 1 • 
全一 全 
� n 凡 + 1 +凡）-全(厂左+凡 -1 ) 
rs^ 
Aafc 
_ 凡+1 — FK-I 
— A hk + A hk-i 
( d F \ Fn-Fn_i 
~ — K = N 
\ 叫 N - ON-I 
�F N —飞（FN + FN-1) 
rs^ I丨丨丨•‘丨•••-丨丨•••-
AcJyv 
_ FN — FN-1 
A hN-i 
1. Consider the integral: 
�N OF 
L ‘ “ = F o n - F 一 (2.35) 
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Using the discretization scheme of the model: 
R DF ^ ^ (DF\ A 
, F n - Fyv 一 1 1 八 
+ —ri o A I^N-i 
A /lyv-l 2 
= F y v - F i 
Tliiis the scheme is consistent in applying to integral (2.35) and the surface pressure 
tendency equation (2.12). 
2. Consider the integral: 
� N dF 
J � d ( 7 = F” - F � = F n - F爪； 1 < m < N (2.36) 
Again the discretization scheme of the model yields: 
广 dF j ^ ( d F \ , 
/ da ^ } - — A Ok 
771 "^ 771 + 厂m-1 
= F n 2 ^ 
The scheme introduces some error in integral (2.36) but it does not seem to be 
serious. 
3. Consider the Taylor's expansions: 
/^(o; — Aa:2) = - F'{x) Ax, + ^ A.'^ - ^ Ax^ + ) 
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Subtract the second expansion from the first and after some rearrangements: 
⑷ 一 A a ; i + A 工2 + 丁 ( “ - A r r i ) 
F"'(x) 
——^ ((Aa;2 - A X I ) ^ + Ax2 A a ; i ) + 0 ( A a : 3 ) 
Thus the scheme is second order in accuracy as Ax2 ~ ~ A x i . Therefore, in 
designing the vertical stratification structure , change in Act should be kept small 
enough (e . g . within � 2 0 %) in order not to degrade the scheme to first order. 
4. From Equation (2.18), 
�F U I + F “ — 2 
In the case of unevenly-spaced levels: 
人 〜 A / i f c (2.38) 
where A hk and A hk-i are defined as in Fig. 2.5. In this approximation A / i in 
(2.37) is replaced by the geometric mean of its even analogue. The advantage 
is the simple form, and moreover (2.38) is reduced to (2.37) once the levels are 
evenly-spaced. 
Integration of the hydrostatic equation 
From Equation (2.14): 
H 
—~ __ I „ •• 
da a 
For the level N： 
中AT - Hn ^ 
A /lAT / 2 (Jyv 
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where subscript s represents value of variables on the surface {a = 1). 
丁 T A/lyv HN 
(I)" “ t + (2.39) 
辽〉s is determined by the product of g and the height of terrain z. 
For level k from TV - 1 to 1 : 
(h -尘 fc+i � ^ k + l 
A hk-i o'jt+i -
~ Hk + Hk+i 
R^ 
CTfc + (Jfc+i 
Hk + i/fc+i 
"h ~ 少fc+i + ~ ~； (2.40) 
Consideration of consistency in vertical and horizontal 
resolution 
It has been well-known that CFL condition due to Courant, et. al. (1928) should be 
satisfied to avoid numerical instability. Basically, CFL condition lays down an upper-
bound for the time step of a numerical scheme once the spatial resolution is specified. 
More recently, satisfication of a similar consistency relation between vertical and 
horizontal resolution has been suggested. Hong and Liiidzen (1976) noted that vertical 
resolution may be too coarse to resolve modes whose wavelengths are well resolved in 
the horizontal directions and this situation could lead to instability (Lindzen, 1970). 
Therefore, Lindzen, et. al. (1989) suggested that horizontal scale, A L , and vertical 
scale, A � s h o u l d be related by the expression (Appendix B): 
A r ^ A 
A L = (2.41) 
where 
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N = Brunt-Viiisala frequency (Appendix B) , 
fo = characteristic Coriolis parameter , 
At latitude (p: 
fo = 2 ri sin 
A L = a cos cp (A A) 
where 
^ = angular rotational frequency of the earth 
a = average radius of the earth 
A = longitude 
Taking the hydrostatic approximation and using the equation of state: 
A p = I f A . 
� Aa = Az 
RT 
Thus, we have 
g a sin 20 
八 � = N R T (2.42) 
For A fixed A A, ACT is maximum at latitude 45° and is also larger in the upper atmo-
sphere since the temperature is lower there. One may also note that A a becomes very 
small as the equator or the pole is approached. 
The lowest latitude of the model domain is 10。. Assuming A A 二 1。（二 丄 c ) 
and replacing T by the values of the Standard Atmosphere (U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 
1976，NOAA, NASA, USAF, Washington, D.C., 1976), a plot of A a against altitude 
之 at 3 0 � N is given in Fig. 2.6. One could note that A a increases monotonically from 
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^^  = 1 to (7 = 0. Unfortunately, A a is very small ( A aaverage « 0.038) even compared 
with the 'high' vertical resolution in the past. Approximately 30 levels are required in 
order to satisfy condition (2.42) even in the case of 1�horizontal resolution. 
0.048 
12； 0.046 -
^ 0.044 - • H . 
- / Z 
贫 0.042 — / 
0.040 -
' g 0.038 -
I / 
^ 0.036 — 
<]0.034 -
. 1 “ 
ho 0.032 -
0.030 L 1 1 1 I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
Altitude (km) 
Figure 2.6 Vertical distribution of A a at 30° N 
According to (2.42), it seems that there would be little advantage in increasing 
the horizontal resolution without a corresponding raising of the vertical resolution. For 
instance, assuming it takes T seconds computer time to give a 48 hours simulation in 
a 1 X 1 � X 10 levels model. Raising the horizontal resolution to 0.5° increases the 
simulation time to ST. However, an increase in vertical resolution to 30 levels only 
needs 3 T computer time. A more detailed discussion of the results of simulation using 
different choices of resolution will be given in Chapter 3. 
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2.5 Boundary Layer Physics 
Tlie importance of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) in a numerical model has been 
wientioned in the discussion of the reasons for developing unevenly spaced vertical lev-
els ill the previous section. Indeed, the inclusion of PBL physics in a NWP model is 
extremely important for correct forecasts near the ground surface. This point will be 
elaborated in Chapter 3 through numerical experiments. In this section, parameteriza-
tion of PBL physics of the model will be introduced. Due to limitations in computing 
resources, lack of data on vegetations, etc., the parameterization schemes are simpler 
compared with those in the ECMWF forecast model. Moreover, since radiation is not 
yet included, accurate prediction on surface temperature is not possible in the present 
model. 
The lowest level of the model is placed at a = 0.992, which is approximately 
m above the surface on average. Over the land, thermal and moisture equilibrium 
are assumed to be established rapidly, so that there is no difference in temperature and 
humidity between the lowest level of the model and the land surface. On the other hand, 
an average sea temperature over the period of the simulation is used over the sea instead 
As a first approximation, these treatments are reasonable since the heat capacity of the 
sea is much greater than those over land. Tims sea surface temperature may be regarded 
as constant over the period of simulation, which is usually a few days or less. 
In this section, a brief review of the physics within the planetary boundary layer 
IS given. The readers are referred to Stull (1988) for any detailed discussions. 
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2.5.1 Basic theory 
Using Einstein's summation notation, the Navier-Stokes equation in (2.1) can be written 
as： 
Ui = - Uj dj Ui — � d i p + f eij3 uj —"么3 + " d] Ui (2.43) 
where 
. d • 
dxi 
；y — /£ — kinematic viscosity 
f = 20, sill 0 = Coriolis pa ramete r 
Tlieii the variables Ui, p, p, as well as the virtual potential temperature 0” (Appendix C) 
are written as the sum of a mean and a turbulent part: 
, Ui = Ui + 1/, • 
p = p + p 
p = p-hp 
Ov = 0v-\-O', (2.44) 
By taking the Boiissinesq approximation (Appendix C), which holds very well in a 
normal atmosphere, (2.43) can be rewritten as: 
这权i = - Uj dj U i - ~ d i p - h f eij3 Uj — (^ g — g ) + " d] Ui (2.45) 
Substitute (2.44) into (2.45), expand the terms and then average the whole equation: 
可i + = 一 uj dj Ui — uj dj u\ — u'j dj Ui — u'j dj p' 
P P 
+ f eij3 Uj + f eijz Uj — + ("1^) g Sis + djVi + // d j V . 
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All terms involving a single power of the turbulent part average to zero, and hence the 
equation becomes: 
9iUi = - Uj dj Ui - u'j dj u'i —条这 p + / €ij3 Uj - g 6i3 + v d] ui (2.46) 
Tlie Boussiiiesq approximation form of the continuity equation is: 
dj Uj = 0 
dj {uj + iLj) = 0 -
dj {uj + u'j) = 0 
4 dj Uj = 0 
Hence, 
dj u'j 二 0 
u'i dj Uj = 0 
y'i dj Uj = 0 (2.47) 
Since dj (父4 u.) = u'i dj u- + xl- dj u'i, combining (2.46) and (2.47) gives: 
村 i - dui I dp ^ ^ — ^ . d'^Ui d ^ . , 
" ^一 " " • S — j E + y �3 � + (2.48) 
Thus the mean quantities (e.g. Ui) in (2.48) satisfy the same equation as the original 
fluctuating quantities ( e . g . m) in (2.43), except for the appearance of the last term, 
which represents the effect of turbulence, and is known as the Reynolds stress term. 
The effect of turbulence is most significant within the PBL. According to the 
above discussions, the Reynolds stress must be included albeit mean quantities are fore-
casted’ especially within the PBL. In fact, the Reynolds stress is not really a stress like 
the viscous stress proportional to It is a momentum flux. 
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There are 7 unknowns in the original set of 7 governing equations. The set of 
equations is said to be closed. However, consideration of the non-linear characteris-
tics of turbulence introduces additional unknowns in the set of governing equations as 
illustrated above. They are respectively 
u'w' and v'w 
in the momentum equations, ., 
in the thermodynamics equation and 
~ r q w 
in the continuity equation of 
water content. (The last two quantities can also be obtained 
in a similar manner.) These four unknowns destroy the closure of the problem. In 
general, the governing equations for turbulent flow are not closed, as was first recognized 
by Keller and Friedmaiin in 1924. 
Ill order to make the mathematical description of turbulent flows trackable, one 
"lay approximate the unknowns in terms of the known quantities. In this case, the 
unknowns are approximated as a function of This method is known as parame-
terization. 
2.5.2 Turbulence closure 
Parameterization schemes chosen to approximate nature should be physically reasonable, 
as well as mathematically similar. For example, the parameterization and the unknowns 
n^ust have the same dimension, same tensor properties, same symmetries and both must 
satisfy the same budget equations and constraints. In the set of governing equations of 
tlie model, there are four unknowns requiring parameterization as given above. 
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Physically, represents the vertical turbulent flux of the quantity Thus 
one may easily be convinced that the flux of a quantity should be related to the vertical 
shear of the mean of that quantity, i.e. 
？ ^ oc — 
Therefore, the quantities are parameterized as: 
tt-T 厂 夾 “ , 
^ ( 瓦 (2.49) 
The negative sign arises so as to give the correct direction of flux while keeping K^ 
positive. This is a first order closure scheme of parameterization. 
One may also note the analogy of this parameterization with viscosity. Consider 
the last two terms in (2.48). The first term describes the viscous force which is a property 
of the fluid. The second one describes the turbulent force which is, however, a property 
of the flow. The first term can be rewritten as: 
d ( dui\ 
dxj \ d Xj J 
while the second one can be written as: 
dxj \ 讯 d X j ) 
after using the parameterization (2.49). Hence, Km plays the same role in the turbulent 
flow as the molecular viscosity, " ’ in a Newtonian fluid. The remaining question is the 
value of the parameter K. 
The following arguments on the value of K are based on mixing-length theory 
proposed by Prandtl (Stull, 1988). Consider a statically neutral environment with tur-
bulence having linear mean gradients in the vertical direction. Suppose an air parcel of 
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quantity ^ is displaced vertically by z', then ^ inside the air parcel will be perturbed by 
i . Hence, 
, DL ‘ 
？ = - ^ ^ 
a z 
Similarly, an expression can also be written for the background mean wind profile: 
, D U , 
奴= — " H "之 
o z 
Assume w is proportional to u within the turbulence, then 
I I I d u I 
w = c u = c -— z 
oz 
Therefore, 
J I /2 du d^ 
^ w = - cz ——— 
d z o z 
. 77~r — du 
^ w = - cz — 
o z a z 
= - 八 ％ (2.50) 
where 
,2 ^ ^ 
KT = I �[ Z (2.51) 
k = (2.52) 
IS 让e mixing length for the quantity and is defined as the cross-stream distance 
travelled by a fluid particle before its identity is lost. Hence, under the mixing length 
theory parameterization, the set of governing equation becomes closed once the value of 
the mixing length is determined. 
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In the PBL of the model, mixing length parameterization is adopted. The values 
of mixing lengths are evaluated from empirical formulae as given in Section 2.5.7. Under 
the limit of approaching the ground surface, which is usually taken as the lowest layer 
of the model, bulk aerodynamics parameterization is used instead. This is discussed 
Section 2.5.6. Since the parameterization schemes depend on the stability of the 
atmosphere, a brief discussion on the stability consideration of the model is given in 
Sections 2.5.3 to 2.5.5. Readers who are not interested in the detailed theory may now 
skip to Scctioii 2.5.7 for immediate reference of the PBL parameterization schemes in 
the model. 
2.5.3 Budget equation for turbulent kinetic energy 
Equation (2.48) gives the momentum equation for the mean flow: 
这狂i 二一 Uj dj eij3 Uj -gSi3 + iy d] Ui - dj (2.48) 
From (2.45), the momentum equation for the mean flow and the turbulent part is given 
by: 
= 一可j dj 可广 Uj dj ‘ 一 u'j dj Ik - u'j dj u ' � 4 di — I di p' 
P P 
_ , f 0' \ 
+ f eijs Uj + f eij3 Uj -g6i3-\- U + - ^ 街 ‘ 
J “ 
Substractiiig the above equation by (2.48) then gives the prognostic equation for the 
turbulent part: 
如 ; = - 可 j dj u[ — u, a, Ik - u. dj 权 ; 知 权 ; • + ( 仏 3 + ,, e] u, + dj ^ 
Multiply both sides by 2 u'. and average the whole equation: 
P ^ 
2 g 6i3 -r-T = 
+ � � + dJ Ui-\-2u\ dj u'i Uj (2.53) 
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But, from the continuity equation for the turbulent part, 
dj u- = 0 
dj u'j = 0 
u'i dj u'j = 0 
Hence, the fourth term in (2.53) becomes: 
I o /2 o / >2 /2 „ 72 
Uj dj Ui = Oj Uj Ui — Ui dj Ui 
i >2 
=Oj Uj Ui 
The fifth term in (2.53) can be rewritten as: 
u'i r. , 1 o ~r~r V r, / 
-diV = —di Ui p - — di Ui 
P P P 
1 
= — O i U i P 
P 
where the last term vanishes by the continuity equation for the turbulent part. The 
sixth term in (2.53)，the Coriolis term, is also zero because: 
eij-3 u'i u'j = ejis u'j u'i {i ^ j ) 
= - € i j 3 u'i Uj ( Cijs = - ejis) 
= 0 
Physically，this term amounts to zero since the Coriolis force does no work. The eighth 
term in (2.53) can be rewritten as: 
« — 2 ( d j u'i y 
'-pi 
le second term on the first line is neglected because the curvature of wind profile 
IS usually much smaller than the wind shear, which can be verified by scale analysis. 
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Finally, the last term in (2.53) is obviously zero. Thus, defining e = u\/2�we arrive at 
the budget equation for the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE): 
� a x , + (2-54) 
The first term represents the local change of TKE. 
2. The second term represents the advection of TKE by the mean wind. 
3. The third term represents the shear production/loss of TKE by which momentum 
flux u. u'j is transported by the mean wind shear d u i / d x j . 
4. The fourth term represents the transport of TKE flux. 
5. The fifth term represents the redistribution of TKE by the perturbating pressure. 
6- The sixth term represents the production/loss of TKE by heat-flux ^ ^ and is 
called the buoyancy term. 
The seventh term represents the viscous dissipation of TKE. 
Assume horizontal homogeneity and neglect subsidence, then a special form of (2.54) is: 
~ d v dV~e 1 d V ^ g 
a r ^ - - + (2.55) 
where e is the viscous dissipation term. 
2.5.4 Static and dynamic stability 
In calm days with fairly mild wind, the stability of the atmosphere can be determined by 
comparing the vertical temperature gradient and the adiabatic lapse rate (Hess, 1959)， 
which is given by g j C^, This type of stability is called static stability because it does 
械 depend on wind. Corivective circulations are set up once the potential temperature 
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I 
of the lower-lying air is higher. However, in most actual cases in the atmosphere, both 
I buoyancy force and vertical wind shears are responsible for the onset of turbulence. 
Tims, dynamic stability should be considered instead. 
In a statically stable environment, turbulent motions act against the gravity force. 
i 
Hence, the buoyancy force tends to diminish the turbulence while vertical wind shears 
tend to reinforce it mechanically. According to the TKE budget equation in (2.55), there 
are two production and loss terms which represent the change of TKE due to the wind 
shears and buoyancy. The ratio of these two terms is expected to give the characteristic 
structure of the turbulence. Therefore, a dimeiisioiiless ratio, called the flux Richardson 
胁 爪 b e r , R f , is defined as: 
RF = ——7 /u , —r DV (2.56) 
u w f^J V w 2 
Using the parameterization in (2.49), the gradient Richardson number is defined as: 
Ri = : _ � 2 (2.57) 
(ll) +(ll) 
When the heat flux is zero, Ri = 0, and the atmosphere is statically neutral. This 
IS usually the case when the sky is overcast with moderately strong wind. This is referred 
to as forced convection because the turbulence is generated mechanically. When Ri > 0, 
the atmosphere is statically stable; when Ri < 0，the atmosphere is statically unstable. 
In the special case of the buoyancy term being much larger than the mechanical term 
with strong upwards heat flux, Ri — -00, the turbulent convection is referred to as free 
corwechon. This is the case when it is sunny with little cloud cover nor wind. 
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2.5.5 The logorithmic wind profile 
The PBL can be divided into different regions where different physical processes domi-
nate. Roughly speaking, the surface layer (SL) is the region at the bottom of the PBL 
where turbulent fluxes and stresses are nearly constant. Above the surface layer lays 
让e mixed layer (ML) where convection is important within this layer during daytime. 
After sunset, this region is usually quite stable and is referred to as the residual layer. 
The Richardson numbers are ratios that compare the relative importance of me-
clianical and coiivective turbulence. There is another scaling parameter, the Monin-
Obukliov length (Kiindii, 1990), which is useful in the SL and gives similar interpre-
tations compared with the Richardson numbers. Consider the total vertical flux of 
liorizontal momentum near the surface: 
T Reynolds \ = Ps\l {u w')] + ( 7 ^ ) 2 (2 .58 ) 
The Friction velocity, u卡、is defined as: 
TReynolds 丨 = P s 《 (2.59) 
< = + ( ^ j ? (2.60) 
IS IS a characteristic scale on surface velocity. Similarly, scales on temperature and 
liumidity can be defined as: 
I - - I (2.61) 
^ 切'q's 
、 = ( 2 . 6 2 ) 
Consider the T K E budge t equat ion (2 .55) . It can b e m a d e dimensionless b y d iv id ing 
both sides by - u l / k z , where the von Karman constant, k, is dimensionless. Hence, the 
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buoyancy term becomes: 
kzgjw' 0[X 2 � 
— . 3 = 1 (2.63) 
where 
r ^vul 
IS the Monin-Obukhov length. Physically, L is the height above the surface above which 
the buoyancy term dominates over the shear production term. On the other hand, the 
shear production term becomes: 
kz{w' il)s d u kz du ^ 
n3 J ~ z = U z = 小 - (2.65) 
where the x-axis has been aligned along the the surface wind direction and hence ul = 
(权切 ) s - (j)yn is a dimeiisioiiless wind shear which is used for the study of wind profiles, 
imilarly, a dimensionless lapse rate, and a dimensionless humidity gradient, can 
be defined as: 
1 kz de 
如I H z (2.66) 
. kz dq 
小。二 (2.67) 
也n, (h and (j)^ are found to be functions of zjL by similarity theory. The functional 
forms have been estimated from the results of field experiments under different stability 
i conditions (e.g. Dyer, 1974). In statically neutral condition, </)爪=1. Therefore, 
k z du 
‘ 5 = 1 (2.68) 
Integrat ing, 
n du — 1 � d z 
Jo u� k Jzo z 
u 1 - / z\ 
^ U. == K^"" U j (2-69) 
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之0 IS the aerodynamic roughness length, which is defined as the height above the sur-
face where the wind speed first becomes non-zero. Equation (2.69) is known as the 
logorithmic wind profile. 
i 
I Using the definition of the flux Richardson number (2.56)，Monin-Obukhov length 
(2.64) and (2.68): 
I F- W 
R f = from (2.56) 
u w ^ ^ ‘ 
dz 
f ^ 
= 4 - 7 from (2.68) 
u w f^ ^ ‘ 
kz 
^ R卜 ^ (2.70) 
If the Log wind profile is adopted. Indeed, Equation (2.70) is also shown to be true under 
_ t a b l e condition (Businger, et. al., 1971). Thus, one can see the similarity between 
R f and L, 
2.5.6 Bulk aerodynamics 
Near the surface, it was suggested that a velocity squared law might be used to describe 
让e drag of the earth surface on the atmosphere. Therefore, 
= YJ + ( 7 ^ ) 2 
“ ( 2 . 7 1 ) 
where 
F " 二 \/丑2+万2 (2.72) 
= - Qn \Vh\ u (2.73) 
= -C^ i lF"丨丑 (2.74) 
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Crn is known as the drag coefficient Similarly, 
( ^ ) , = - Ch \Vh\ (6 — Qs) = - u , (2.75) 
= -Cq \VH\ {Q - Qs) = (2.76) 
Consider the Log wind profile (2.69): 
u 1 , f z \ 
—— = - I n —— 
u女 k \ZqJ . 
^ i ^ y = (2.77) 
Therefore, 
— U L 二 
c 爪 = 二 
( J , V 
= - f - Y (2.78) 
if the x-axis is aligned along the direction of the surface wind. Similar expression can 
also be obtained for C,, and Cq. 
However, the Log wind profile is true for statically neutral condition only. Thus, 
one would expect correction terms in stability should be inserted in the final form of the 
drag coefficients. In fact, the dimensionless functions (j)m, and can be used with 
^iniilarity theory to give the stability correction terms (Stull, 1988). Finally, this yields: 
Cm = f ^ ) 以 Ri, lo) (2-79) 
C, = (2.80) 
(ECMWF, 1992), where Ch and Cq are usually assumed to be equal. 
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2.5.7 Boundary layer parameterization schemes of the model 
According to Section 2.5.1, four unknowns arise from turbulence consideration. They 
are respectively the momentum fluxes, u w', v w', the heat flux, 9' w and the moisture 
flux q w'. Parameterization schemes are required to represent the turbulent exchanges 
of these fluxes with the surface and the turbulent transports of these fluxes between the 
surface and the lowest levels of the model. Let J � 二 f w' be the vertical turbulent flux 
of any conservative quantity Thus, the equation for the vertical diffusion of ？ is: 
^ = ^ = ± ( k 
^ Yz ~ \ ^ d z j 
where the negative sign of the last term of (2.48) cancels that of (2.49). (The bar over 
^ is dropped from now on for convenience.) The boundary conditions force: 
J^  = 0 as (7 = (Jt (2.81) 
and 
J^  —> Q IV//1 (e(^) - e ) as a — 1 (2.82) 
wliere o^ is the sigma level of the top of the PBL. The drag laws in Section 2.5.6 have 
also been used. 
1- Two levels are computed in deciding the height of the top of the PBL: 
(a) The dynamical height, taken as the Ekman layer depth (Appendix D) is 
defined as: 
u备 
hdyn 二 0-5 了 （2.83) 
(ECMWF, 1992) where f is set to 5 x 10—5 g-i for regions within 2 0 � o f the 
equatorial region (i.e. 20° N and 2 0 � S ) . 
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(b) The convective level,“卿，is defined as the height for which 
s > sn (2.84) 
where s = CpT -{- g is the dry static energy and N represents the lowest 
level of the model. 
Then the top pf the PBL is taken as: 
hpbi = max ( hdyn, Knv ) (2.85) 
^T is then defined as the first sigma level above hpbi-
111 order to compute the drag coefficients, the aerodynamic roughness length, Zo^  
should be obtained first, z � d e p e n d s on the 'roiigliiiess' of the surface and in 
turn depends on the vegetation, terrain, urbanization, etc. In the absence of data 
sets in vegetation and urbanization, z � i s assumed to be terrain dependent only. 
Therefore, a data set on terrain having resolution of 10' x 10' provided by US 
Navy is adopted in the evaluation of o^： 
20 = (Z； Pi Tii - Pi 冗i) ) (2.86) 
where 
lii = mean height in the 10' grid square 
Pi = proportion of grid square of the model occupied by the i th 10' gridsquare 
N ~ number of relative hi maxima in the grid square of the model 
F = surface area of the grid square of the model 
Over oceans, the Cliarnock's relation (1955) is used: 
UL 
zo = 0.018 (2.87) 
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with a minimum value of ；a;�of 1.5 x 10"^ m. u* is the friction velocity and can be 
evaluated from the drag coefficients Cm at the previous time step: 
< = C r n I V j l I' (2.88) 
3. The drag coefficients Cm and Ch are given in (2.79) and (2.80). k is the von 
Karman constant which is taken as 0.41 (Kimdii, 1990). Richardson number Ri is 
defined as in (2.57). The functional form of f爪 and fh under different conditions 
of stability is given by (ECMWF, 1992): 
(a) Neutral ( R i ^ O ) 
/m = 1 - 2bRi (2.89) 
fh = 1 — 3 6 历 （2.90) 
b is taken as 5. 
(b) Stable {Ri > 0 ) 
九 I = 1 + 2bRi/Vl + dm (2.91) 
九 = 1 + SbRi/Vl + dRi (2.92) 
d is taken as 5. 
(c) Unstable {Ri < 0 ) 
, 2 b ( - Ri) 
fm = 1 + -.2 (2.93) 
= 1 + 3 二） (總） 
ASea) 一 3 b ( - R i ) 
1 + c 讓 1 + [ cJiv；；! j V (一历） 
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where 
_ ( K Y 
7 二 1.25 
C is taken as 5. 
4. Mixing length approach is adopted to evaluate the exchange coefficients: 
Km = t ^ /m (历） （2.96) 
KH = ^ f k { R i ) (2.97) 
where 
av// 二 ( ^ Y , F ^ Y 
The mixing length I讯 and Ih are evaluated by the formula given by the Blackadar 
(1962) solution: 
k z k z , 
Im = — ^ ； k 二 (2.98) 
Am 入H 
where 
k 二 von Karman constant 
— 0 . 0 0 0 2 7 I V g 
A 爪 = J 
X ^ A 
入 h = 2~ "I 
V g is the geostropliic wind speed. Functional forms of fm and are the same as 
those for C饥 and C,, except that the term 
r 12 , 
Jn(l + t ) j V 
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ill the unstable condition is replaced by 
Z2 / (Z + A . Y / ^ — 
A之3/2 ^ 1 / 2 � � ~ Z ) ) 
where 
I = mixing length 
z = height of the level above surface 
Az = vertical depth of the level 
2.6 Parameterizat ion of Precipitations 
Forecast of precipitations are very important because human activities are greatly in-
fluenced by weather and are in turn largely determined by precipitations. Physically, 
precipitations also have important effects on the dynamics of the atmosphere through the 
release of latent heat. This provides a source of energy for the development of weather 
i 
systems. 
Generally speaking, the nature of precipitation can be classified into two types: 
stratiform precipitation and convective precipitation. In a stable atmosphere, strati-
form precipitation is caused by the slow uplift of air masses in large scale. Although 
the process is slow, the time scale is long and the area covered is large. On the other 
hand, occurrence of convective precipitation is much faster and more ‘local, than strat-
iform precipitation. In tropical regions, clouds usually appear as cumulus. They owe 
their existence to the large scale convergence of water vapour in the lower layers of the 
atmosphere, which is caused by the frictional force within the PBL. Water vapour ac-
cumulates and is transported upwards continuously under unstable condition. Water 
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vapour condenses as it rises and latent heat is released. Hence, the temperature above 
iow pressure centers are often higher than the surroundings. This increases the available 
potential energy which acts as an energy source for the disturbance. 
In this section, representation of stratiform precipitation in the model will be 
discussed. Convective precipitation requires much more complicate parameterization 
schemes. Since the cases for simulation are all in winter and cumulus convection does 
iiot have important contribution on the events to be investigated, the convective precip-
itation was usually shut down in order to save computer time. Discussion of this scheme 
IS also omitted here. 
Let the initial temperature and specific humidity of a supersaturated air mass be 
T and q respectively. Finally, it is adjusted to T* and q* where T* is the temperature 
(It the saturated state q*. During the process, A q = q - q* amount of water vapour 
undergoes phase change to form precipitations, while latent heat is released to warm up 
the air mass by A T = T - T*. Since energy is conserved in this process, we have: 
A T + Lcond^q 二 0 (2.99) 
where L �卯 j is the latent heat of condensation for water vapour. Cp^ is the moist specific 
heat capacity at constant pressure. Consider the temperature of an air mass with specific 
liuinidity w is changed by dT: 
+ q)dT = C,,dT + wCp^dT 
r - r 1 +�CrJCru)如 
= 。 卯 r r ^ 
« Cp, 1 + O - 1) ti； as w 1 
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where = 1004 J kg—i K—i and C”” = 1810 J kg—i K—i are respectively the specific 
lieat capacities of dry air and water vapour at constant pressure. Hence, 
^ + 0.84 W) (2.100) 
(2.99) is then written as 
二 ⑷ 。 - 『 ） （2.101) 
\ � p j e f f 
where 
“ c u , 二 群 ) (遺） 
q IS the saturated specific humidity at temperature T* at pressure p, i.e. q* 二 q^ij"*, p). 
卿 c e only q and T 
is known initially, thus expansion of Qs about T gives: 
= qs{T\P) 
« qsiT^p) + 机 二’〜 r* 一 T ) 
- ” y = (2.103) 
丄 十 � C JE F F 灯 
liere (2.101) has been employed in the last step. 
Let Cs ( T ) be the partial pressure of water vapour in moist air at temperature 
• % ideal gas law, for moist air of volume 
e . V = g f i ^ T (2.104) 
p - e . V 二 2 记 r (2.105) 
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where W is the universal gas constant, in and M are respectively the masses and the 
molar masses. Consider: 
my — ^ Cs 
nid — Md p - es 
es 
= e p - es 
wlieie e ^ 0.622. Now, -
my 
— ^ . 
ITLd + 
_ e Cs 
—p - {I - e) es 
dqs gP 仏 … n f i � 
d f = { p - { l - e ) e . y - d f (2.106) 
e® may be obtained form the Clausius — Clapeyron Equation. Here, the Teteniis formula 
IS used instead: 
e “ : r ) = ai (2.107) 
where 
To = 273.16 K 
ai = 6.11 liP 
17.26 T > To 
0,3 = < 
� 2 1 . 8 7 T < To 
(2.108) 
‘ 35 .86 T > To 
a4 = < 
� 7 . 6 6 T < To 
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Using this formula, 
dqs{T,q) a^piTo - a,)qs{T,q) 
dT 二 { T - a , r { p - ( l - e ) e s ( T ) ] ( 屬 ） 
Therefore, q* can be obtained by substituting (2.109) into (2.103) and hence from 
(2.101)，T* is also determined. Precipitation is then evaluated by summing up the A q 
at all levels. 
Chapter 3 
Numerical Experiments 
In the previous chapter, the development of unevenly spaced vertical levels and the 
inclusion of a more sophisticated scheme of boundary layer parameterization have been 
outlined. In this chapter, some results of numerical experiments are discussed. 
A case of northerly cold surge during northern winter in January, 1989 was cho-
seii for simulation. A more detailed study of this case would be discussed in Chapter 4. 
日ere, we focus on the comparison of results. ECMWF analyses are used for simulations. 
The data sets are provided at Greenwich Mean Time (G.M.T.) 0:00 and 12:00 daily. 
e simulation results are compared with the ECMWF analyses. In Section 3.1, the 
inadequacies of the original version of the numerical model are demonstrated. In Sec-
ti 
on 3.2, attempts at improving the simulation results through the introduction of an 
uiieveiily spaced vertical 
structure are discussed. In Section 3.3，the modified boundary 
layer parameterization scheme in Section 2.5 is included. A summary is given and an 
economical choice of resolution is suggested as well. 
53 
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3.1 Simulations From the Original Version 
In Lee's (1993) development, the model adopts evenly spaced vertical spacing with bulk 
aerodynamics only at the lowest level a 二 0.95. The levels are separated from each 
oUier by A(7 = 0.1. In Lee's studies, attention was focused on the easterly cold surges. 
Therefore , the o r o g r a p h i c ef fect is no t the m o s t i m p o r t a n t fac tor govern ing the a d v a n c e 
of cold surges, although it has a profound effect on the existence of a pressure ridge. 
Ill tlie study of northerly cold surges over Southern China, terrain does often play an 
important role. Sometimes, cold surges may not be strong enough to 'climb' over the 
orography to affect the regions on the leeward side. Sometimes, the orography has the 
effect of slowing down the advance of cold surges. . 
A case of the outburst of winter monsoon in January, 1989 is chosen. This event 
took nearly one week for the cold air masses to finally reach the coastal area of Southern 
China. The period 10th January 12:00 (G.M.T.) to 12th January 12:00 (G.M.T.) was 
cliosen for simulation. This is the key period for the cold surge to successfully overcome 
the blocking effect of Southern China orography and invade the coastal regions. A series 
of five ECMWF analyses at intervals of 12 hours on 1000 hPa streamline fields are given 
in Figure 3.1. The corresponding simulation results using a 59 x 59 x 10 resolutions 
are shown on the right column (Fig. 3.2). 
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Now we turn to compare the results of simulation on 1000 hPa temperature field 
(Fig. 3.4) with the corresponding fields of the ECMWF analyses (Fig. 3.3). 
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A glance at the above figures show that the simulation gave a too low temperature 
forecast over the Southern China coastal regions. Note that the figures are presented on 
1000 hPa level. Now, the 950 liPa temperature fields in 12 hours interval are also given 
Ul Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 respectively. It can be noted that on 950 liPa, the simulation 
results (Fig. 3.6) are better than those on 1000 liPa (Fig. 3.4), when compared with 
tlie ECMWF analyses (Fig. 3.5). 
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The above discussions show that, in the model, cold air was not sufficiently 
impeded on the surface. Thus, it was first suspected that this might be due to the 
discrepancy in the representation of the terrain in the model. Since the horizontal 
^Gsolution is 0.5°, tlie terrain was first obtained from an average field of the US Navy 
lO X 10' data set (denoted by EO). The roughness of the actual orography was smoothed 
Out in the average field. Therefore, it was suggested that an enveloped terrain should be 
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used instead (Jarraiid, et. aL, 1986). Enveloped terrains are usually obtained by adding 
a certain amount of standard deviation (1 a or \/2 cr) on the averaged field. Numerical 
simulations were then performed with the 1 a enveloped terrain (denoted by El ) . The 
results of the 1000 hPa temperature field are shown in Figure 3.7. 
lice 11«- , 12BE^  _ _ i T - y T O f ~ 
F i g . 3 . 7 a i o -JAN-89 I2:OO(G.M.T.) F i g . 3 . 7 b I I -JAN-89 00 :00 (G .M.T . ) 
” r 丄 丄 4 . r i " ^ ,1/1 
F i g . 3 . 7 c LL-JAN-89 12 :00 (G.M.T . ) F i g . 3 . 7 ( 1 12-JAN-89 00 :00 (G .M.T . ) 
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It is obvious that no significant improvement was achieved. 
The 30 X 30 X 10 resolution was also tried. This requires only one-eighth the 
computer time of the 0.5° resolution. The 1000 liPa streamline and temperature fields, 
at intervals of 12 hours, are given respectively in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. These should . 
be compared with Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4. 
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Fig. 3.8a Fig. 3.9a 
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An experiment of 30 x 30 x 10 resolution using 2 a enveloped terrain (denoted by 
E2) was also performed. The results on 1000 liPa temperature fields, at intervals of 24 
hours, are given in Figure 3.10. Again, no significant improvement was achieved. Thus, 
the discrepancy in the simulation results near the ground surface cannot be corrected 
by the introduction of the enveloped terrain. 
l ioe 115E 120E IZSE IJOE 110E 113E 120e 123£ 130E 
尸备一一‘“一杂一 
110E 115E 120C 125E 130E HOC 115E 120E 125E 130£ 
F i g . 3 . 1 0 a LO-JAN-89 1 2 : 0 0 ( G . M . T . ) F i g . 3 . 1 0 b 1 1 - J A N - 8 9 1 2 : 0 0 ( G . M . T . ) 
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It was then suspected that vertical resolution near the surface was too coarse to 
resolve the interaction between the atmosphere and the earth surface. Thus numerical 
experiments were performed with 59 x 59 x 20 resolution using both EO and El ter-
如ns. The results on 1000 liPa temperature fields, at intervals of 24 hours, are shown 
respectively in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. 
讓 - 翻 
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彻 0 一 � … I T . ) ！套 Fig. 3.11a Fig. 3.12a 
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The increase in vertical resolution obviously gives an improvement in the 48 hours 
forecast results near the ground. This is due to the addition of one more level within the 
PBL. However, the improvement is still not satisfactory, as the temperature contours 
are too closely spaced horizontally, and the forecast temperatures along the southern 
coastal regions are in general too low compared with the ECMWF analyses (Fig. 3.3). 
At this moment, we may propose that a finer lower level resolution is required 
to give more accurate forecast results near the surface. However, the expense is too 
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high because twice more computer time is required only to add one level in the PBL. 
Therefore, an unevenly spaced model was used instead. 
3,2 Simulations Prom the Unevenly Spaced Ver-
sion 
The detailed formalism of uneven vertical differencing schemes has been discussed in 
Section 2.4. Numerical experiments were then performed with the model using two 
different structures of vertical spaciiigs. 
3.2.1 10 unevenly spaced levels simulation 
Numerical experiments were first performed with the following vertical stratification: 
cTi = 0.150, (72 = 0.310, (73 = (7.440， 0-4 = 0.550, 0-5 = 0.640, 
(76 = 0.720, (77 = 0.800, as = 0.875, ag = 0.925, aio = 0.975 
The vertical spacings at the bottom are the same as those in the 20 levels evenly spaced 
simulation. The simulation results of 1000 liPa streamline and temperature field, at 
intervals of 24 hours, are given in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. 
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The results of another simulation using El terrain are also given in Figure 3.15 
and Figure 3.16, and also the results of a simulation with 30 x 30 resolution having the 
same vertical stratification using El terrain are shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. 
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It seems that the forecast results are not as good as those given by the evenly 
spaced 20 levels simulation. It may be due to the feedback from the upper levels where 
a too coarse resolution was adopted. 
3.2.2 17 unevenly spaced levels simulation with enhanced PBL 
resolution 
A 17 levels vertical stratification was designed. The resolution within the PBL was 
especially enhanced: 
= 0.050, 0-2 = 0.100，(73 = 0.160, a] = 0.250, ag = 0.350, ag = 0.450, 
(77 = 0.540，CJ8 = 0.620, (79 = 0.690, aio = 0.750, a n = 0.800, a n = 0.840, 
(713 = 0.885, (714 二 0.910’ ai5 = 0.940, (Jie 二 0.970, a ^ = 0.992 
There are 5 levels in the PBL. A 48 hours simulation was performed using El terrain. 
The results in 1000 liPa streamline and temperature field are shown in Figure 3.19 and 
Figure 3.20. 
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It was found that no great improvement was obtained in the forecast results. At 
this moment, we may conclude that adoption of both enveloped terrain and finer lower 
level resolution by unevenly spaced stratification cannot correct the discrepancies in the 
forecast results near the ground surface. However, there is one point worth mentioning 
liere. The 1�horizontal resolution (i.e. 30 x 30) forecast results do not seem much more 
inaccurate than those given by the 0.5° ones (i.e. 59 x 59). 
3.3 Simulations With the Modified Boundary Layer 
Parameterization Schemes 
In the above discussions, we found that several methods being attempted to improve 
the model forecasts near the surface were eventually in vain. At first, the 10 levels 
evenly spaced model was found to give a too low temperature forecast on 1000 liPa (Fig. 
3.3 and Fig. 3.4)，albeit the 950 liPa ones (Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6) agreed quite well 
with the ECMWF analyses. Experiments using enveloped terrain instead made little 
improvement (Fig. 3.7). Then 20 levels evenly spaced experiments were performed; 
there was a little bit improvement, but the temperature contours were found to be too 
closely-packed on land (Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12). Afterwards, the model was modified 
to adopt unevenly spaced levels so as to improve the resolution at the bottom e伍ciently. 
Two experiments were performed having different stratification structures. The results 
showed little progress, and some abnormal low temperature centres appears over the 
mountain regions (Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.20). 
Therefore, a more sophisticated boundary layer parameterization scheme has to 
be used. The detailed formulations have been described in Section 2.5. The scheme 
includes mixing length parameterization in the mixed layer, as well as bulk aerodynam-
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ics within the surface layer. A 26 unevenly spaced vertical stratification was designed 
in order to meet the consistency requirement of horizontal and vertical resolution as 
described in Section 2.4.3 (Fig. 2.6). 
(71 = 0.052’ (72 = 0.096, (73 = 0.140’ 0*4 = 0 .184，a^ = 0.228, cJe = 0.271, 
077 = 0.312, (78 = 0.352, (79 = 0.391，crio = 0.430, ^n = 0.468, a n = 0.506, 
(Ji3 = 0.543’ (Ji4 二 0.579，(Jis = 0.615, aie = 0.650, a ^ = 0.685，crig = 0.720, 
o"i9 = 0.755, (720 = 0.790, dzi = 0.824, o n = 0.858, (J23 = 0.892, ^24 = 0.926’ 
(725 = 0.959, 0-26 = 0.992 
The simulation results, at intervals of 12 hours, of streamline and temperature fields on 
the 1000 liPa surface are shown respectively in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22. The results 
show significant improvement in temperature forecast over the coastal region of South 
China. The model successfully slows down the southwards invasion of cold air masses on 
1000 hPa surface, compared with the previous discrepancies. It also does not suffer from 
tlie drawback of the too closely-packed temperature contours as given in the previous , 
simulations. 
V \ i f y yu/flf, I � y V ; I 咖 1放 1 彼— 
讓 ， 國 : 
I I 奏 
Fig. 3.21a Fig. 3.22a 
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The above experiments show that boundary layer physics plays an important role 
in the description of invasion of cold air masses in Southern China during winter. The 
orography of South China area is, on average, not very high. The mountains arrange 
themselves sparsely. Therefore, in numerical modeling, mountain representation as well 
as PBL description are both important in dealing with problems of this kind. 
There are 26 vertical levels in the latest version of the model. Such fine vertical 
resolution is necessary so as to meet the consistency criterion in horizontal and vertical 
resolution. Since the results in 1�resolut ion does not seem any worse than those in 
0.5�resolution, a 30 x 30 x 26 resolution is recommended at this stage. According 
to Lindzen's criterion, approximately 60 vertical levels are required in the case of 0.5° 
resolution, and therefore 16 times more computer time will be then required. 
Chapter 4 
Case Studies of Northerly Cold 
Surges 
During the northern winter, because of the difference in heat capacities and the differen-
tial radiative cooling between land and sea, high pressure centres develop over the dry, 
cold continent of Siberian Plateau. The horizontal north-south temperature gradient 
gives rise to a band of strong westerly wind in the upper troposphere of mid-latitude 
area, due to the thermal wind relation (Holton, 1979). Upon the passage of troughs 
accompanying the westerly wind, north-westerlies behind the axis of troughs trigger the 
south-east movement of the underlying cold air masses. This is a brief physical picture 
of the formation of winter monsoon over South-east Asia. 
As the cold air masses enter Northern China, there are two different paths for 
them to move southwards. Sometimes, the anticyclones (the high pressure centres) 
move eastwards onto the sea and the cold air masses invade South China regions from 
the north-east direction. The characteristics of these easterly surges have been discussed 
ill detail by Lee (1993). Sometimes, they follow a northern path and invade Southern 
China as northerly surges. Here, we focus on the northerly surges. 
In this chapter, 2 cases will be discussed. In Section 4.1, a correlation analysis 
7 7 
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is given to elaborate the triggering effect in the upper troposphere. In Section 4.2，a 
case of northerly cold surge, which was initially blocked by Southern China orography, 
is discussed. In Section 4.3, another case of cold surge is studied. 
4.1 Lag-correlation Analysis 
1 
At the beginning of the chapter, a brief outline of the formation of the winter monsoon 
in South-east Asia is given. In order to elucidate the triggering effect of the passage of 
upper troughs on the southwards movement of cold air masses, a series of seven one-
point lag-correlation charts (Appendix E) on bandpass-filtered fluctuations of 500 hPa 
vorticity at intervals of 12 hours are constructed in Figure 1. The base point was chosen 
at 107.5° E, 47.5° N, which is situated south of the Lake Baikal and north of Mongolia 
(Fig. 4.2). A key time, T = 0, was chosen. It is defined as the time when there were cold 
surges reaching Hong Kong. Cases were selected from the January's E C M W F analyses 
from 1986 to 1992. Lags, e.g. T = - 1 , were obtained by computing the correlation 
between the individual point 12 hours before and the base point at time T = 0, etc. 
100E noe 120E i joe 140e looe i i oe i2oe i joe \VX. 
A i f o i m L 4 鍾 輪 
100E noe i2oe laoe i4oe — “ l o o e n o e " " " i l o T i l a HOE 
Fig. 4.1a T = _ 3 Fig. 4.1b T = - 2 
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Fig. 4.1g T = + 3 Fig. 4.2 A map of the correlation charts 
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111 Figure 4.Id, there is a high centre of vorticity at the base point (Fig. 4.2). 
Looking backwards in time from Figures 4.1c to 4.1a, the path of the high centre in Figure 
4. Id could be traced. On the other hand, the centre moved continuously eastwards as 
time went by. Finally, it reached Eastern Russia after 36 hours. Therefore, from the 
lag-correlation charts, we may conclude that the reach of a cold surge in Hong Kong is 
accompanied by an eastwards passing trough on the 500 hPa surface. 
Ill fact, a method for forecasting the arrival of cold surges in Hong Kong making 
use of the positions of troughs and ridges on 500 hPa lias been scrutinized in Technical 
Note No.43 (Chu, 1978), Royal Observatory Hong Kong (ROHK). The lag-correlation 
analysis further confirms the significance of 500 liPa disturbances on the cold surge 
forecasts. 
The cases chosen for analysis are typical case of northerly cold surge. Usually, 
drop in temperature, change in wind direction together with some precipitations would 
be observed along South China coastal region on the arrival of the cold surges. 
4.2 Case Study I 
In this section, a case of northerly cold surge is discussed. The surge was first noticed 
oil 30th December, 1990 as a trough. However, it did not finally reach Hong Kong until 
5tli January, 1991. It caused a drop of mean temperature of nearly 6 � C within 24 hours, 
which is rare for Hong Kong. 
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4.2.1 General descriptions 
Figures 4.3 show the mean sea level pressure charts found on the monthly weather 
summary published by ROHK. On 30th December, 1990 (Fig. 4.3a), a trough was found 
stationary across the Nan Ling Ranges. At the same time, Hong Kong was found to 
have easterly wind on the synoptic chart (not shown). From 31st December, 1990 to 
1st January, 1991 (Fig. 4.3b, 4.3c), the gradients of the pressure field in North-west and 
Central China were found to increase. At the same time, the direction of the prevailing 
wind in Hong Kong changed from 0 9 0 � t o 030°. There was a rise of 3 liPa mean pressure 
from 1st January to 2nd January (Fig. 4.4). The average wind speed increased by a 
factor of 2. However, the drop in mean temperature was no more than 1°C. 
On the synoptic chart, the temperature of Guangzhou, a city approximately 140 
km northwest of Hong Kong, was 5 � C lower than that of Hong Kong on 2nd January. 
The cold surge seemed to have stopped before reaching the coast. It only affected Hong 
Kong as a pressure surge. It did not bring the cold air masses along with it. 
Fig. 4.3a 30-DEC-90 2:00 (Local) Fig. 4.3b 31-DEC-90 2:00 (Local) 
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On 3rd January (Fig. 4.3e), there were again some vestiges of the increase of the 
pressure gradient in Northern China； The cold air masses eventually reached Hong Kong 
oil 5th January, causing a temperature drop of nearly 6°C and a change of prevailing 
wind from 090° to 020�. 
Fig. 4.3c Ol-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) Fig. 4.3d 02-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) 
Fig. 4.3e 03-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) Fig. 4.3f 04-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) 
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Figure 4.4 Mean pressure fluctuations in Hong Kong ^ 
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4.2.2 Forecasts in ROHK 
Royal Observatory, Hong Kong lias developed a method of forecasting cold surges over 
South China. As described in the Technical Note no. 56 (Lau, 1990), the difference 
in pressure { A p ) between Hong Kong and 3 other places (or stations) are adopted as 
indicators to forecast the southwards movement of cold surges. Ap's are used because 
they represent the driving force for the cold air masses to overcome the terrain barriers. 
On applying the rule on this case, it was found that the Ap signals gave a 
prediction of the arrival of the cold surge around 2nd January. However, the air masses 
tiinied out to reach Hong Kong three days delayed, as described in Section 4.2.1. Within 
the period between 2nd January and 5tli January, the A p signals fluctuated around the 
critical values. It finally gave a not quite strong indication on the morning of 4th January, 
and the cold air eventually showed up on 5tli January morning. In this case, using the 
A 7) rules, two wrong predictions had been made before the surge actually reached Hong 
Kong. A better method is thus needed to forecast the cold surge more accurately. 
4.2.3 500 hPa vorticity 
We turn to investigate the 500 liPa vorticity fields in Figures 4.5. From Fig. 4.5a 
to Fig. 4.5d, a high centre of vorticity was continuously moving eastwards at the top 
left hand corner of the charts. This could be interpreted as a passing trough. The 
northwesterlies behind the trough pushed the cold air masses southwards. In Figure 
4.5c，the trough was located west of Lake Baikal. It was 31st December, 1990，08:00 
local time. By experience, ROHK would then anticipate the arrival of a cold surge within 
the following 48 hours (Cliii, 1978). Indeed, the A p signals, a^ described in Section 4.2.2, 
also gave the same prediction. 
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The cold air masses failed to reach Hong Kong on 1st January, 1991. Consider 
Figure 4.5j on 3rd January, 1991 at local time 8:00 a.m. : a weak trough seemed to 
appear near 95° E, 30° N. It became more conspicuous in Figure 4.5k at 100° E, 30° N. 
It was suspected that (Lam, personal communication) that on 1st January, the cold air 
was first blocked behind the Nan Ling Ranges. Later, on 3rd January, a trough appeared 
on the western side. The passing upper level trough then gave a pushing effect on the 
underlying cold air masses which had already accumulated behind the Nan Ling Ranges. 
The South China coastal regions then suffered from a severe drop in temperature on 5th 
January. 
igOE 110E 1 辟 130E 140E 100E IIOE 1ME 130E 1 舰 
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F i g . 4 . 5 m 05-JAN-91 0:00 ( G I T . ) F i g . 4 . 5 n 05-JAN-9112:00 (G.M.T.) 
4.2.4 Numerical simulations 
In the previous section, it has been discussed that the cold air masses that had originally 
failed to reach Hong Kong on 1st January, 1991 finally succeeded in overcoming the South 
China orography to give a severe temperature drop on 5th January, 1991. In this section, 
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two sets of numerical experiments are performed to investigate the effect of orography 
on the southwards movement of cold air in this particular event. 
Firstly, a control simulation was performed using the enveloped terrain T1 (Sec-
tion 3.1). The initial time was chosen at 31 December, 1991 00:00 (G.M.T.). The 48 
hours temperature forecasts at 1 January, 1992 12:00 (G.M.T.) are shown in Fig. 4.6a. 
The temperatures along the southern coastal regions were roughly 16�C. The simulation 
was then repeated but with the terrain removed. The results are shown in Fig. 4.6b. The 
temperatures along the southern coastal regions were found to be 4 � C lower in general. 
O L I M I 一二 s r — 
110E 115E 120e 125E 130£ HOC U K 1ME l & E 
Fig. 4.6a Control experiment Fig. 4.6b No terrain 
The above experiments show that the cold air masses would have reached Hong 
Kong on 1st January, 1991 in the absence of South Cliina orography. 
Secondly, a pair of experiments was also performed using 3rd January, 1991 12:00 
(G.M.T.) as the initial field. The 12 hour temperature forecasts of the control experiment 
adopting enveloped terrain T1 are shown in Fig. 4.7a. The results showed that the cold 
surge succeeded in passing over the Nan Ling Ranges to give a 4"C temperature drop 
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along the South China coastal regions. Figure 4.7b shows the simulation results of an 
artificial designed terrain (TAD). The height of the Nan Ling Ranges in terrain TAD was 
double that in terrain T l . The results show that South China coastal regions remain 
shielded from the invasion of the cold surge. 
Tlie above experiments show that South China orography has a prominent ef-
fect in modifying the influence of certain northerly cold surges on South China coastal 
regions. In some critical events, such as the one studied here, the strength of the cold 
surges were not strong enough for the blocking effect of terrain to be neglected, but 
might not be weak enough to be entirely trapped behind the Nan Ling Ranges. These 
type of cold surges often give rise to some difficult situations in giving accurate forecasts 
along the South China coastal regions. In such cases, whether the cold surges are able 
to pass over the Nan Ling Ranges cannot be accurately predicted by merely considering 
the strength of the pushing force. Other governing factor(s), aparting from the strength 
of the surge and the height of the terrain, should also be considered. These will further 
be discussed in Chapter 5. 
- ^ ― - ^ ― — — -
丄 ^ f i e ik~~ "丄ilL丄 JL 
Fig. 4.7a Control experiment Fig. 4.7b Terrain TAD experiment 
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4.3 Case Study II 
In this section, another event of winter cold surge will be discussed. Again the surge 
was first found stationary across the Nan Ling Ranges. It remained there for four days 
until finally being brought southwards. 
4.3.1 General descriptions 
Figure 4.8 show a series of mean sea level pressure charts over six days found in the 
moiitlily weather summary published by ROHK. On 8th January, 1989 (Fig. 4.8a), a 
trough was approaching the South China Region associated with a temperate cyclone, 
whose centre was located above Japan. On 9th January, 1989 (Fig. 4.8b), the temperate 
cyclone had moved into the Pacific Ocean while the trough over Southern China did not 
creep southwards very miicli. On lOtli January, 1989 (Fig. 4.8c), the trough was still , 
trapped over the Nan Ling Ranges, although there was an approximately 2°C mean 
temperature drop in Hong Kong. On the other hand, the iiortlieasterlies were reinforced 
at the same time, as could be recognized by the appearance of the narrow ridge along 
the Taiwan Strait. On 11th January, 1989 (Fig. 4.8d), the pressure gradient over China 
gradually increased. Consequently, the cold surge successfully passed over the Nan Ling 
Ranges on 12tli January, 1989 (Fig. 4.8e), to cause a drop in mean temperature of nearly 
6°C in Hong Kong. 
4.3.2 Potential temperature advection 
Tlie above descriptions based on the mean sea level pressure charts did not give much 
insight into the movement and the origin of the air masses. In this section, a series 
of potential temperature advection charts are constructed in order to trace the path of 
both warm and cold air near the surface and on the upper level. 
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Fig. 4.8a 08-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) Fig. 4.8b 09-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) 
M M 
Fig . 4.8c lO-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) Fig. 4.8d ll-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) 
Fig. 4.8e 12-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) Fig. 4.8f 13-JAN-91 2:00 (Local) 
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The potential temperature advection charts were obtained by plotting the con-
tour maps of the quantity — V / / • V where V / / is the horizontal wind vector on the 
corresponding pressure surface. Positive value of - V / / • V 9 indicates warm advection 
and vice versa. The 1000 liPa advections are shown in Figures 4.9 and the 850 hPa ones 
are shown in Figures 4.10. The unit of the charts are all in °C/12 hrs. 
Recall that the cold surge failed to cross the Nan Ling Ranges on 8th January, 
1989 the first time. Between 9th January and 11 January, it appeared stationary over 
the Nan Ling Ranges. Moreover, northeasterly wind was onset on 10th January, 1989. 
The cold surge finally reached the soutliern coast on 12tli January, 1989. Refer to Figure 
4.9b, two regions of cold air advection on 1000 liPa are found north of the Nan Ling 
Ranges and northeast of Taiwan Strait. The cold air was advected faster over the sea, as 
is expected because of the smaller friction. Cold air advection stopped on 9th January 
(Fig. 4.9c, 4.10c). This was the first time the cold air failed to cross the Nan Ling 
Ranges. Instead, warm advection seemed to appear from the western boundary on both 
1000 liPa (Fig. 4.9c, d, e) and 850 liPa (Fig. 4.10c, d, e) and propagated eastwards. 
These correspond to the period when the trough was stationary over the Nan Ling 
Ranges (Fig. 4.8b, c). 
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Fig. 4.9a Fig. 4.10a 
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At 0:00 (G.M.T.) oil lOth January, 1989 (Fig. 4.10e), there appeared some vestiges 
of cold advection at the northwest corner. At 12:00 (G.M.T.) on lOtli January, 1989’ 
cold and warm air masses of comparable strength contended on 850 hPa (Fig. 4.10f) 
over the Nan Ling Ranges, while the cold advection on 1000 hPa (Fig. 4.9f) dominated 
over the warm one. Again, the trough did not cross the terrain barrier in the second 
push. 
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Fig. 4.9f Fig. 4.10f 
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From n t h January, 1989 onwards (Fig. 4 .9g- i , 4 .10g-i ) , the centres of cold air 
advection shifted on to the sea. This is because the trough on the eastern side was 
first pushed southwards (Fig 4.8d, e). The cold air advection was very strong at the 
northeast of Taiwai due to the passage of a cold front. During this period, Hong Kong 
had not yet been influenced. Only until the appearance of strong cold advection at the 
western boundary at 12:00 (G.M.T.) on 12th January, 1989 (Fig. 4.9j, k, 1) did Hong 
Kong suffer from a severe temperature drop on 13tli January, 1989. 
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The picture may be made clearer when the advection fields on 850 hPa are in-
vestigated. At 0:00 (G.M.T.) 12th January, 1989 (Fig. 4.10i), a mass of cold air was 
leaning against a mass of warm air on 25° N along the western boundary. These two air 
masses contended for nearly 24 hours (Fig. 4.10j) until the cold air successfully pushed 
the warm air eastwards (Fig. 4.10k，1, m) on 0:00 (G.M.T.) 13th January, 1989. 
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The above discussions show that the trough was finally brought southwards by 
the cold air masses originated from the western side, although two previous pushes from 
the north were not strong enough to push the trough across the Nan Ling Ranges. 
As a brief summary, most of the outbreak of events in winter monsoon are accom-
panied a passage of 500 hPa trough over Lake Baikal, as discussed in Section 4.1. In the 
two case studies in Section 4.2 and 4.3, it was found that cold air masses originated from 
the north may sometimes be blocked behind the Nan Ling Ranges as they try to move 
southwards. They would then be trapped over the Nan Ling Ranges as quasi-stationary 
troughs. In both cases, the break down of the stationary state were likely due to the 
upper level disturbances arising from the western side. 
I 
Chapter 5 
A Forecast Index for Northerly 
Cold Surges 
In Chapter 4，two 'tricky' cases of northerly cold surges have been investigated. They 
both bear the same property of being difficult to forecast their movement. Owing to 
the blocking effect of Soiitlierii China orography, the cold air masses were first trapped 
behind the terrain barrier. Pushes from other later-arriving air masses may not yet be 
able to overcome the orographic effect, but give an accumulation of a thicker layer of cold 
air behind the terrain barrier. In such a 'critical ‘ situation, any push from the north 
of higher level disturbance may easily bring the cold air masses across the mountains to 
give the leewards regions a sudden and unexpected temperature drop. 
From past experience, it has been difficult to give accurate forecasts on the 
northerly cold surges on which orographic effect was important. In the present Ap 
method (Section 4.2.2) used by ROHK, the major difficulty arises in the estimation of 
the orographic blocking effect, albeit the pushing effect has been taken into account. In 
this chapter, a forecast index for northerly cold surges in Southern China is suggested. 
A number of cases are also investigated to evaluate the validity of the index. 
9 9 
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5.1 The Internal Froude Number 
It has long been known that orography modifies weather as well as climate everywhere 
on the earth. For example, the Australian Alps and New England Range along the 
eastern coast of Australia give rise to the formation of desert over Central Australia. 
The Rockies along the western coast in North America also have a similar effect. The 
Alps have an important contribution in differentiating the climate over Northern and 
Southern Europe. On a shorter time scale, Bjorkens and Solberg (1921) pointed out that 
orography gives rise to the retardation of fronts, the distortion of the surface frontal 
profile as well as the modification of vertical wind profile and hence the patterns of 
precipitations. Smith (1981) has also investigated the disturbance of orography on wind 
and pressure around some major mountain ranges. 
The blocking effect of orography has, indeed, been widely studied both experi-
mentally and theoretically. Davies (1984) has discussed the orographic retardation of a 
cold front by means of a theoretical model. It was found that whether a front is blocked is 
characterized by a nondimensionless parameter, the rotational Froude number, e, which 
essentially determines the steepness of the frontal slope. However, the model was a little 
bit too theoretical as well as simplified, and is probably not quite feasible for practical 
application. 
Nearly two decades before the work of Davies, Kao (1965) had undertaken a 
theoretical study in the blocking phenomenon in stratified flows. In Kao's studies, it 
was found that the flow is governed by a parameter known a^ the modified Froude 
number F , which is often named as the internal Froude number Fr nowadays (Kundu, 
1990). Kao also found that it is necessary for F to exceed a certain value so that no 
blocking occurs in the flow field. Based on the theoretical works by Kao, field as well 
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as laboratory studies by Kitabayashi (1977), Baines (1979) and others confirm that the 
occurrence of blocking is determined by the internal Froiide number F r , which is defined 
as: 
F r = — (5.1) 
N H � ) 
where 
U = speed of the basic current 
N = Brunt Vaisala frequency (Appendix B) 
H = mountain height 
In Kitabayashi's field and laboratory studies, an critical internal Froude number FTC^ was 
suggested to be 2.3. With F r � > 2.3, no stagnant air can exist upstream of the terrain 
barrier; for F r � < 2.3, blocking occurs. Later, the results of laboratory experiment by 
Baines (1979), however, suggested a critical F r � t o be 0.5 (士 0.05). 
With all these results, Maiiiiis and Sawford (1982) suggested a critical internal 
Froude number, Ftc, of approximately 1.6 after analysing the measurement taken from 
a field experiment conducted in a valley. The results are nearly in accord with those 
suggested by Bell and Thompson (1980)2 from a laboratory experiment. Therefore, it 
may be concluded that the published values of Froude number for blocking events range 
from 0.5 to 2.3, and such values have already been used by Bell and Bosart (1988) in 
their study of Appalachian cold air damming. The wide distribution of the Frc values 
may be due to the difference in definition as well as boundary conditions (Manins and 
Sawford, 1982). 
^The Froude number in Kitabayashi's works was in fact defined as F = U [gHA6/6) ^，where U is 
the upstream basic wind speed, g is the acceleration due to gravity, H is the mountain height, 9 is the 
mean potential temperature and A9 is the upstream vertical change in 6. Nevertheless, Kitabayashi's 
F is very similar to the Fr in Equation 5.1 (Manins and Sawford, 1982). 
^The proposed value was Fvc = 1.3. 
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5.2 Case Investigations of a Critical Internal Froude 
Number over Nan Ling Ranges 
It has been mentioned in the previous section that the internal Froude number, Fr , is 
a parameter determining the occurrence of blocking of a fluid upstream of a barrier. 
Ill South China , the orography serves as a barrier blocking the southwards movement 
of the northerly cold air masses. Although the mountains arrange themselves sparsely, 
they essentially act as a dam shielding the coastal area. There are, however, many leaks 
along the 'dam' at the the river valleys. The cold air masses may penetrate through the 
valleys more easily. 
Before adopting the internal Froude number Fr as a forecast index for northerly 
cold surges in South Cliina regions, the critical value Fvc must first be determined. 
Ill Equation 5.1, U is taken as the speed of the wind component perpendicular to the 
barrier. Since the Nan Ling Ranges arrange themselves roughly along a latitude, U 
could merely be taken as the magnitude of the northerly wind component. The Brunt 
Vaisala frequency is given by: 
(5.2) 
and could be determined by considering the air within the planetary boundary layer 
only. 
In the following discussions, the internal Froude numbers were all calculated from 
the ECMWF analyses. N was evaluated within the layer of air ranging from 1000 hPa to 
850 hPa. In order to determine the characteristic Froude number over Nan Ling Ranges 
for each particular event, an average of 8 data points was calculated. 
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5.2.1 Case study I 
This is in fact the case which has been studied in Section 4.2. The period of the event 
was from 30th December, 1990 to 5tli January, 1991. The Ap signal (Section 4.2.2) 
gave a wrong prediction of an arrival of cold surge on 2nd January, 1991. The surge 
eventually reached Hong Kong on 5tli January morning. 
Figure 5.1 shows the variation of the Froude number-Fr with time. The first 
occurrence of the peak is on 1st January, 1991. This corresponds to the first time the 
cold surge tried to cross the terrain barrier. The value, however, is only approximately 
0.7. The second peak occurs at 4tli January, 1991 12:00 (G.M.T.) . The change is sudden 
and abrupt. The value is as large as 1.5. 
Uh \ Cold sii-gc reaching Hong KonV 
； 一 一 A J ^ s H 
30/90 AM 31/90 AM 01/91 AM 02/91 AM 03/91 AM 04/91 AM 05/91 AM 
30/90 PM 31/90 PM 01/91PM 02/91 PM 03/91PM 04/91PM 05/91PM 
TIME 
AM = 00:00 (G.M.T.) 
PM= 12:00 (G.M.T.) 
Figure 5.1 Time fluctuation of Fr from 30tli Dec., 1990 to 5th Jan., 1991 
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The Froude number Fr gives a consistent prediction for this event. Although 
there was a local maxima on 1st January, 1991’ the small value indicates that the 
pushing force was too weak to bring the air across the mountains. The high value 1.5 
on 4th January, 1991 indicates a strong enough driving force, and this was verified by 
the arrival of cold surge on 5tli January, 1991 morning. 
In the study of this event, an upper and a lower bound of the critical internal 
Froude number can be set as: 
0.73 ^ Ffc ^ 1.50 
5.2.2 Case study II 
This is the case which has been studied in Section 4.3. The period of the event was from 
8tli January, 1989 to 14th January, 1989. The potential temperature advection charts 
in Section 4.3.2 show that there have been two pushes from the north on 8th January, 
1989 evening and l l t l i January, 1989 morning but it turned out that the cold surge did 
not reach Hong Kong until 14tli January, 1989. 
Figure 5.2 shows the variation of the Froude number Fr with time. The occur-
rence of the first and the second local maxima agrees well with the time when there were 
cold air reaching the Nan Ling Ranges. The weakness of the pushing forces at those 
times could be recognized in the smallness of the values of Fr (respectively 0.36 and 
0.39). The rise of the Fr value on 13rd January, 1989 00:00 (G.M.T.) gave a correct 
prediction on the later-arrived cold surge. 
In the study of this event, an upper and a lower bound of the critical internal 
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Froude number can be set as: 
0.39 ^ Ftc ^ 1.83 
The result does not give an improvement on the estimation of F r � b u t , at least, it does 
give a consistent prediction (on whether the cold air is blocked). 
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PM = 12:00 (G.M.T.) 
Figure 5.2 Time fluctuation of FT from 8tli Jan, 1989 to 14th Jan., 1989 
5.2.3 Case study on other events 
In this section, six other events on northerly cold surges are studied in order to obtain 
a better estimation on the critical internal Proude number F r � T h e time evolutions of 
the averaged Fr values over Nan Ling Ranges of the events were respectively shown in 
Figures 5.3 to 5.7. The key days when there were cold surges arriving at Hong Kong 
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were marked with arrows on the diagrams. It could be noted that the marked days are 
always accompanied an abrupt rise in Fr value one or two time interval(s) before (one 
time interval = 12 hours). 
0 5 — / Cold surge reaching Hong Kong \ 
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- TIME 
AM = 00:00 (G.M.T.) 
PM = 12:00 (G.M.T.) 
Figure 5.3 Time fluctuation of Fr from 15th Jan, 1988 to 19th Jan., 1988 
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Figure 5.4 Time fluctuation of Fr from 25th Jaii, 1989 to 29th Jan., 1989 
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Figure 5.5 Time fluctuation of Fr from 13th Jan, 1990 to 16th Jan., 1990 
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Figure 5.6 Time fluctuation of Fr from 18tli Jan, 1990 to 24th Jan., 1990 
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Figure 5.7 Time fluctuation of Fr from 11th Jan, 1992 to 16th Jan., 1992 
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In figure 5.3’ the value of Fr at 17tli January, 1988 12:00 (G.M.T.) was 1.23. 
There was a cold surge reaching Hong Kong approximately 12 hours later. This is the 
lowest Fr value for the cold air to successfully reach Hong Kong in all the events studied 
here. On the other hand, the highest Fr value for a blocking event is 0.89, which was 
found oil 18th January, 1990 00:00 (G.M.T.) (Fig. 5.6). Therefore, the possible range 
for the critical internal Froude number Ft^ may further be narrowed as: 
0.89 ^ Frc ^ 1.23 (5.3) 
It could be realized that the proposed Ftc values lie within the published F r � v a l u e s 
(Section 5.1). This further confirms the validity of adopting Fr as a forecast index in 
forecasting northerly cold surges in South China regions. However, much more statistical 
investigation should be carried out before an more accurate Ftc value can be obtained 
for practical use. 
- I n this section, it has been shown that the internal Froude number is a governing 
parameter on the crossing of the Nan Ling Ranges of the cold air masses (cold surge). 
Moreover, 12 to 24 hours after the rise of the Fr value above the critical value, Hong 
Kong would experience the effect of the arrival of the cold surge. The time could certainly 
be made more accurate by the analysis of more precise data. 
Before going to the conclusion, a brief discussion on the physical meaning of 
different factors in the internal Froude number Fr (Equation 5.1) is given. The factor 
U represents the fluid velocities upstream of the barrier. Thus, it could be interpreted 
as a measure of the strength of the pushing force. The term H represents the height of 
the terrain and should stand for the blocking effect. In fact, the blocking effect exerted 
by the terrain is not a variable factor since the terrain does not vary, at least, for the 
meteorologist! However, it is also included here since the terrain is far from an idea 
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wall of constant height. It has been mentioned at the beginning of this section that the 
effective Fr is evaluated by averaging the respective values of 8 data points taking in 
front of the Nan Ling Ranges. This gives a more objective value than just focusing on 
one or two point(s). 
At first sight, U and H should have been able to finish the job. An understanding 
of the physical meaning of the quite complicated factor N (5.2) would show the essence 
of its inclusion. Here, we follow the discussions in Holton (1979). In an environment 
exhibiting hydrostatic balance, the environmental pressure p and density p satisfy the 
following relation: 
^ = (5.4) 
o z 
Consider a small parcel of air being displaced vertically a short distance, the vertical 
acceleration of the air parcel is: 
- (Pw dp , � 
where p and p are the pressure and density of the air parcel respectively, p = p li the 
pressure within the air parcel is assumed to be equal to that of the environment. In such 
a situation, the pressures can be eliminated from Equations (5.4) and (5.5): 
^ 二 g ( l ^ ] = g ( i ^ ] (5.6) 
dt' P ) e ) ^ 
where the Poison's equation lias been used in the last step. Let the parcel be initially 
placed at 2； = 0 where the potential temperature is 0 � ’ then the environmental potential 
temperature after a small displacement 6 z is: 
e { 6 z ) = Oo + ^ d z (5.7) 
a z 
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For an adiabatic parcel displacement, the potential temperature of the parcel is con-
served: e { 6 z ) = 0o- Hence, Equation (5.6) could be rewritten as: 





The solutions of Equation (5.8) are of the form e士⑶力.With positive value of d e / d z 
(i.e. stable condition), N is real and hence the solutions are oscillatory. Therefore, N 
could be interpreted as a measure of the static stability of the environment. The larger 
the value of N , the higher the stability of the environment. 
Therefore, under stable condition, which is usually the case in winter, the quantity 
N represents the resistance of air masses towards rising as they approach the terrain. N 
is an intrinsic property of the air masses and determines the liability of the air masses 
to be blocked. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
The time integration scheme of the model developed by Lee (1993) has been analyzed. 
The scheme is a combination of a forward and a backward scheme (Section 2.3.2). The 
ratio of the forward time step, A t i , to the backward time step, A 力2’ has been proved to 
be optimized when it takes the value of 1:1, under the consideration of a set of linearized 
shallow water equation (Section 2.3.3). The ratio 1:2 proposed by Lee (1993) may also 
be suitable after taking the nonlinear effect in the original set of governing equations 
(Appendix A) into account. 
The model has been modified to adapt to unevenly spaced vertical spacings (Sec-
tion 2.4). This modification can effectively improve the vertical resolution near the sur-
face. The model was then enhanced with a sophisticated scheme of planetary boundary 
layer (PBL) parameterization (Section 2.5). A parameterization scheme of the stratiform 
precipitation (Section 2.6) has also been included in the final version of the model. 
Numerical experiments performed on a typical event of northerly cold surge 
showed that there was a tendency in the earliest version of the model to unrealistically 
predict the early arrival of the cold serge. No significant improvement was attained 
even though an enveloped terrain was adopted (Section 3.1). A comparison of 950 hPa 
forecast with the ECMWF analyses showed that the discrepancy was mainly present 
1 1 2 
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near the surface only. An attempt to increase the lower level resolution by a 20 levels 
evenly spaced version (Section 3.1) as well as two unevenly spaced versions, 10 levels 
and 17 levels (Section 3.2), did not show any prominent improvement. Unfortunately, 
some abnormal low centres in temperature appeared at the mountains instead. 
The failure of improvement by means of the enveloped terrain and enhanced lower 
level vertical resolution raises the necessity of adopting a more sophisticated scheme of 
boundary layer parameterization in order to correct for the insufficient impedance on the 
cold surge near the surface. The results of the simulation was found to be much better 
after adopting the new scheme (Section 3.3). In the model, boundary layer physics is 
hence important in giving accurate results near the surface. 
Lag-correlation analysis was performed on events of cold surges in January from 
1986 to 1992 using ECMWF analyses. Strong correlation was found between the arrival 
of cold surge in Hong Kong and the passing of a disturbance on 500 hPa wind field near 
Lake Baikal north of Mongolia (Section 4.1). An event of northerly cold surge, which has 
been blocked by the Nan Ling Ranges, was studied. The numerical simulation shows 
that the cold surge was first orographically blocked (Section 4.2.4). Analysis on 500 
hPa vorticity showed that the appearance of a disturbance on the western boundary 
was likely to be responsible for pushing the trough southwards across the mountains 
(Section 4.2.3). A study of the potential temperature advection field of another event 
on orographically impeded northerly cold surge also proposed a upper level triggering 
source originated from the west of Nan Ling Ranges (Section 4.3.2). 
The internal Froude number, Fr, was then proposed as a forecast index on the 
northerly cold surges (Section 5.1). A critical value exists such that the cold surge 
would be blocked when the Fr value is lower than the critical one. After investigating a 
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number of cases, the proposed critical Fr value is between 0.89 and 1.23 in the case of 
Nan Ling Ranges. The alarm time interval for the arrival of a cold surge in Hong Kong 
after the critical Fr value being exceeded is 12 to 24 hours (Section 5.2.3). Certainly, 
the accuracies of the critical internal Froude number and the alarm time interval can 
both be increased by studying more data available shorter in time intervals. 
The meclianism of formation of the triggering sources appearing from the west 
remains uninvestigated in this thesis. The forecast index proposed here can just account 
for the blocking of cold surges, but it does not take account of the origin of the triggering 
sources. A thorough understanding of their mechanism of formation should certainly be 
helpful in giving forecasts of longer range. 
Radiation has not yet been included in the numerical model. Therefore, very 
accurate forecast on surface temperature is still impossible at this stage. However, any 
inclusion of radiation in a model requires a lot of computer time spent on cloud param-
eterization. It also has complicated interaction with the parameterization schemes of 
precipitations. Moreover, gravity wave drag (GWD) may be another possible develop-
ment in the model. An immature sclieme of G W D parameterization has in fact been 
tested in the model. However, the results were not as appreciable as those given by the 
PBL parameterization and thus has been left out of this thesis. 
Appendix A 
Computational Dispersion of 
Shallow Water Equation in f-Plane 
Consider the set of linearized shallow water equation in /-plane: 
= (A.1) 
（A-2) 
- 结 + + V 替 二 + 芸） （A . 3 ) 
dt dx ay \dx oy J 
Here, [/, V and the Coriolis parameter / � a r e all treated as constants. Then waves of 
the form e《知科‘权-―are substituted into the equation set to give: 
A{-iujA + ikU -i-ilV) = f^B-ikC 
D{-iuA-\-ikU + i l V ) = - foA-ikC 
C(-iujA + ikU + ilV) = - ^(ikA + ilB) 
We have the analytic form of the frequency after eliminating A,B and C: 
cj^ = if k + Vl or 
= [//c + V Z ± / / � 2 + $(fc2 + z2) (A.4) • 
Now, the equations are discretized according to the numerical scheme of the model: 
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(i) Forward scheme with time step Ati： 
a T I 二 •^�““ ~ ^ 2Ay 2Aa: 
Ati 二 —九乂 ^ 2Ay 2Ay 
Ati — 2Aa; 2Ay 
/„(o) _ Jo) (o) \ 
_ ^ 2 A y j 
(ii) Backward scheme with time step M2'. 
瓦 - •口 — U ^ ” ^ 2 A a ; 
…� (At.\ (At) (At) JAt) (At) AAt) /(At) 
y{At) - 一 （AO — 心 - _ v'n+{ - 一 (fe+1 一 中n-1 
— ~ - -JoU -U — 2 A 2 / 2Ay 
At2 — 2Ax 2Ay 
/..(At) (At) (At) _ (At)\ 
_ ^ 社m+1 ^m-1 + ^n+1 ^n-1 
_ � h ~ ^ ^ � 
Substitution of the discretized wave form e 补 劫 - 哪 圳 into the above equation set 
yields: 
(i) Forward: 
g-ic^Ati - 1 — — . ^^sin(kAx) . ^^sm(lAy) _ . / C \ sin(feArr) 
= ^ n i J " A x " ' ^ " " A T " " ' U ； A.T 
e—b八“一1 , / A \ . ^^sin(kAx) . , , s in ( lAy) . / C \ sinjlAy) 
— a ^ T " 二 - " " - i v 飞 ~ — 
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“ _ 1 ^ siii(/cAa;) . 
=—I U T I V 
Ati Ax Ay 
_ r sin(fcArc) sm{lAy) 1 
" U c J A x \C) Ay J 
By eliminating A, B and C, we arrive at: 
Q � = - i P ‘ 
or C ? � = - q P ± ) (A.5) 
where 
p-i wAti _ 1 
們 = ( A . 6 ) 
P = U 九”A工）+ y sin(込双) (A.7) 
Ax Ay 
K - 卜 , ， H 剩 (A.8) 
(ii) Backward: 
1 — e—么亡一么“） , ( B \ . , Rm(A:Aa;) . ,,sm{lAy) . fC\ sm{kAx) 
1 — e 孝 - A t i ) . , Rin(/cAa;) " s i i i 陶 ） 
； = I V 
Ai2 A x A?/ 
. r sm{kAx) /B\ smjlAy) \ 
Ax + VcJ Ay J 
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By eliminating A, B and C, we again arrive at: 
Q � = - i P 
or Q � = - 7 : C P ± / 0 (A.9) 
where 
Q(B) ^ (A.IO) 
Elimination of Ati in the indices in (A.6) and (A.IO) gives: 
产 t = 1 + ^ 丛 山 ( A . l l ) 
l-iAtiD 
where D = P or {P ± K). By evaluating the argument of the above expression: 
w - 丄 tan-i I ^ 1 (A.12) 
" " — A t tan | i _ p A i ) 2 r ( l - r ) J � ) 
where 
The function tan"^ is moiiotonic over ( -oo, oo). Hence maximizing UJ is equivalent 
to minimizing the denominator of arctan of the expression of Equation (A.12). It is a 
quadratic equation of the form T^ - T + constant = 0 and it is straight-forward to 
conclude that the stationary point occurs at T = 1/2 ( A “ = ^ t / 2 ) , and it is a local 
minima. 
Appendix B 
Rossby Radius in a Continuously 
Stratified Fluid 
The governing equations are: 
du du du 1 dp /o i\ 
— + w — + ^^  o — — f V = ^ 
dt dx dy Po dx 
dv ^ dv ^ dv . 1 dp 巾 9� 
石 + + + = ( ) 
- = - p g (B.3) 
oz 
� ’ + ’ = 0 (B.4) 
dx dy d z 
+ + + 二 0 (B.5) 
at ox oy at 
where 
Po = a constant reference density 
Assume the density is stably stratified vertically with a uniform buoyancy frequency N, 
and increases northward (along -^y) at a constant rate d p / d y . Neglecting the (3 effect, 
the thermal wind relation requires the vertical shear of the basic eastward flow U[z) to 
be also constant. 
测 二 器 （B.6) 
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Consider a total flow consisting of a basic eastward jet U(z) in geostrophic equilibrium 
with basic density structure as described above, plus perturbations: 
u = U{z) + u {x, 2/, z) 
V = v{x,y,z) 
w = w {x, ？/, z) 
p = 'p{x,y,z) + f){x,y,z) 
P = p{y,z)-{-p{x,y,z) (B.7) 
The hydrostatic balance and the thermal wind relation (B.6) of the basic flow give: 
吐 = J L 位 (B.8) 
dz f po dy 
after pressure p has been eliminated. 
Assuming [/二 0 at the surface, then the background flow is: 
- U = — (B.9) 
H k 
where U。is the velocity at the top of the layer z = H. Defining 
. dv du 
c = 
dx dy 
the vorticity equation can be obtained by cross-differentiating Equations (B. l ) and (B.2): 
+ + + = Q (B.IO) 
dt ox dy dz 
Since U depends only on 2;, thus C = C'. Substituting (B.7) and ( = C' into (B.IO) gives: 
= ( B . l l ) 
dt dx ^ dz 乂 , 
after the second order terms have been neglected. By assuming the perturbations are 
large scale and slow, then the velocity is nearly geostrophic: 
/ 1 dp , 1 dp … 
U ^ ——^ - B.12 
Pof dy Pof dx 
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Hence, the perturbation vorticity is 
= (B.13) 
Pol 
Also, linearization of density Equation (B.5) gives: 
仏 + U 吐 “ 吐 — P � N � ' (B.14) 




N is known as the Brunt Vaisald frequency. By (13.3) and the hydrostatic equation for 
the mean flow, we obtain: 
導 “ (B.16) 
dz 
Therefore, using (B.8), (B.16) and the perturbation geostrophic wind relation (B.12), 
Equation (B.14) could be rewritten as: 
‘ (B.17) 
Aa广 dx) dz dz dx\ � 
Substitute (B.17) into ( B . l l ) to eliminate w' gives: 
( ^ ^ U ^ ) (B.18) 
\dt dx) 十 7V2 
This is the perturbation qiiasi-geostropliic equation. 
Assume that the flow is confined at the bottom 2 = 0 and is unbounded in both 
X and y. Thus, substitution of a wave of the form: 
(B.19) 
into (B.18) obtains: 
g - = 0 (B.20) 
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where 
AT2 
= ^ + (B.21) 
Solutions of (B.20) are of the form e 士 T h u s l / a is a parameter giving a characteristic 
vertical length scale of the wave with waveniimber k (or I) propagating along the hori-
zontal direction. Therefore, these physical interpretations and Equation (B.21) together 
motivate the definition of Rossby Radius A in a continuously stratified fluid: 
八三 I i / (B.22) 
where 
N = Brunt Vaisala frequency 
f 二 Coriolis parameter 
H = vertical scale of wave 
The above derivations are essentially based on Kundu (1990). 
Appendix C 
Boussinesq Approximation of 
Navier-Stokes Equation 
Navier-Stokes equation in /-plane in the form of Einstein's notation is given by: 
dt Ui 二 - Uj dj Ui - � d i p f Cijs Uj - g di^i-u d] Ui (C.l) 
The notations have the same meanings as stated in Section 2.5.1. Consider the vertical 
component, i.e. i = 3: 
dw I dp / � � � 
- j T = - - ^ - g - ^ v V ^ w (C.2) 
a t p oz 
, dw d p , >� _2 
P + p ) — - - ^ - ( p + p)g + jLtV''w 
a t o z 
, p \ dw 1 dp 广 p \ 11 
1 + -TT = - — 1 + g + 
p at p az \ p y p 
The change in density of a fluid can be neglected except in the gravity term where p is 
multiplied by g. This is known as Boussinesq approximation (Kundii, 1990). Thus the 
coefficient of the acceleration term can be approximated as 1: 
dw 1 dp , p \ , v72 fn r>\ 
——« ————^ - 1 + — g ^ vV w i^.oj 
(it p oz \ p / 
Now, consider the equation of state: 
p = pRT (C.4) 
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where R is the gas constant of moist air. The virtual temperature T” can be defined as 
(Hess, 1959): 
V 二 pRdT” (C.5) 
where Rd is the gas constant of dry air. Then, express the quantities as the sum of a 
mean and turbulent part: 
P + = + + • (C.6) 
� J T Y = Rd {P + P ) + T：) 
p = Rd (pT^ + p T；) 
V « R d j T , since « ( C . 7 ) 
Subtract (C.6) by (C.7) gives: 
V = R<i(pT, + pTl + pTl) 
^ 4 二 4 + i + 
- P P Ty pTy 
« ^ + (C.8) 
P 
The order of magnitude of the vertical pressure perturbation term is much smaller than 




= - S - (C.IO) 
Ov 
where 0” is the virtual potential temperature. (C.IO) is put back into (C.3). Then the 
Navier-Stokes equation becomes: 
1 / 6' \ 
dt Ui = — Uj dj Ui - — dip-h f eij3 U j - [g - ^ 9 fo + " d] Ui ( C . l l ) 
P \ ^v / 
Appendix D 
Depth of the Neutral Boundary 
Layer 
In the PBL, the acceleration terras are usually small compared with the Coriolis force 
and pressure gradient forces. Thus, on assuming steady state, horizontal homogeneity 
and neglecting subsidence, Equation (2.48) can be written as: 
^ 1 dp d (^^ du\ /T^ 1� 
- V = - + ^ K — (D . l ) 
p ox oz \ oz J 
, 1 dp d (^^ dv\ r^� 
f u = - + — K ^ ] P . 2 
p ay dz \ oz J 
if the molecular viscosity is neglected and parameterization (2.49) is used. Geostrophic 
wind is defined as: 
… 六 If (D.3) 
Hence, (D . l ) and (D.2) can be rewritten as: 
^ + ；^ - = 0 (D.5) 
fe-奏(--〜）二 0 (D.6) 
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if K is further assumed as constant. The boundary conditions on the above set of 
equation should be: 
= 0, 7； = 0 at 2 = 0 (D.7) 
since the wind speed is zero on surface and 
u —^  Ug, u — Vg as z ^ oo (D.8) 
since eddy viscosity is negligible in the free atmosphere. Let w = u + iv where 
i = y / ^ , and align the x-axis along the direction of the geostrophic wind, then (D.5) 
and (D.6) become: 
炉 w i/ if /n Q\ 
d z^ K K y 
since Vg = 0. The general solution of (D.9) is: 
f l i j \ ( [ i j \ 
w = A exp y — 2 + D exp — W — 2 + Ug (D.IO) 
‘ K J y ^ K J 
Using boundary condition (D.8), 4^ = 0; using boundary condition (D.7), A-\-B-\-Ug = 0. 
Hence, B = — Ug. Therefore, 
( ( f i j w 
w = Ug 1 — exp — y — 2 ( D . l l ) 
\ \ ^ / / 
u -{- iv = Ug(l - cos 7 2 ) + iug e'^'^sin 7 2 (D.12) 
where 
7 = 猛 (D.13) 
after some rearrangements. When 2 = TT/?， 
u = Ug (1 + e-冗） 
V = 0 
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The wind is parallel to the geostropliic wind although the magnitude is slightly greater. 
Therefore, h = tt/^ is usually referred to as the Ekman layer depth (Holton, 1979). 
Refer to (2.60): 
ul = \l{u w)l + {v' w')1 
- _ ) 
where (2.49) has been used and the bar is omitted for convenience. By substituting the 
real and imaginary parts of (D.12) into (D.14), one yields: 
= u , y / K f (D.15) 
at 2； = 0. Let hdyn be the depth of the Ekman layer. Then, 
J _ I 
lldyn — — 
7 
h K 
, = 叫 了 By (D.13) 
= { ^ Y i By (D.15) 
w constant (D.16) 
J 
A formal and rigorous derivations of (D.16) should base on Rossby-number similarity. 
The interested reader is referred to Tennekes (1982). 
Appendix E 
Lag-correlation Analysis 
This appendix assumes some basic concepts in statistics. Let Xi, X2 denotes random 
variables that have joint probability density function (p.d.f.) f {x i ,X2) , and let u{xi ,x2) 
be a function of xi , X2 such that the sum 
Z^ 咖 ’ ^2) /O^l, 0；2) (E.l) 
XI X2 
exists if the random variables are of the discrete type. The sum (E.l) is called the 
mathematical expectation, denoted by E ( u { x i , x 2 ) ) , of the function u(xi,x2)- The means 
of a；!, X2, say “ ] ’ ,i2’ are obtained by taking ^(0:1,0:2) to be o；!, X2, respectively. 
= E(a;i) ； fi2 = E{x2) (E.2) 
The variances of xi and X2, say af and erf, are obtained by setting the function u{xi ,x2) 
equal to {xi — "4)2 and (0:2 — ^ 2^)2’ respectively. 
a = E{{xi-iiiY) ； a = E((a;2 —"2)2) (E.3) 
Consider the mathematical expectation: 
E{{xi - (li) {X2 - /i2) ) = E ( X1X2 - fl2Xl - /X1.T2 + ) 
= E (X1X2) - /i2E (rci) 一 fiiE {X2) + Iiifi2 
= E ( x i X 2 } - M1/X2 (E.4) 
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This number is known as the covariance of Xi and X2, and the number 
cor { x i , x 2 ) 
is called the correlation coefficient of xi and X2. 
Let the two random variables xi and X2 have the marginal probability density^ 
f^{xi) and /2(0：2) respectively. The random variables Xi and X2 are defined as stochas-
tically independent if and only if f{xi,X2)三 / i(a:i) /20c2). Hence, 
E{XiX2) = = Y^ XiX2f{Xi)f{x2) 
an, 3:2 XI,X2 
= X ] X i f i ^ i ) E ^2f{x2) = E(a;i)E(a;2) 
rci X2 
= M 1 M 2 (E.6) 
From (E.4), (E.5) and (E.6), we have 
£(0:10:2) - Ml/^ 2 
. cor ( .TI , .T2 )= 
CTi (72 
= 0 (E.7) 
Thus, two random variables x i , x^ are stochastically independent iff cor {xi^x2) = 0. 
Now, let the random variable Xi denotes the 500 hPa vorticity of any specified 
point i, and if a base point b is chosen and is denoted by Xb, the correlation between the 
events happening at point i and b is given by cor {xi,xb). Obviously, cor (xb^xb) equals 
1 by definition as each event must definitely correlate to itself. When cor {xi^xb) is close 
to 1, there is strong correlation between Xi and xi,. When cor {xi,xb) approaches zero, 
the correlation is weak. Two events are stochastically independent when cor ( x i . x b ) = 
0. 
^f{x2\xi) ( f{xi\x2)) is the conditional probability density function of the discrete type of random 
variable X2 (rri), given that the discrete type of random variable xi (0:2). Then marginal probability 
density functions f i {x i ) and /2(工2) are given by: /(X2|rci)/i(;Ei) = f (x i ,x2 ) = f(xilx2)f2(x2) 
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Having chosen a base point, a correlation chart could be constructed by plotting 
the correlation coefficients between the base point and all other points (including the 
base point itself). 
To construct lag-correlation charts, a key time (T = 0) should first be chosen. 
Here, it is defined as the time when there were cold surges reaching Hong Kong. The T 
= 0 correlation chart is constructed by plotting the correlation coefficients: cor 
The superscript represents the time of the data point. The T = - 1 lag-correlation chart 
is given by plotting the correlation coefficients 
— � i ， : r n = 喻 1 - 的 斤 r " � ) (E.8) 
where all the notations have their usual meanings. 
Appendix F 
Fortran Source Code of the 
Numerical Model 
The model is a wet one with 1° horizontal resolution adopting 26 unevenly spaced 
vertical levels. The lateral boundary is time varying. It includes parameterization 
schemes in planetary boundary layer (EB) , gravity wave drag ( G W D R A G ) , stratiform 
precipitation ( D A R R ) and convective precipitation ( K D C ) . The reader is also referred 
to Appendix E of Lee (1993). 
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i 
! C THIS IS A WET FORECAST PROGRAM C U : ZONAL WIND COMPONENT R-B^R^mi C V ： MERINDIONAL WIND COMPONENT nivR-j.^ M^ nmi C II : R»T WHERE R IS THE OAS CONST AND T IS ABS TEMP n^ n^ .^ MTn'n m C Q : SPECIFIC HUMIDITY SJiSS'SMtoSS C P : LOG(PS) WHERE PS IS TIIE SURFACE PRESSURE nVRtsMBinreVl C PI ； MEAN SEA LEVEL PRESSURE OR WORKING ARRAY nalB^ .S^ B imi C FIZ : GEOPOTENTIAL 
C FIO : SURFACE GEOPOTENTIAL „ STr=TSTOP-0.0()l 
C WZ : SIGMADOT (VERTICAL VELOCITY IN SIGM八 COORD.) ""^ ii-l•二••(•-•<:-|ij:r|-Tf7�-
C F : CORIOLIS PARAMETER 二 二 二 < ! N C ZS : TERRAIN FIELD omi^ a 7 . S ^ C PPB : STANDARD PRESSURE LEVELS WHICH TIIE INPUT DATA ON AA-n«ATfM»M.Nr C CK : SIGMA LEVELS OF THE MODEL „ AA-FLOAT(M M N) 
C CCD : AN ARRAY CONTAIN ONLY 0. OR I. TO IDENTIFY L—-;:-/;"二•；； C WHETHER GRID PTS ARE ON SEA OR LAND p t-ALLMHJbC 
C 0 . : SEA 1. : LAND ^ , , , , 
C UI.VI.H1,Q1,P1 : WORKING ARRAY HUTEMP PI=P.s 
C UT.VT.HT,QT.PT : THE TENDENCIES OR WORKING ARRAY riV^ KM mn»nn. C Tl .T2 : INTEGRATION TIME STEPS IN SECONDS (T2=T1 '2) „ C,15=CKH/(DD DD) 
C PPB ： STANDARD PRSSSURE LEVELS OF THE VARIBLES …^-！^^!^/、^;-:-/!^-!^/"-^--、-
C IR:o帅Ul IB:input IRR:energy IP:.,urface pressure input S!S)==2.»(?S(N)) 
PROGRAM WF30X26 C 
PARAMETER (M=30,N=26,NL=10) 
CHARACTER Z1M,Z0*1.ZB»2 ZT»2 DH(K)=CK(K+)-CK(K) 
DIMENSION U(M.M.N). V(M,M,N), H(M.M.N). Q(M.M.N). , ^SJS^f KV(CKW4CK(K+I» 
：U1(M.M.N). V1(M.M.N). in(M.M.N), QI(MMN). 丨 oS^ S.DHrNVrKrM. 
* UT(M.M,N). VT(M.M,N), HT(M’M’N). QT(M.M,N), „ DU2(N)=().5*DH(NVCK(N) 
* DRR(M,M). SDR(M.M), CRR(M.M). SCR(M,M), 
• ZS(M.M). CCM(M.M), STP(M,M). SELD(M.M). r mI" 
• P(M.M). PI(M.M). PT(M.M). CK(N). CKZ(N). a i ( N ) = . . m H ( N - l ) 
* C l l ( N ) . Clfi(N)’ DHH(N). DHI(N). CKC(():N). i ,�r^…们、 
• DH2(N). DH(():N). FI()(M.M). CM(M.M) , COMMON/COMUVIl/ ^ CONTINUE 
•U10(M,N>, U2()(M.N). U3()(2:M-1.N). U40(2:M-I.N). "N"；"" """" 
»Un(2:M.|.N). U21(2:M-1,N), U3I(3:M-2,N), U4I(3:M-2.N). ri�f�rV"=7Mr�,m„,«^ 丨、*r^„,«^�� • U12(3:M.2.N). U22(3;M-2.N). U32(4:M.3.N). U42(4:M-3.N . SliSif&r^)^ K)) ：U<3(4:M-3.N). U23(4:M-3.N), U33(5:M.4,N). U43(5:M.4.N . S S J STi^ ,丨⑷） C •UI4(5:M.4.N). U24(5:M-4.N). U34(6:M.5.N). U44(6:M-5.NJ. 3 coIJSwE ^ ^ 
•VI(>(M,N), V2()(M.N). V3()(2:M-I.N). V40(2:M-I.N). C…;：；^；^-—-：；：；；-；； 
：VI 1(2:M-1.N). V21(2:M-I.N). V31(3:M-2,N). V4丨(3:M.2,N), SSir^l ii^nsi��,, 
• V12(3:M.2.N). V22(3:M-2.N). V32(4:M.3,N). V42(4:M-3,N . S 二 丨 1 ( ) ) 二丨，”-3’N), V23(4:M-3.N). V33(5:M-4.N). V43(5:M-4.N . CKCn lt7�lfmM,丨丨、、„ C *V14(5:M-4.N). V24(5:M-4,N). V34(6:M.5.N). V44(6:M.5.N). 3 丨 (丨-l))/2. 
•HI()(M,N). H2()(M.N), H3()(2:M-1.N), H4(){2 M-1 N) C".-二"二: 
• HI 1(2:M-1,N). H21(2:M-».N). .mOiM-a.N)； ISaM Z N) r CCD=rPCK(N>»G*2/DH(N) 
: 1 1 , 丨 H 2 2 ( 3 : M - 2 . N ) , II32(4:M-3.N). H42(4:M-3.N), '^"n；"；：™；；：；；： 
*HI4(5:M-4.N). H24(5:M.4.N). H34(6:M-5.N). H44(6:M-5.N ! 
COMMON/COMQ/ RL3=1500.»C14 
* Q10(M.N). Q20(M.N), Q3()(2:M-I.N), Q4(K2:M-1.N). RL4=50().'C14 
* Ql 丨(2:M-I.N). Q21(2:M-I,N), Q31(3:M-2.N), Q41(3:M-2.N), …。-(^丨-！！“丨“;-；^丨 
Q12(3:M-2,N), Q22(3:M-2.N). Q32(4:M-3.N). 2^(4:M-3 N ？?m?, n'^ n-'i, 
c Q c S 二 哪 脚 ) ’ Q 華-5,N) ,„ ； 
•PIO(M). P2()(M). P30(2:M-1), P40(2:M-丨). 
•P"(2:M-”，P21(2:M.l). P31(3:M.2). P4.(3:M 2). ^m ' 
•PI2(3 :M-2) , P22(3:M-2), P32(4:M-3>. P42(4:M-3 . ” *H3(4:M-3), P23(4:M-3). P33(5:M-4). P43(5:M-4 ” noT, Tw , •PI4(5:M-4)’ P24(5:M-4), P34(6:M-5). P44(6:M-5) 二？入f,工3 COMMON/UT/UT/VT/VT/irr/HT/U 1/U1/V l/V l/H l/H 1/U/U/V/V/HAV w 孝 QT/QT/QI/QI/Q/Q/P/P/PI/PI/PT/PT/CCM/CCM/CK/CK/ CCM(M-3.J)=CCM(4,J) • CBI/C1,C2/AKP/AKP/CII/ClI/CI6/CI6/DIUDH/DIUVDIIH/DHI/DHI/ 丨2 Ji^ffV!"^ 
• DII2/DH2/FI(VFI(inrM/TM/ZS/ZSnTKnTK/NB/NB/CKaCKa U I=3.M-2 
* PI/PI/A/A/OMlGA/OMiaA/CB6/RLI,RL2,RL3.RL4/STP/STP/ CCM(I.2)=1{XX).*CI5 • DD/DD/AA/AAnTHT/SS/SM I .SM2/ZI/ZL7:0/Z0/ZB/ZD/ZT/ZT/ „ •IR/IR/IB/IB/JRR/IRR/IP/IP/RO/R.O/CCD/CCD/ CONTINUE 
• DRS/DRR.SDR/CRS/CRR,SCR/SELD/SELD/CM/CM DO 14 I=4.M-3 
$fiimmimmmimmtmiimmtmimmftmmmm 3M(i,3)=5oa*ci5 
C Tl = Forward time step (Scction 2.3 2) CCM(I,M-2)=CCM(I,3) C T2 = Backward time step (Sccti.m 2.3.2) ''' CONTINUE 
^mnmmmmHmiimHmmmmmitmmmm DO 15 I=5.M-4 DATA T1,T2/120.,18()./ CCM(I.4)=150.*C15 
DATA CKH,C14/5.E-8,5.E-8/CK77N*l E-9/ CCM(I,M-3)=CCM(I.4) 
DATAS.Sl,S2.S3.S4.S5.SA.KK.SN/7*0..t).().5/ 丨 5 CONTINUE 
D A T A P R T , S M T D . S M T B . S M T N . S M D J . T S T 0 P / 6 . . 2 . , ( ) . 5 . 2 . . 6 . . 4 8 . / ® J ^ ^I J 
DATA SMRR/().25/ DO 16 I=5.M-4 CCM(U)=C15 ZI=F 丨 6 CONTINUE ZO=T C 
^ ZB='VZ, C File STD30.e I is the I degree resolution 1 sigma enveloped terrain 
TT=TI+T2 •………•…… OPEN(l0,FILE=.STD30.cl.) 
NT=36(X).»SMTD READ{IO,»)ZS 
TrK=3f)(M).*SMRR CLOSE(IO) C C 
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C PRINT ZS IF(S().GT.BO)THEN 
CALL PRINT2('ZS\ZS) CALL DET(UT,U.l.) 
D04I=1 .M CALL DET(VT.V. 1.) 
D 0 4J=I,M CALL DET(HT.H.5.> 
FI()(I,J)=G*ZS(I.J) CALL DET(QT,Q.l.) 
4 CONTINUE CALLCG(U.V,H.Q.nT) 
CALL INFIELD ENDIF aimimmmmmtimitmimm#intmtitimmmmmtimimmmtmitft c 
C File SEAT30 is the sea water temperature IF(S 1 .OT.B I > THEN 
0PEN(1().FILE='SEAT3()') CALL BSMOTl!(u! in] 
READ(IO,”STP CALL BSMOTIUV.VT) 
CLOSEdO) CALL BSMOTH(V,VT) 
C C A L L B S M O T H ( H . H T ) 
C File SLD30 gives the land-sca mask CALL BSMOTH(H,HT) 
C CALL BSMOTH(Q,QT) 
OPEN( 1 (),FILE='SLD3()) CALL BSMOTH(Q,QT) 
READ( 10,*) SELD CALL BSMOTP 
I CL0SE(1()) CALL BSMOTP 
C CALL PRE • 
CALL VARTER S1=0. 
C ENDIF 
C The following DO loop assigns the 丨 NITIAL drag coefficient C 
C values, 4E-3 on land and lE-3 on sea. IF(S2.GT.B2)THEN 
I C CALLSMOTH(U.UT) 
DO 52 I=I,M CALL SMOTH(V,VT) 
DO 52J=1,M CALLSMOTH(H.HT) 
1F{SELD(I,J).EQ.I.)THEN CALLSM0TH(Q,QT) 




52 CONTINUE CALL TRAN(QT.Q) 
C D0 5I1=1,M 
CALL CSRLX(U,U 1 ().U2().U3().U4(), DO 51 J=I ,M 
1 U11.U2I ,U31.U41,U 12.U22,U32,U42. P(U)=PT(U) 
2 U13,U23,U33,U43,U14,U24.U34.U44) 51 CONTINUE 
CALL CSRLX(V.V I ().V2().V3(),V40. S2=0. 
I VI1.V2I,V31,V4I,V12.V22,V32.V42, ENDIF 
CALLCSRLXaUll().H2()'.H30',II4()'. DO 26 K=1.N 
1 llll,H2l,H3l,mi,HI2,H22,ll32.ll42. DO 261=1.M 
2 H13,H23,I133.H43.1114.H24,H34,1144) DO 26J=1,M 
CALLCSRLX(Q.QI(),Q2(),Q3(),Q4(), IF(Q(I.J.K).LT.O.) Q(I.J,K)=fl. 
1 Q11 .Q21 .Q31 .Q41 .Q12,Q22,Q32,Q42, 26 CONTINUE 
CALL CSRLXP(P,P 10,P2().P3(),1M(). IF((S4.GT.B4).AND.(TM.GT.2.999)) THEN 
1 PI1,P21.P3I,P4I.P12.P22.P32.P42. DO 71=1.M 
2 PI 3,P23,P33,P43,P 14,P24,P34,P44) D 0 7J=I.M 
C D0 8K=I.N 
CALL PPM HiaJ,K)=H(r,J,KVR 
CALL PRE 8 CONTINUE 
CALLAOUTPUT 7 CONTINUE 
amimmtummmiiiHiimiiintimHimmtmitimimmtmttmnmtm CAIX DARR 
29 CONTINUE c CALLKDC 
CALL FSTAR S4=0 
30 CONTINUE ENDIF 
CALL AF c 
CALL CG(U.V.H.Q.T1) IF(S.GT.B) THEN 
CALLCGP(P.TI) CALLAOUTPUT 
CALLTRCH CALL PPM 
32 CONTINUE S={). 
C . ENDIF 
CALL AF c 
CALL CO(U 1 .V1MI ,Q 1,T2) 丨 F(S3.GT.B3> THEN 
CALLCGP(PI.T2) IB=IB+I 
KK=KK+I CALLBFIELD 
I�(KK-2.9) 32,33.33 CALL BTRAN(U.UI(),U2(),U30,U4(), 
P KK=0 1 U11 ,U21 ,U31 ,U41 ,U 12,U22,U32,U42, 
c m n H m i t 糾 2 U13.U23.U33.U43.U 丨 4,U24’U3"i,U44) 
DO 5 1=I ,M CALL BTRAN(V.V I (),V2().V3(),V40, 
D 0 5J=I,M 丨 VII.V2I,V31,V4I,VI2,V22.V32’V42, 
PI{I.J)=EXP(P(I,J)) 2 V13,V23.V33,V43.V 14,V24,V34,V44) 
^ CONTINUE CALL BTR AN(H,m (),H20.H3().H4(). 
I III 1,H21,H3I,H4I.H 丨 2,1122.H32.H42’ 
CALLGWDRAG 2 m3.H23.M33.H43.Hl4,H24,H34.H44) 
CAIXEB CALL BTRAN(Q.QI0,Q2(),Q30,Q40, 
1 QI1.Q2I,Q3I,Q4I.QI2.Q22,Q32,Q42, 
, 2 Q13.Q23.Q33.Q43.QI4,Q24.Q34.Q44) 
CALL BTRAN2(P,PiaP2aP30,P4H, 
二 1 PI 1 .P21 ,P31 .P41 .P12.P22.P32,P42. 
2 P13.P23.P33.P43.P 14,P24,P34.P44) 
S3=S3+I ,, 
二 1:+! E 二 
S5=S5+I C 









COMMON flRfIRflB/lBflRRfIRRfIPflPI N NPIfPU AKPI AKP/PPDfPPB 
DATA IR,IB.IRR,IP.A.PI.AKP/4*O.637 1229 .• 3. 14 IS926S3S.0.286f 
DATA DRR.SDR,CRR.SCRfM2*O .• M2*O.,M2*O .. M2*1I.1 
DATA PPDI I (XI., I SII.,2(XI.,2S0 .• 3IXI .• 4IXI.,SIIO .• 71111 .• 8S0 .• I IXXI.I 
C---------------------------------------------------------------
C Array CK gives the sigma levels (Section 3.3) 
C---------------------------------------------------------------
DATA CKfO.OS2.0.1196.0. 140,0. I 84.0.228.0.27 I ,0.3 I 2,1I.3S2. 










CHARACTER ZZ*2, ZB*2. BFILE*4 
COMMONflB/lD/ZBIZB 
COMMON/COMUVI-U 
'UIO(M,N), U20(M.N), U30(2:M-I,N), U40(2:M-I,N). 
* UII(2:M-I.N), U21(2:M-I.N), U31(3:M-2.N), U41(3:M-2.N). 
* UI2(3:M-2,N). U22(3:M-2,N), lJ32(4:M-3,N), U42(4:M-3.N). 
* UI3(4:M-3.N). U23(4:M-3.N), U33(S:M-4.N). U43(S:M-4.N), 
* UI4(S:M-4,N), U24(S:M-4.N). U34(6:M-S.N). U44(6:M-S.N). 
* VIO(M.N). V20(M,N). V30(2:M-I,N). V40(2:M-I,N). 
* VII(2 :M-I.N). V21(2:M-l.N), V31(3:M-2.N). V41(3:M-2.N). 
* VI2(3:M-2.N), V22(3:M-2,N), V32(4:M-3.N). V42(4:M-3.N). 
'VI3(4:M-3,N). V23(4:M-3.N), V33(S:M-4.N). V43(S:M-4.N), 
• VI4(S:M-4.N). V24(S:M-4,N). V34(6:M-S,N). V44(6:M-S.N). 
*IIIO(M.N), H20(M.N). H30(2:M-I.N).1-140(2:M-I,N). 
* 1-I11(2:M-I.N), 1-121(2:M-I.N). 1-131(3:M-2.N). 1-I41(3:M-2.N). 
* 1-112(3:M-2.N). 1-122(3:M-2.N), 1-132(4:M-3.N).1J42(4:M-3,N). 
* HI3(4:M-3.N). 1-123(4:M-3.N). H33(S:M-4.N). 1-143(S:M-4.N). 
* 1-1 14(S:M-4.N).1-124(S:M-4.N). 1-134(6:M-S.N). H44(6:M-S.N) 
COMMON/COMQI 
* QIO(M.N), Q20(M,N). Q30(2:M-I.N). Q40(2:M-I,N). 
* QII(2:M-I,N), Q21(2:M-I,N), Q31(3:M-2.N), Q41(3:M-2,N), 
• QI2(3:M-2.N). Q22(3:M-2.N). Q32(4:M-3.N). Q42(4:M-3.N). 
* QI3(4:M-3.N), Q23(4:M-3.N). Q33(S:M-4.N), Q43(S:M-4.N). 
• QI4(S:M-4.N). Q14(S:M-4.N). Q34(6:M-S.N), Q44(6:M-S.N) 
COMMON/COMPI 
• PIO(M), P20(M), - P30(2:M-I). P40(2:M-I). 
* PII(2:M-I), P21(2:M-I), P31(3:M-2). P41(3:M-2). 
* PI 2(3:M-2). P22(3:M-2). P32(4:M-3). P42(4:M-3). 
• PI3(4:M-3). P23(4:M-3), P33(S:M-4), P43(S:M-4). 
• PI4(S:M-4), P24(S:M-4). P34(6:M-S), P44(6:M-S) 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------






CALL BINPUT(U IO.U20.U30,U40, 
I UII ,U2I,U31 ,U4I,UI2,U22.U32,U42, 
2 U 13,U2l,U33,U43,UI4,U24,U34,U44) 
CALL BlNPUT(VIO,V20,VlO,V40, 
I VII ,V21,V31,V41 ,VI2 ,V22,V32,V42, 
2 VI3,V23.V33,V43,VI4.V24.Vl4.V44) 
CALL BlNPUT(1-I 1O.1-120,H30,1-I40, 
I 1-111 ,1-121,1-131 ,1-141 ,1-112.1-122.1-132,1-142, 
2 1-1 13.U23JI33,1-I43,H 14.1-124,1-134,1-144) 
CALL B1NPUT(Q III.Q20.Q30,Q40, 
I QII .Q21.Q31,Q41 ,QI2.Q22,Q32,Q42, 
2 Q 13.Q23.Q33,Q43,Q 14.Q24,Q34.Q44) 
CALL BINPUT2(P I O,P20,P30,P40, 
I PII,P2I,P31.P4I,PI2,P22 .P32.P42, 





SUBROUTINE DlNPUT(E IO.E20,E30.E40. 
C 
I EII ,E21.E3I.E4I.El2.E22.E32.E42. 
2 E 13.E23,E33.E43.E 14.E24.E34.E44) 
PARAMETER (M=30,N=26) 
DIMENSION 
* EIO(M,N). E20(M.N). E30(2:M-I,N). E40(2:M-I,N). 
* El 1(2:M-I,N). E21(2:M-I.N). E31(3:M-2.N). E4 1(3:M-2.N). 
• EI2(3:M-2.N), E22(l:M-2,N), E32(4:M-3.N). E42(4 :M-l.N), 
* Ell(4:M-3.N), E23(4:M-3.N). E33(S:M-4.N). E43(S:M-4,N). 
• EI4(S:M-4,N). E24(S:M-4.N), E34(6:M-S.N), E44(6:M-S.N) 
READ(II .·) EIO 
READ(lI.· ) E20 
READ(I I,') E30 
READ(II .*) E40 
READ(lI.·) El I 
READ(I I,') E21 
READ(I 1.') E31 
READ(l1. ') E41 
READ(I 1,') EI2 
READ(II ,') E22 
READ(I I.') E32 
READ(lI. *) E42 
READ(II,*)EI3 
READ(II.*) E23 
READ( I I.') E33 
READ(I I.') E43 
READ(II.·) EI4 
READ(I I. ') E24 











• EIO(M), E20(M), EJ0(2:M-I), E4()(2:M-I). 
'El 1(2:M-I). E21(2:M-I). E31(3:M-2). E41(3:M-2). 
• EI2(3:M-2). E22(3:M-2). E32(4:M-3). E42(4:M-3). 
• EI3(4:M-3). E23(4:M-3). E33(S:M-4). E43(S:M-4). 
• EI4(S:M-4). E24(S:M-4). E34(6:M-S). E44(6:M-S) 
C 
READ(lI .') EIO 
READ(lI.·) E20 
READ(l1, ') E30 
READ(lI. ' ) E40 
READ(II .') El I 
READ(I I,') E21 
READ(II.') E31 
READ(I I,') E41 
READ(I I.') EI2 
READ(lI.') E22 
READ(I I.') E32 
READ(I I.') E42 
READ(I I.') EI3 
READ( 11. ') E23 
READ(I I.') E33 
READ(l1. ') E43 
READ(II.*) EI4 
READ(I 1.*) E24 





SUBROUTINE BTRAN(E,E JO,E20.E30.E4(), 
I EII.E2I.E3I.E4I.EI2.E22.E32.E42, 
2 El 3,E23.EJ3.E43.E14.E24.E34,E44) 
PARAMETER (M=30.N=26) 
DIMENSION E(M.M.N), 
* EIO(M.N). E20(M,N). EJ0(2:M-I,N). E40(2:M-I,N), 
* EIl(2:M-I,N). E21(2:M-I.N). E31(3:M-2.N). E41(3:M-2.N). 
• EI2(3:M-2.N). E22(3:M-2.N), E32(4:M-3.N). E42(4:M-3.N}, 
'EI3(4:M-3.N), E23(4:M-3.N). E33(S:M-4.N), E43(S:M-4.N). 
* EI4(S:M-4.N). E24(S:M-4.N). E34(6:M-S.N). E44(6:M-S.N) 
DO I K=I.N 
DO 11 J=I.M 











D0 3 1=3,M-2 
E(I.2,K)=E3 I(1.K) 
E(I,M-I ,K)=E41 (I.K) 
CONTINUE 
D04 J=3,M-2 
E(3.J ,K)=E 12(J ,K) 
E(M-2,J.K)=E22(J.K) 
4 CONTINUE 




Appendix F ‘ 135 
DO 6 J=4.M-3 DOI l=I .M 
E(4,J,K)=E13(J,K) DO 1 J=1.M 
E(M-3.J,K)=E23(J.K) DO I K=I.NL 
6 CONTINUE FB(1,J.K)=AL0G(FB(IJ.K)) 
D 0 7I=5.M-4 1 CONTINUE 
E ( I . 4 , K ) = E 3 3 ( I . K ) C A L L I N T E R ( P I . F B . U ) 
E(I.M-3.K)=E43(I.K) DO 2 1=1 .M 
7 CONTINUE D0 2 J=1,M 
D0 8J=5.M-4 D0 2K=1,N 
E(5.J.K)=E14(J.K) H1(U,K)=EXP(H(I,J.K)) 
E(M-4.J.K)=E24(J.K) H(I.J.K)=R'UI(I.J.K) 
8 CONTINUE 2 CONTINUE 
DO 9 I=6,M-5 
E(I,5,K)=E34(I,K) C INPUT QQ 
E(I.M-4,K)=E44(I.K) CALL INPUT3(ZZ;RH'.FB.NL) 
9 CONTINUE CALLINTER(Pl.FB.Q) 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN C RH CHANGE Q 
END D 0 3 I=1,M 
DO 3 J=1,M 
SUBROUTINE BTRAN2(E,E 10.E20,E3(),E4(). DO 3 K=1,N 
1 EII,E2I,E31.E41.EI2,E22,E32,E42, T=H1(IJ,K) 
2 E13,E23,E33.E43,E I4.E24.E34.E44) PP=CK(K)»P1(I.J) 
PARAMETER (M=3().N=26) QS=QQQ(T.PP) 
DIMENSION E(M,M). Q(I.J.K)=0.01 »QS»Q(I,J.K) 
»E1()(M), E2()(M). E30(2:M-I), E4(K2:M-1), 3 CONTINUE 
*EU(2;M-1), E21(2:M-1), E31(3:M-2), E41(3:M-2), C 
» EI2(3:M-2). E22(3:M-2), E32(4:M-3), E42(4:M-3), C 丨NPUTU 
• E13(4:M-3), E23(4:M-3), E33(5:M-4), E43(5;M-4), CALL INPUT3(ZZ.'UU',FB.NL) 
» E14(5:M-4). E24(5:M-4), E34(f):M-5). E44(6:M-5) CALL INTER(P1,FB.U) 
D O n j = l . M C 
E(U)=E10(J) C INPUT V 
E(M.J)=E2()(J) CALL INPUT3(ZZ.'VV.FB.NL) 
11 CONTINUE CALL INTER(P 1 .FB.V) 
E(i.l)=E3()(l) r e t u r n 
E(I,M)=E4()(I) END . 
12 CONTINUE 0 % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % ' * ' * * * * ' * ' ' ' ^ * * ^ * * 
D0 2J=2M-I SUBROUTINE MPJSC 
E(2J)=E11(J) C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATE THE MAP PROJECTION FACTORS 
E(M-1 J)=E2I(J) C FOR THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES 
2 CONTINUE C FIMIN: SOUTHREN LAT. FIMAX : NORTHERN LAT. 
DO 31=3 M-2 C PARAMETER(M=30.FIM1N= 10.,nMAX=39.) 
E(1 2)=E3l(I) DIMENSIONrj(M), FF(M). FrF(M), AM(M). AM2(M) 
E(1 M-l)=E41 (I) COMMON /rj/FJ/AM/AM/AN/AN/AM2/AM2/AN2/AN2/ 
3 CONTINUE * DD/DD/A/A/PI/PI /OMIGA/OMIOAA^F/FF/FFF/FFF � 
D0 4J=3,M-2 FACT=PI/18(). 
E(3.J)=E 12(J) DFl=(nMAX-FIMIN)/FLOAT(M-1) 
E(M-2,J)=E22(J) DD=DFI»FACT 
4 CONTINUE DO 1 J=1,M 
DO 5 I=4.M-3 FJ(J)=FACT»(FIMIN+FLOAT(J-l)»DFl) 
E(I.3)=E32{I) FF(J)=2.*0MIGA«SIN(FJ(J)) 
E(I,M-2)=E42(I) IP(J.LT.1I)THEN 
5 CONTINUE FFF(J)=5.E-5 
DO 6 J=4.M-3 ELSE 
E(4,J)=E13(J) FFF(J)=FF(J) 
E(M-3,J)=E23(J) ENDIF 
6 CONTINUE AM(J)=1./(A»C0S(FJ(J))) 
DO 7 l=5’M-4 AM2(J)=AM(J)*AM(J) 
E(I,4)=E33(I) FJ(J)=TAN(FJ(J))/A 
E(I.M-3)=E43(I) 1 CONTINUE 
7 CONTINUE AN=1./A 
DO 8 J=5’M-4 AN2=AN*AN 
E(5,J)=EI4(J) print «;dr= •.dn/deg' 
E(M-4,J)=E24(J) PRINT • , •��=(IN RED)' 
8 CONTINUE print •.fj(l).0(m) 
DO 9 I=f).M-5 RETURN 
E(I,5)=E34(I) END 
9 CONTINUE SUBROUTINE NTOA(II.ZZ) 
RETURN CHARACTER Y1»1,Y2«l.ZZ»2 
END IM=II/10 
1N=MOD(IUO) 
SUBROUTINE INFIELD Yl=CHAR(IM+48) 
PARAMETER (M=3(),N=26,NL=I()) Y2=CHAR(IN+4R) 
CHARACTER ZZ»2 ZZ=Y1//Y2 
DIMENSION U(M,M,N), V(M.M,N). 11(M.M,N), Q(M,M.N). CK(N). RETURN 
I IIKM.M.N), P1(M,M), I'PB(NL), PB(NL), P(M,M),FB(M.M,NL) END 
1 COMMON /U/U/V/V/lI/H/HI/Hl/Q/Q/P/P/PI/Pl/CK/CK/PrB/ 
• PPB/PB/PB/RG/R,a SUBROUTINE DIV(U.V,D) 
DATA ZZAX>7 PARAMETER (M=30,N=26) 
C . DIMENSION D(M,M.N). U(M.M.N). V(M,M,N). AM(M) 
DO 10 K=I,NL COMMON/AM/AM/AN/AN 
PB(K)=ALOG(PPB(K)) DO 1 K=I,N 
10 CONTINUE D 0 2I=2,M-1 
C D0 2J=2,M-1 
C INPUT F L . T D(1.J,K)=AM(J)*AN*(U(I+1 ,J,K)/AN-U(L-1 ,J,K)/AN 
CALL INPUT3(ZZ.'Fr.FB,NL) 1 +V(I,J+1 .K)/AM(J+ 1)-V(U-1 .K)/AM(J-1)) 
CALLQPSl(FB) 2 CONTINUE 
CALL INPUT3(ZZ,TT.FB.NL) 1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
Appendix F 1 邪 
SUBROUTINE W C This subroutine calculates the parameterization of the planetary 
PARAMETER (M=3(),N=26) C boundary layer. (Section 2.5) 
DIMENSION SD(M,M,N), D(M.M,N). WZ(M,M,N). U(M,M,N). 
1 V(M,M.N), AM{M), P(M,M). PT(M,M). CK(N). DUIKN). DHKN) SUBROUTINE EB 
COMMON/FIZ/SD/HT/DAVZAVZ/U/U/V/V/AM/AM/AN/AN/ PARAMETER (M=3().N=26) 
1 PT/PT/P/P/CK/CK/CB l/C 1 ,C2/DHIVDI IIl/DH I/DHI REAL U(M,M.N). V(M.M,N), H(M,M.N). Q(M,M,N), FIZ(M,M,N) 
CALL DIV(U,V,D) REAL ROULEN(M,M). ZS(M,M). P1 (M.M). STP(M.M). SELD(M.M). 
DO 1 丨=2.M-1 » CM(M,M) 
DO 1 J=2.M-1 REAL RICHARD(N), KM(N). KH(N). ZH(N). ZZZ(N). DZZ(N). DU(N). 
DO I K= I ’N • DV(N). DH(N). DQ(N). CK(N). FFF(M). FF(M) 
SD(I.J,K)=a C 
1 CONTINUE COMMON/U/UA'/V/HAL/Q/Q/PL/PL/SELD/SELD/STP/STP/ROULEN/ROULEN D0 3I=2.M-1 • /CCD/CCD/RG/R.G/nZ/FlZ/ZS/ZS/CK/CK/rrmVCM/CM/FFF/FFF 
D 0 3 J=2,M-1 » /FF/FF 
DPX=P(I+1.J)-P(I-1.J) C 
D P Y = P ( I . J + I ) - P ( I , J - I ) D A T A V O N K A R / 0 . 4 1 / C P R / 3 . 5 / C C A 5 Y B B B / 5 7 D D D / 5 . D0 4K=1,N • /GAM/1.25/CCHARyO.OI8/ 
D(IJ.K)=D(I.J,K)+AM(J)»U(I,J.K)*DPX+AN»V(I,J.K)*DPY C 
D 0 5 K U I . K DO I J=3.M-2 
SD(I.J ,K)=DnH(K 1 )»D(I.J.K I )+SD(I.J.K) C 
5 CONTINUE FF1=().(KX)27/FF(J) 
4 CONTINUE FFF1=2»FFF(J) “ 
3 CONTINUE C 
D 0 61=2.M-1 DO I I=3,M-2 
D 0 6J=2,M-I C 
PT(1,J)=-C1*SD(I.J,N) VEL2=U(I.J.N)»»2+V(I.J.N)**2 
6 CONTINUE VEL=SQRT(VEL2) 
D 0 71=2.M-1 ALAMM=FF1»VEL 
DO 7 J=2.M-I ALAMH=SQRT(3*DDD)*ALAMM/2 
D 0 7K=1.N ZVG=ZS(I.J) 
WZ(I.J,K)=CI*(DIII(K)»D(1.J.K)-SD(I.J.K))-CK(K)«PT(I.J) C 
c WZ(I.J,K)=C 1 •(.SD(I.J,K))-CK(K)*PT(I.J) HDYN=SQRT(CM(I.J))»VE17FFF I 
7 C O N T I N U E S T E N = C P R * H ( I , J . N ) + F I Z ( I , J , N ) 
RETURN K=N 
END 2 K=K-1 
IF (K.EQ.(N-INT(N/2))) GOTO 3 . 
SUBROUTINE CG(CU.CV.CH.CQ.CT) STAT1C---CPR*H(U,K)+FIZ(1.J.K) 
PARAMETER (M=3(),N=26) IF (STATIC-STEN) 2.2,3 
DIMENSION U(M.M,N), V(M.M.N). lUM.M.N), Q(M.M.N). 3 CONTINUE 
1 UT(M.M,N), VT(M,M,N). HT(M.M,N). QT(M,M,N), HCNV=nZ(U.K)/G-ZVO 
2 CU(M,M,N). CV(M,M.N). CH(M.M.N). CQ(M,M,N) HPBL=AMAX I(HDYN.HCNV) 
COMMON/U/U/V/V/H/H/Q/Q/QT/QT/IJT/UT/VT/VT/HT/HT K=N- 1 
DO I 1=2,M-1 4 K=K-1 
DO 1 J=2,M-1 IF (K.EQ.(N-INT(N/2))) GOTO 5 
DO 丨 K=1,N HMAX=nZ(U.K)/G-ZVG 
U(I.J,K)=CU(I.J.K)+CT*UT(I,J.K) IF (HMAX-HPBL) 4.4,5 
V(I.J,K)=CV(I,J.K)+CT*VT(I,J,K) 5 NU=K 
H(I,J.K)=CH(U,K)+CT*IIT(U.K) c 
Q(I.J.K)=CQ(I.J.K)+CT»QT(I,J.K) DO 6 K=NU.N 
I CONTINUE ZH(K)=FlZ(I .J ,KyG-ZVG 
RETURN 6 CONTINUE 
END c 
• ； I F ( S E L D ( I J ) . E Q . O . ) T H E N 
SUBROUTINE CGP(CP,CT) ROULEN(l,J)=CCHAR*CM(I.J)*VEL2/G 
PARAMETER (M=30) IF (ROULEN(l,J).LT.I.5E-5) ROULEN(I,J)=1.5E-5 
DIMENSION P(M,M), PT(M.M). CP(M.M) gNDIF 
COMMON/P/P/tn/PT c 
DO I I=2.M-1 D0 7K=NU+1.N 
DO 丨 J=2.M-丨 DZZ(K)=ZH(K-I)-ZH(K) 
P(U)=CP(U)+CPPT(U) ZZZ(K)=(ZH(K)+ZH(K-1 ))/2. 
I C O N T I N U E D U ( K ) = ( U ( I J . K - 1 ) - U ( I , J . K ) ) / D Z Z ( K ) 
R E T U R N D V ( K ) = ( V ( I . J . K - I ) - V ( l . J .K ) ) / D Z Z (K ) 
E N D D H ( K ) = ( H ( I . J . K - I ) - H ( I . J . K ) ) / D Z Z ( K ) 
DQ(K)=(Q(IJ .K-1 )-Q(I.J.K))/DZZ(K) 
SUBROUTINE TRAN(E,ED CONST=DH(K)+G/CPR 
PARAMETER {M=3(),N=26) DVDZ2=DU(K)**2+DV(K)**2 
DIMENSION E(M,M,N),ET(M,M,N) DVDZ=SQRT(DU(K)**2+DV(K)»*2) DO 1 1=1 .M DSDZ=(H(I,J,K)+H(I.J.K-1 ))/2. DO I J=I.M RICHARD(KHG/(CPR*R»DSDZ»»(C0NST/DVDZ2) 
D O I K n I . N C ET(I,J,K)=E(IJ.K) DLKZ=VONKAR*ZZZ(K) 
I CONTINUE AMIXM=DLKZ/(t+DLKZ/ALAMM) 
RETURN AMIXI l=DLKZ/( 1+DLKZ/ALAMI1) 
END REYUTM=AMIXM«»2*DVDZ 
C%%%%%%%%%%%'Jf'%%'lt%'}b%%%%%%%%'X'%%%%%%%%%<!t%%%%%%% REyUTlI=AMIXn*»2»DVDZ 
SUBROUTINE TRCU ^ 
P A R A M E T E R ( M = 3 ( ) . N = 2 6 ) , p ( R I C H A R D ( K ) . L T . O . ) T H E N 
DIMENSION U(M,M,N). V(M,M.N). ll(M’M.N), Q(M.M,N). P(M,M). nENN=(l+DZZ(K)/ZZZ(K))«*(173)-l 
I UI (M.M.N), VKM.M.N). HI (M.M.N), QKM.M.N). PI(M,M) DENN=(DENN/D2Z(K))**(3y2)/SQRT(ZZZ(K)) 
COMMON/UI/UI/VI/Vl/m/HI/OI/Ql/U/U/V/V/II/Il/Q/Q/PI/PI/P/P rMl = l+2*BBB«(-RlCHARD(K))/(l+3*BBB*CCC* 
D O I M . M • S Q R T ( - R I C H A R D ( K ) ) * D E N N * A M I X M " 2 ) 
DO I J=I,M FH1=1+3*BBB*(-R«CHARD(K))/(1+3»DBB*CCC* P1(1,J)=P(U) • SQRT(-RICHARD(K)*DENN*AM1XH»»2) 
1 CONTINUE KM(K)=REYUTM«FM1 CALLTRAN(U,Ul) KH(K)=REYUTH»Pm 
CALLTRAN{V,VI) g^sE 
CALLTRAN(H,HI) FUN=BDB'R1CHARD(K)/SQRT(1+DDD»R1CHARD(K)) 
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IF(NLm.J).GT.O.)THEN 
' C O N T I N U E ^N^L(I.J)=O^SQRT(NLL(UVCPR/n(U.N-.)) 
C T=STP(U) 二 ‘ 讽 
丨’二(；/)扉 3 CONXrNUB 
QSS=QQQ(T,PP) , rw<rrRPCC 
TEARS=(VONKAR/LOO(ZH(N)/ROULEN(lJ)))"2 ^ a m r w ^ n n i 
TEARSI=(V0NKAR/L0G(I.+ZH(N)/R0ULEN(I.J)))"2 CALLGWPROFIL 
IF (R1CHARD(N).LT.().) THEN . nr . c i m i 
BAN=BBB'(-RICHARD(N))/( l+3 'BBn*CCC*TEARSI* ^ O 5 =3.M-2 
GRAD=TT*G»(TOU(U.K)-TOU(I.J.K-l)y(VLL*PUU)» 
IF (SELD(I.J).EQ.l.) THEN * 1(K) •(CKC{K)-CKC(K-1))) 
t c a 【 丨 j 丨 丨 r � 丨 H ( I . J . K ) = H ( U . K ) + G R A D ' ( U { l . J . K ) * U L { U ) + v a . J . K ) » V L ( I , J ) ) 
CHssTEARbl ril 1 • /CPR 
^ 二 p ) " ( _ ) = = = = = 
= ’ 二 4 
DKLPMI=.(H)ir,*(ABS(I'HI*(l+0.61*Q(I.J.N))PmS* ^ CONTINUE 
• (l+().f,l»QSS)))**(l./3)/TEARS ^ 卩pnmN “ 
d e l p h i = ( i + ( D e l p h v v e l ) » * o a m ) " ( i / g a m ) R e t u r n 
r r A ? . ? . " n n i c This subroutine calculates the roughness length (Section 2.5.7) and CH= I IiAKi) I I III c the variances of the terrain in different direcUons for the GWD. 
E } ： 巧 , , , S U B R O U T I N E V A R T E R 
r n r n S m r parameter (m=30) 
CII=TEARSI r H 2 REAL VAR(M.M). VARNS(M.M). VAREW(M,M). VARNE(M.M). 
p ENDIF • VARNW(M,M). 
C • F2(M,MKMEAN,NI\VY(IKF>,l8fi>ROULEN(M,M), 
？,?. I KU-lTnKM(K)»DU(K).KM(K+ 1)*DU(K+1))/ DATA 1S5S1JSaLATN/39.(VALONGW/丨 05.(VALONGE/134.0/ 
» S ( K ) Z Z Z ( K + I ) ) COMMON/F2/F2/VAR/VAR/PI/PI/A/A/SELD/SELD/ROULEN/ROULEN 
• 顿 K).KM(K+I)»DV(K+I))/ ？-：；^"；!:^；；；；^:；；；；；；；；；^；；^；；；；；；；；；；；；；；；^；；；；；)—咖 
• 二二 r ) * D 丨丨丨丨(K+丨丨丨(K+丨"-^ ENwi^ SNAV n^ 
Q(I j,K)=Q(lJ,K)+rr*(KII(K)»DQ(K)-KH(K+l)»DQ(K+I))/ READ(10,») NAVY 
• (ZZZ(K)-ZZZ(K+I)) 
二 」 ， ， 二 
IF(SELD(I .J ) .nQ.I . )Tl lEN ^ IMRR=I 
DX=(ALONGE-ALONGWy(M-1) 
P? 二 I. DY=(ALATN-ALATSV(M-1) 
TD-T T1 C0NST=PU18a 
QD=QSS-Q(I.J.N) p DD=iy丨MRR 
ENDIF 
CARA=CCD»VEL/1I(I,J.N) DO I 1:1.M 
CCV= 1 ,CM(l’J)n:AR八 DO I J=1 .M 
CCH=CH»CARA C 
U(l.J.N)=U(IJ.N)«CCV 二 = = = � V(I,J.N)=V(I.J,N)*CCV nn. M^  IRR 
I1(I.J,N)=H(I.J.N)+CCH»TD»R DO 2 M - 1 IRR 
0(1 I N)=0(U.N)+CCM*QD DO 2 IN=I.1RR 
I rnNTINlIE MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(IMRR-3+IMJMRR-3+IN) 
VAR(U)=VAR(U)+NAVY(IMRR-3+1M,JMRR-3+1N)"2 
END 2 CONTINUE 
MEAN=MEAN/AIRR 
C ITiis subroutine calculates the parameterization ofihc gravity VAR(l.J)=VAR(I.J)/AIRR-MEAN»*2 
C wave drag. (Not given in the thesis) Tlie intcitsted reader is IF (VAR(1.J).LE.().) VAR(I,J)=(). 
C referred to ECMWF (1992) or Palmer ct. al. (1986). C 呢•^呢"^呢洗 IF ( S E L D ( I J ) . E Q . I . ) T H E N 
SUBROUTINE GWDRAG BWEST=(ALONGW+DX»(l-l)-DD/2.)*CONST 
PARAMETER (M=30,N=26) EEAST=BWEST+DD»CONST 
REAL U(M M N) V(M,M,N). H(M.M.N), PL(M.M). CK(N). CKC(():N) BS0UTH=(ALATS+DY»(J-1)-DD/2.)*C0NST 
REAL U U M M) VL(M.M). N M M . M ) , TOU(M.M.():N) ENORTH=BSOUTH+DD*CONST 
J. realtl(m,m);t2(ni,m).t3(m.m).t4(ni,m).t5{m.n.),tf.(m.m).i7(m,m). FAREA=A*A*(EEAST-BWEST)*(SIN(ENORTH)-SIN(BSOUTH)) 
c * l8(m m) 'i9(ni,m).tl()(m.m).tl I(m,m),tl2(m,m),tl3(m,m), NMAXU=() 
c • t l 4 ( m i . t l 5 ( m , m ) DO 2(X)IXX=IMRR-IRR/2+l.I 'IRR+IRR/2 
rOMMON/U/U/VAV/IWI/PI/PI/CK/CK/CKC/CKC/UL/UL/VL/VL/ DO 200 JYY=J*mR-IRR/2+l.J*IRR+IRR/2 
. N L L / N L i y r o u n - o u n r n T i f ( ( n a v y u x x . j y y ) . g t . n a v y ( i x x - u y y ) ) . a n d . 
nATAG/9 8/CPR/3 5/ • (NAVY(IXXJYY).GT.NAVY(IXX+1.JYY)).AND. 
P • (NAVY(IXXJYY).GT.NAVY(IXX.JYY-1)).AND. 
"pQ 31^ 3 M-a » (NAVY(IXXJYY).GT.NAVY(1XX,JYY+1») 
D0 3J=3’M-2 • NM 八 XI1=NMAXH+1 
UL(I.J)=K). 2(X) CONTINUE 
VL i J =() ROULEN(1.J)=SQRT(NMAXH/FAREA)*VAR(I.J)*0.4 
DO 2 K=N-2 N IF (R0ULEN(I.J).LT.I.5E-5) R0ULEN(I,J)=1.5E-5 
UL(I J)=UL(;i.J)+U(I,J.K)*(CKC(K)-CKC(K-l)) BLSE 
VL(I,J)=VL(I.J)+V(1.J,K)*(CKC(K)-CKC(K-I)) _LEN(U)=0. 
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D0 31M=I,2 
D O 3 1 N = 1 , 1 R R V E L L = S Q R T ( U L ( I J ) * * 2 + V L ( I J ) » » 2 ) 
MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(I»IRR-I+IMJ»mR-3+IN) D 0 5K=I.N 
VARNS(I.J)=VARNS(I.J)+NAVY(I»JRR-I+IM,J*IRR-3+IN)**2 UCAP(IJ.K)=(UL(IJ)*U(I,J,K)+VL(U)*V(I J K))/VELL 
3 CONTINUE IF (VELL.EQ.O.) UCAP(I J,K)=0. " “ 
MEAN=ME 八 N/(2*IRR> 5 CONTINUE 
VARNS(I,J)=VARNS(I,J)/(2*IRR)-MEAN"2 C 
I F ( V A R N S ( I , J ) . L E . ( ) . ) V A R N S ( I . J ) = ( ) . U C A P I ( U . O H C K C W U C A P ( U . I ) V C K ( L ) 
C D0 6K=1.N-I 
MEAN=0. UCAPI(IJ.K)=((CKC(K)-CK(K))«UCAP(I,J,K+I)+(CK(K+I)-
VAREW(I,J)=<). » CKC(K))*UCAP(I.J.K))/(CK(K+1)-CK(K)) 
D 0 4IM=I.IRR 6 CONTINUE 
DO 4 IN=I.2 UCAPl(I.J.N)=( 1 .-CKC(N))*UCAP(I.J,NV(I.-CK(N)) 
MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(l»IRR-3+lMJ*IRR-l+IN) C 
VAREW(I.J)=VAREW(I,J)+NAVY(I*IRR-3+IM,J*IRR-l+IN)**2 N1(I.J.())=G/SQRT(CPR»218 »R) 
4 CONTINUE D 0 7K=1,N-1 
MEAN=ME八N/(2»mR) NI (I.J,K)=( I .-2*CPR*CKC(K)«(H(I,J,K+I )-U(I J K))/ 
V A R E W ( I . J ) = V A R E W ( 1 , J ) / ( 2 » I R R ) - M E A N " 2 • ( H ( U . K + 1 ) + H ( U . K ) ) / ( C K ( K + L ) - C K ( K ) ) ) 
IF (VAREW(IJ).LE.().) VAREW(U)=(). IF (N1(U,K).GT.().) THEN 
C N l(I.J,K)=G*SQRT(2*NI (l,J.K)/(CPR*(H(U.K+1)+ 
MEAN=<). • HdJ.K)))) 
VARNE(I,J)=(). ELSE 
D0 1()IK=1.IRR-1 N1(U.K)=(). 
MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(l»IRR-2+IK.JMRR-3+IK) ENDIF . 
VARNE(I.J)=VARNE(I,J)+NAVY(I*lRR-2+IK,J»IRR-3+IK)»»2 7 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE N1 (I,J.N)=0*SQRT(0.668/(CPR»H(I,J N))) 
DO II IK=I.IRR C 
M E A N = M E A N + N A V Y A » I R R - 3 + I K . J » I R R - 3 + I K ) K = N 
V A R N E ( I J ) = V A R N E ( U ) + N A V Y ( I * I R R - 3 + I K , J M R R - 3 + I K ) * » 2 S I N T = N I ( I . J , N ) * H ( U . N ) / ( G • C K C ( N ) * A B S ( U C A P 1 ( U 
11 CONTINUE * •(l.-CK(N)) " ' 
DO 12 IK=:|.IRR-I IF(S1NT-I.5»PI) 8.9.9 
MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(I»IRR-3+IK,JMRR-2+IK) 8 SINT=SlNT+NI(l.J,K-l)»(H(I.J.K)+H(I J K-l))/(2*CKaK M 
VARNE(U)=VARNE(I,J)+NAVY(l»IRR-3+IK,J*IRR-2+lK)»*2 * 'G* ABS(UCAP 1 (I J.K-1 )))*(CK(K)-ck(K-1)) • 
12 CONTINUE K=K-I “ 
MEAN=MEAN/(3*IRR-2) IF(K.EQ.2) GOTO 199 
VARNE(U)=VARNE(U)/(3MRR-2)-MEAN*»2 IF (SINT-I.5»PI) 8.9.9 
IF (VARNE(I,J).LE.(),) VARNE(I.J)=(). 199 IPC(I.J)=1 
C GOTO 991 
MEAN=<). 9 IPC(I.J)=K-1 
VARNW(U)=0. 991 CONTINUE 
DO 2()IK=1,JRR-1 C 
MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(I*mR-3+IK.JMRR+1-IK) DENSITY=PI(I,J)*CK(N-1)• l ( X _ l J N-1) 
VARNW(I,J)=VARNW(I,J)+NAVY(I»IRR-3+IK.JMRR+l-IK)»»2 IF (NLL(I,J).EQ.O.) THEN ‘ 
2 " ^CONTINUE^^ ^TOUWPS(I.J)=KL»DENSITY«NLUI.J)*VELL»VAR(I.J) 
MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(l*IRR-3+IK,J*IRR+2-IK) VARCC=(FRC»VELL/NLL(I J))**2 
VARNW(I.J)=VARNW(U)+NAVY(IMRR-3+IJU»IRR+2-IK)"2 TOUWPS(I.J)=KL*DENSITY*NmU)»VELL 
21 CONTINUE • •AMrNI(VAR(I.J).VARCC) 
D0 22IK=1,IRR-I ENDIF 
MEAN=MEAN+NAVY(I*IRR-2+IKJMRR+2-IIC> C 
VARNW(I.J)=VARNW(I.J)+NAVY(I*lRR-2+IKJ'mR+2-IK)"2 IF ((NLL(I.J).EQ.().).OR.(VELL.EQ 0 ) ) GOTO 992 
22 CONTINUE FR=NLL(I.J)»SQRT(F2(U)*VAR(I.J))A'ELL 
MEAN=MEAN/(.VIRR-2) IF (FR.GE.FRC) THEN 
VARNW(I.J)=VARNW(l,J)/(3MRR-2)-MEAN"2 TOUFPS(I.J)=4'KL'DENSITY»(FR-FRC)»»2* 
IF (VARNW(I,J).LE.().) VARNW(I.J)=(). • (VELL*»3)*F2(I,J)/NLL(I.J) 
C ELSE , 
IF ((VARNS(I.J).E0.().).OR.(VAREW(I,J).EQ.().).OR. TOUFPS(I JH) 
幸（VARNE(l ’J>.EQ.a).OR.(VARNW(U).EQ.a>) GOTO 145 ENDIF 
A1 =AMAX I (VARNS(I.J)/VAREW(U),VAREW(I,J)/VARNS(1.J)) GOTO 993 
A2=AMAXKVARNE(UVVARNW(U),VARNW(I,J)/VARNE(U)) 992 TOUFPSfl J)=<) 
AA=AMAXI(SQRT(AI),SQRT(A2)) 993 CONTINUE _ 
F2(I,J)=1.-EXP(I.-AA) 
GOTO 146 c 
145 r2(U)=l. I CONTINUE 
146 CONTINUE C 
C R E T U R N 
I CONTINUE END 
C 
C 麵 娜 麵 画 麵 哪 讓 霸 哪 誦 舰 麵 舰 纖 贿 . C = « 丨 ^ 6 = 二 w a v e 她 血 r 
€%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PARAMETER (M=30 N=26> 
real UL(M.M). VL(M.M). NLL(M.M). CKC(():N). P2(M丨M) iSJJS•二” T〜二 
REAL TOUWPS(M,M). TOUFPS(M,M). KL, VAR(M.M) INTEGER I ^ r M ^ 丨 UU(M.M,aN). KL 
COMMON/H/TS/P /^CKYCK/CKC/CKCYROLAVPS 仰 晴 S/ 
* r r p � 工 i ^ V s n ^ S r O U P P S / c d a t a FRC72yRCR/.,.25/KIV2.5E-5/G/9.8/BErAA..3, 
• UCAP/UCAP/UCAPI/UCAPI/NI/NI/tPC/lPC KW=N+1 
• /VAR/VAR/PI/PI , KW~=KW 1 
DATA FRC/2./KL/2.5E-5/G/9.8/CPR/3.5/ ,P ((, G-CK&KW)) I I 2 
C … - 二 - � , " ; " “ - ; 2 CONTINUE • ‘ 
DO 丨丨=3,M-2 Q 
DO 1 J=3.M-2 D 0 3I=3.M.2 





IF (KCR.EQ.I) GOTO 5 
IF (UCAPI(I.J.KCR. I)/lICAPI(I.J.KCR» 5.5.4 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
IP (KCR.LT.KW) THEN 
DO 6 K=N.KW+I.·1 
TOUW(I.J.K)=TOUWPS(I.J)*( I· BET A)*(CKC(K)-O.R)IO.2 
CONTINUE 
TOUW(IJ.KW)=BETA·TOUWPS(I.J) 
DO 7 K=KW·\.KCR.·I 
ABUCA=ABS(UCAP I (I .J.K» 
IF «N I (I.J.K).EQ.O.).OR.(ABUCA.EQ.O.» OOTO 666 
WHCC=KL * N I (I.J.K)· ABUCA ·(P I (I.WCKC(K)·200.l 
(I-I(I .J.K)+H(I.J.K+ I ») 
DELZ=SQRT(TOUW(I.J.K+I)IWIICC) 
SSS=N I (l.J.K)*(CK(K+ I )·CK(K»*(I-I(I.J.K+ I )+I-I(l.J.K))1 




RTIL=RBAR *( I.·ALPHA)/( I.+SSS* ALPIIA)"2 















DO SOl K=N.KCR.·I 
TOUW(IJ.K)=TOUWPS(I.J)·(I ·BETA)·(CKC(K)-O.8)1O.2 
ROI CONTINUE 










DO III K=N.IPC(I.J).· I 
TOU(I.J.K)=TOUW(IJ.K)+TOUFPS(I.J)·(CKC(K)-CKC(IPC(I.J») 
I( I .• CKC(IPC(I,J))) 
\0 CONTINUE 











DIMENSION U(M.M.N). V(M.M.N). WZ(M.M.N). 
I ET(M.M.N). E(M.M.N). AM (M). CII(N) 
COMMON/UlUlVlVfW1JW1J AM! AM! ANI AN/CB I/C I.C2IC IIIC II 
DO 11=2.M· I 
DO I J=2.M·1 
DO I K=\.N 
ET(I.J.K)=ET(I.J.K)+C I*(AM(J)*U(I.J ,K)·(E(I· I.J.K)·E(I+ IJ.K» 














C CALCULATE THE PSTAR IN THE OOVERNING EQUATIONS 
C (SPHERICAL COORDINATES) 
C FF : COR lOllS PARAMETER 
C F: COMBINED CORIOLlS PARAMETER 
C FJ : LATITUDE IN RADIAN 
PARAMETER (M=30,N=26) 

























I (AM2(J)*(E(12J.K)+E(1I .J.K)·2. ·E(I.J.K» 





ET(I.J .K)=ET(IJ .K)+C 16(K)· 
1 (E(IJ.K2)+E(I.J.Kl)·2.·E(I.J.K» 
CONTINUE 









DIMENSION E(M.M.N). EI(M.M.N) 
COMMON/SSISM I.SM2 
DO I K=I.N 
D021=2,M· 1 
D02J=2.M·1 
El (I.J ,K)=E(l.J .K)+SM I·(E(I+ I.J.K)+E(I· I.J.K)+E(I.J+ I,K) 
I +E(I.J· l.K)·4. *E(I.J.K»+SM2·(E(I+ I.J+ I.K)+EO+ I J·I.K)+ 














SUBROUTINE SMOTH2(E.E I) 
PARAMETER (M=30.N=26) 
DIMENSION E(M.M). EI(M.M) 
COMMON/SSISM I.SM2 
DO 11=2.M· 1 
DO I J=2.M· I 
El (IJ)=E(I.J)+SM I*(E(I+ I.J)+E(I·I.J)+E(I.J+ I) 
1 +E(I.J·I )-4. ·E(I,J))+SM2*(E(I+I.J+ I )+E(I+I.J·I)+ 













SUBROUTINE RELAX(E.ET.m I.E2 1.E3 1.E41.E 12.E22.E32.B42. 
C 
I EI3,E23.E33.E43.E 14.E24.E34.E44) 
PARAMETER (M=30.N=26) 
DIMENSION E(M,M.N). ET(M.M.N). 
• Ell(2:M· l,N), E21(2:M· l.N). E31(3:M·2.N). E41(3:M·2.N). 
• EI2(3:M·2.N). E22(3:M·2.N). E32(4:M·3.N). E42(4:M·3.N). 
• EI3(4:M·3.N). E23(4:M·3.N). E33(5:M·4.N). E43(5:M·4.N). 
• EI4(5:M·4,N). E24(5:M·4.N). E34(6:M·5.N). E44(6:M·S.N) 
COMMON/CB6IRLI.RL2.RL3.RL4 
Appendix F 1 邪 
供 % . 
ET(2,J,K)=ET(2,J,K)-RL1*(E(2.J,K)-EI l(J.K)) PARAMETER (M=30,N=2fi) 
E T ( M - 1 J , K ) = E T ( M - 1 , J , K ) - R L 1 » ( E ( M - 1 , J , K ) - E 2 1 ( J . K ) ) D I M E N S I O N P ( M . M ) , P T ( M . M ) 
2 CONTINUE COMMON/COM P/ D0 3I=3.M-2 * PKHM). P2()(M). P3<K2:M-I), P4(K2:M-I) 
ET(I.2.K)=ET(I.2.K)-RL1*(E(1.2,K)-E3I(I.K)) »PI1(2:M-I). P21(2:M-1). P31(3;M-2). P4l(3 M-2) 
ET(I,M-l.K)=ET(I.M-1 .K)-RLI•(E(I.M-1.K)-E41 (I.K)) * PI2(3:M-2). P22(3:M-2). P32(4:M-3). P42(4 M-3)' 
3 CONTINUE • PI3(4;M-3). P23(4:M-3). P33(5:M-4), P43(5:M-4): 
D 0 4J=3.M-2 * PI4(5:M-4). P24(5:M-4). P34(6:M-5), P44(6:M-5) 
ET(3.J,K)=ET(3J.K)-RL2»(E(3.J,K)-E12(J.K)) COMMON/P/P/PT/PT/CB6/RLI.RL2.RU R U 
ET(M-2.J.K)=nT(M-2.J.K)-RL2*(E(M-2.J.K)-E22(J,K)) DO 2 J=2.M-1 
4 CONTINUE PT(2J)=PT(2J)-RL1'(P(2.J)-PI 1(J)) 
D 0 5 I = 4 . M - 3 PT(M-1 .J)=PT(M-1 .J)-RL1 '(PCM-1 J ) -P21 (J)) 
ET(I,3.K)=ET(I.3,K)-RL2»(E(I,3.K)-E32(I,K)) 2 CONTINUE 
ET(I,M-2.K)=ET(I,M-2.K)-RL2»(E(I,M-2.K)-E42(I.K)) DO 3 I=3.M-2 
5 CONTINUE PT(I.2)=PT(I.2)-RLI»(P(I.2)-P3I(I)) 
DO 6 J=4.M-3 PT(I.M-1 )=PT(I,M- 1)-RLI •(P(I.M- 1)-P4I (I)) 
E T ( 4 , J , K ) = E T ( 4 , J , K ) - R L 3 » ( E ( 4 . J , K ) - E I 3 ( J . K ) ) 3 C O N T I N U E 
ET(M-3.J,K)=ET(M-3,J,K)-RL3»(E(M-3,J,K)-E23(J.K)) DO 4 J=3,M-2 
fi CONTINUE PT(3,J)=PT(3J)-RL2*(P(3.J).PI2(J)) 
DO 7 丨=5’M-4 PT(M-2.J)=PT(M-2,J)-RL2*(P(M-2J).P22(J)) 
ET(I,4,K)=ET(I,4.K)-RL3*(E(I,4,K)-E33(I,K)) 4 CONTINUE -
ET(I,M-3,K)=ETa.M-3,K)-RL3*(E(l,M-3.K)-E43(I.K)) DO 5 l=4.M-3 
7 CONTINUE PT(I.3)=PT(I.3)-RL2*(P(I.3)-P32(I)) 
DO 8 J=5.M-4 PT(I.M-2)=PT(I.M-2)-RL2»(P(I.M-2)-P42(l)) 
ET(5.J.K)=ET(.').J,K)-RM*(E(5.J,K)-n 14(J.K)) 5 CONTINUE 
ET(M-4,J.K)=ET(M-4.J.K)-RL3»(E(M-4,i.K)-E24(J.K)) DO 6 J=4,M-3 
8 CONTINUE PT(4,J)=PT(4J).RL3«(P(4.J) .PI3{J)) 
DO 9 l=6,M-5 PT(M-3J)=PT(M-3.J)-RL3*(P(M-3J)-P23(J)) 
ET(I.5,K)=ET(I,5,K)-RL4»(E(I,5.K)-E34(I.K)) 6 CONTINUE 
ET(1.M-4,K)=ET(I,M-4,K)-RL4»(E(I,M-4,K)-E44(I.K)) DO 7 I=5.M-4 
9 CONTINUE PT(I.4)=PT(I.4)-RL3'(P(I.4)-P33(I)) 
1 CONTINUE PT(I.M-3)=PT(I,M-3)-RL3«(P(l.M-3)-P43{I)) 
RETURN 7 CONTINUE 
END DO 8 J=5’M-4 
PT(5.J)=PT(5.J)-RU*(P(5 J ) - P I 4 M I 
S U B R O U T I N E C S R L X ( B . E 1 ( ) . E 2 ( ) . E 3 0 , E 4 ( ) . P T ( M . 4 . J ) = P T ( M - 4 . J ) . R L 3 » ( P ( M V ) . P 2 4 ( J ) ) 
1 EI I .E21 ,E3I .E4I ,EI2 .E22 ,E32 .E42 , R CONTINUE “ 
2 E13.E23.E33,E43,E 14,E24.E34.E44) DO 9 l=6.M-5 
PARAMHTER (M=3().N=26) PT(I.5)=PT(I.5)-RL4»(P(I.5)-P34(I)) 
D I M E N S I O N E ( M . M . N ) . P T ( I , M - 4 ) = P T ( I . M - 4 ) . R L 4 * ( P ( I M - 4 ) - P 4 4 ( I ) ) 
* EI()(M.N), E2()(M,N), E3()(2:M-I,N). E40(2:M-I,N). 9 CONTINUE 
•E11(2:M-1.N), E21(2:M-1.N). E3I(3:M-2.N). E4I(3:M-2,N). RETURN 
»E12(3:M-2,N). E22(3:M-2,N), E32(4:M-3,N), E42(4:M-3,N). END 
二!冗)，哪:M-3 .N) , E33(5:M-4.N). E43(5:M-4,N). C 鶴 鶴 麵 鶴 ％ % 舰 鶴 娜 舰 
• EH(5:M-4’N). E24(5:M-4.N), E34(6:M-5.N). E44(6:M-5.N) SUBROUTINECSRLXP(E.EI().E2()E3()E40 爾鶴％%K 
1 EII.E2I.E3I.E4I.EI2.E22,E32,E42. 
p m r n / r HM , 2 EI3.E23.E33.E43.EI4.E24.E34,E44) 
EI0(J,R)=E(I,J,K) p a r a m e t e r (M=3().N=26) E2()(J,K)=E(M,J.K) dimension E(M.M). , *E10(M). E20(M). E30(2:M-丨)，E40(2:M-I), 
S / M F N " LO • EL 丨•丨)• E 2 1 ( 2 : M - I ) . E 3 I ( 3 : M - 2 ) ’ E 4 1 ( 3 : M - 2 ) , SS 'KtE M • E丨2(3:M-2), E22(3:M-2). E32(4:M-3), E42(4:M-3 , 
12 COOT NSE *EI3(4:M-3). E23(4:M-3). E33(5:M-4). E43(5:M-4 Do iZS , 'ooTu 'l 
EII(J .K)=E(2.J .K) EI ( ) ( J )=E(IJ ) , 丨 丄 K) 卿 >=E!Mj) 
二 巧 E II CONTINUE 
D 0 3I=3.M-2 DO 12 1=2 M-I 
12 C O _ U E 
D 0 4J=3.M-2 D 0 2J=2.M-1 
EI2(J.K)=E(3.J.K) EII(J)=E(2J) 
4 S J ? 丨 ! E 2 1 U ) = E ! M - U ) 
2 CONTINUE 
D 0 5 M . M . 3 D 0 3U3.M.2 
E32{I,K)=E(I.3.K) E3I(1)=E 1.2) 
, E 4 . a ) = E ( V M . . ) 
3 CONTINUE 
D 0 6J=4,M-3 D 0 4J=3.M-2 EI3(J,K)=E(4,J,K) E12(J)=E3J) 
6 . 4 CONTINUE 
D 0 7I=5.M-4 D 0 51=4.M.3 
E33(t.K)=E(l.4.K) E32(l)-E I 31 
7 SSt，M-3.ig E42|I;=E.;M.2) 
D O ™ ‘ = 二 
„ P O N ^ L f f r E 2 3 ( J ) = E ( M . 3 J ) 
. S ^ N T ^ I T ' C 6 C O N T I N U E 
D 0 9I=6.M-5 D 0 7 I=5M-4 
E 3 4 ( 1 , K ) = E ( I . 5 . K ) E33(丨)=E 1,4) 
9 S 二 E43 �剛,丄3) 
： C O N T I N U E 7 CONTINUE 
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DO 9 I=6,M-5 
E34(I)=E(I.5) D010J=2.M-I 
E44(1)=E(I.M-4) E ( 2 , J . K ) = E M ( 2 . J . K ) 
9 CONTINUE E(M-1.J,K)=EM(M-1.J,K) 
RETURN CONTINUE 
END DO 11 I=3.M-2 
C ， 讓 讓 麵 麵 誦 鶴 鶴 _ % 画 麵 
SUBROUTINE BSMOTH(E,EM) EU.M-1 .K)=EM(I.M-1 ,K) 
PARAMETER (M=3().N=26) ‘ ‘ CONTINUE 
DIMENSION E(M.M.N),EM(M,M.N) DO 12 J=3,M-2 
COMMON/SS/SMI .SM2 E(3J,K)=EM(3.J.K) 
DO I K=I,N E(M-2,J,K)=EM(M-2.J.K) 
D 0 2J=2.M-I '2 CONTINUE 
EM(2.J.K)=E(2,J.K)+SM I »(E(3J.K)+E( 1 ,J.K)+E(2.J+ 1,K)+ DO 13 M . M - 3 
1 E(2.J-1.K)-4/E(2.J,K))+SM2*(E(3.J+1,K)+E(3,J-1 K)+ E(I.3.K)=EM(I.3.K) 
2E(I ,J+I.K)+E(I .M,K)-4.*E(2.J .K)) E(I.M-2.K)=EM(I,M-2.K) 
C 13 CONTINUE 
EM(M-1 .J,K)=E(M. I .J.K)+SM I nE(M,J.K)+E(M"-2.J.K)+ 二 14J=4J^.3 
‘ E ( M - U + 1 .KHE(M-1 J . I .K)-4.*E(M-1 ,J,K))+SM2»(E(M.J+ l.KU ^ hJ’�C)=EM(4,J.K) 
2 E(M.J-1,K)+E(M-2.J4- 1 .K)+E(M.2.J-1.KH.»E(M-1.J.K)) E(M-3.J,K)=EM(M-3.J,K) 
2 CONTINUE 14 CONTINUE 
C DO l5I=5.M-4 D0 3I=3.M-2 """ E(I.4,K)=EM(I.4,K) 
EM(I.2.K)=E(I.2,K)+SMI*(E(I+1.2.K)+E(I-I.2.KHE(I,3.K)^- , , 
IE(I.I.KH.»E(I.2,K))+SM2*(E(1+I.3.K)+E(I+1.|.K)+ 丨 5 CONmNUE 
2 印-1,3.K)+E(I-1.1 .K)-4.*E(I,2.K)) DO 16 J=5.M-4 
C / . E(5,J,K)=EM(5,J,K) 
EM(I,M- 1 ,K)=E(I,M. 1 ,K>+SM 丨 印 +1 ,M-1 .K)+E(I-1 ,M-丨 IC)+ „ E<M-4.J.K)=EM(M-4.J.K) 
1 E{I.M.K)+E(I.M-2,K)-4.»E(I.M-1.K))+SM2nE(I+1 ,M.K)+ n™"!"^ 
2 E(l+1 .M-2.K)+E(I- l.M.K)+E(I-1 .M-2,K)-4.»E(I.M- I.K)) ' 
3 CONTINUli E(I.5,K)=EM(I.5.K) 
C E(I,M-4,K)=EM(I.M-4.K) 
D0 4J=3.M-2 17 CONTTINUE 
EM(3.J.K)=E(3.J,K)+SMI*(E(4.J,K)+E(2J.K)+E(3.J+I,K)+ 丨 CONTINUE 
1 E(3.J-1,K)-4.'E(3,J.K))+SM2»(E(4.J+1,K)+E(4.J- 1,K)+ i ， R N 
2 E(2,J+I,K)+E(2.J-I.K)-4.»E(3.J.K)) END C 
EM(M-2.J,K)=E(M-2J.K)+SM I »(E(M-1 .J,K)+E(M-3 J K)+ SUBROUTINE BSMOTP 
1 E(M-2.J+1 ,K)+E(M-2.J-1.K)-4.»E(M-2.J.K))+SM2*(E(M-IJ+1 K1+ PARAMETER{M=3().N=26) 
2 E ( M - I , M , K H E ( M . 3 , J + 1 , K ) + E ( M - 3 . M , K ) - 4 . * E ( M . 2 J K ) ) , D I M E N S I O N P ( M . M ) . P T ( M . M ) 
4 CONTINUE ‘ COMMON/P/P/PT/PT 
C COMMON/SS/SM I.SM2 
DO 5 I=4.M-3 D 0 2J=2.M-1 
EM(I.3,K)=E(I.3.K)+SM 1 *(E(I+1,3,K)+E(I-1,3,K)+E(I 4 K)+ PT(2,J)=P(2.J)+SMI •(P(3.J)+P(U)+P(2.J+|)+ 
I E(l.2,K)-4.*E(l,3,K))+SM2nE(l+l,4,K)+E(l+l 2 K)+ ' ' 丨 P(2J-IM.*P(2,J))+SM2*(P(3J+I)+P(3,J-I>+ 
2E(M,4.K)+E(I-I,2,K)-4.*K(I,3,K)) • ‘ 2 P(1.J+I)+P(| J-|)-4.»P(2,J)) c c 
EM(I.M-2.K)=E{I.M-2.K)+SM I»(E{I+1 .M-2 KHE(1-I M-2 K)+ ‘ J)=P(M-1.J)+SMI »(P(M.J)+P(M-2,J)+ 
1 E(I.M-1 ,K)+E(I.M-3,K)-4. »E(I,M-2.K))+SM2*(E(I+1 M-I 'K)+ ‘ P(M- U+1 )+P(M-1 J-1)-4. 'PCM-1 .J))+SM2»(P(M.J+1)+ 
2 E(I+1 .M-3,K)+E(I-1 .M-1 ,K)+E{I-1 ,M-3.K)-4 ' E D M-IZ K)I 2 P(M.J-1 )+P(M-2 J+1 )+P(M-2.J-1 )-4.TCM-1 ,J)) 
5 CONTINUE 2 CONTINUE 
C C 
DOf)J=4,M-3 ‘ DO 31=3,M-2 
EM(4.J.K)=E(4.J,K)+SM I •(E(5,J’K)+印丄K)+E(4 J+1 K)+ PT(I.2)=P(I.2)+SM l '(P(I+l .2)+P(I-1.2)+P(U)+ 
I E(4.J-1 ,K)-4.*E(4,J.K))+SM2*(N(5J+1.K)+E(5.J-1 K)+ 丨 P(丨•丨M.*P<L,2))+SM2*(P(L+L,3)+P(M,U+ 
C 2 E(3,J+1 .K)+E(3,J-1.K)-4.*E(4.J.K)) 2 P(M.3)+P(I-L.L)-4.*P(L.2)) 
EM(M-3,J.K)=E(M-3J.K)+SM I •(E(M-2,J,K)+E(M-4.J.K)+ •^(I'M. > )=P(I.M-1 )+SM 1 •(P(I+1 .M-1)+P(I. | ,M.i)+ 
1 E(M-3,J+1 .K)+E(M-3,J-1.K)-4.*E(M-3J.K))+SM2*(E(M-2 J+1 K)+ ‘ P(l-M)+P(I.M-2)-4.»P(I.M-1))+SM2*{P(I+l,M)+ 
2 E(M-2.J-1 ,K)+E(M-4,J f I .K)+E(M-4.J-1 ,K)-4.*E(M-3 J K)) 2 P(l+1 .M-2)+P{I-1 ,M)+P(I-1 .M-2)-4.*P(I,M-1)) 
6 CONTINUE “ 3 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 7 I=5.M-4 DO 4 J=3,M-2 " “ 
EM(I.4.K)=E(I,4,K)+SM 丨•(印+1.4.K)+E(I-L.4.KHE(I 5 K)+ PT(3.J)=P(3.J)+SM I •(P(4J)+P(2.J)+P(3,J+1)+ 
1 E(I.3.K)-4.*E(I.4.K))+SM2*(E(I+1.5.K)+E(I+1.3.K)+ 丨 P(3J-IM.*P(3,J))+SM2*(P(4.J+iHP(4 J-l)+ 
2 E(I-I,5.K)+E(I-I.3,K)-4.»E(I.4,K)) 2 P(2J+1)+P(2J-1).4.»P(3,J)) 
C 
EM(I.M-3.K)=E(I,M-3.K)+SM 1 »(E(I+1 ,M-3,K)+E(I-1 M-3 K)+ PT(M-2.J)=P(M-2J)+SM1 '(PCM-1 ,J)+P(M-3 J)+ 
‘巧”-_K?二印,M-4,IC)-4 .•印,M-3,K))+SM2•(印+1:M.2’W+ ‘ P(M-2J+I)+P(M-2J-1)-4.*P(M.2.J))+SM2»(P(M-1 U L U 
7 灿印 - I . M - 4 , K ) - 4 , ‘ I ’ M - � K ) ) 4 2 P(M.1,J.1)+P(M.3J+1)+P(M-3.J-1)-4.»P(M-2.J)) 
C C 
DO 8 J=5,M-4 DO 5 M . M - 3 “ … " 
. I »(E(6J,K) fE(4.J.K)+E(5.J+I .K)+ PT(I.3)=P(1.3HSM 1 «(P(U 1,3>+P(丨-1.3)卯.4)+ 
1 E(5.J-1.K)-4.»E(5,J.K))+SM2»(E(6J+1 .K)+E(6.J-1 K)+ 丨 P(I,2M)IU3))+SM2_(P(I+|,4>+P(i+ 2)+ 
2 E(4,J+1 ,K)+E(4.J-1 ,K)-4.»E(5,J.K)) ‘ 2 P(M.4)+P(M,2).4.*P(I .3)) ‘ 
C C 
EM(M-4.J.K)=E(M-4,J.K)+SMI »(E(M-3.J.K)+E(M-5,J K)+ PT(I,M-2)=P(I.M.2)+SM I »(P(I+1 ,M-2HP(|.7 M.2)4. 
1 3!^-f , |"’J^�HE(M-4’J-I .IC)-4，E(M-4’J’K))+SM2"E(M-3,J+l KU ‘ P( ' -M-I)+P(I .M.3M.*P(I .M-2))+SM2»(P(I+r.M-lK 2 E(M.3J-IX)+E(M.5J+1,KHE(M-5J.|.K)-4.*E(MVJ.K)) 2 P(I+l,M-3)+P(I-l’M-l)+P(|-|.M.3M.*y.M-2了) 
ft CON! INUE 3 CONTINUE 
C C 
D09I=6,M-5 D0 6J=4,M-3 
EM(I.5,K)=E(I.5.K)+SM I *(E(I+1,5,K)+E(I-1,5.K)+E(l,fi K)+ PT(4.J)=P(4.J)+SM I •(P(5.J)+P(3.J)+P(4 j +|u 
I E(r.4.K)-4,»E(I.5.K))+SM2*(E(I+l.fi.K)+E(Ul,4,K)+ " P(4J-l)-4/P(4J))+SM2MP(5j+|up sin. 
^ 2 E ( M . 6 . K ) + E ( I . | , 4 . K ) - 4 . » E ( I . 5 . K ) ) 2 P ( 3 , J + 1 ) + P ( 3 J . 1 H . * P ( 4 . J ) ) ^ ^ 
EM(I,M-4,K)=E(I.M-4,K)+SMI»(E(I+I.M-4,K)+E(I-I,M-4.K)+ PT(M-3,J)=P(M-3J)+SMI 二’ 
1 E(I.M-3,K)+E(I,M-5.K)-4.*E(I.M-4,K))+SM2»(E(I+I.M-3.K)4- ‘ P(M-3J+l)+P(M-3J-I)-4.»P(M-3 J))+SM2»(P(M-2 J+l)+ 
2 E(I+I.M-5.K)+E(I-I.M-3.K)+E(1-1,M-5.K)-4.»E(I.M.4.K)) 2 P(M-2.M)+P(M-4J+l)+P{M-4 J- ) 4 .pfM-B JV) 
9 CONTINUE 6 CONTINUE ' ^ ^ 
^ 傘傘傘拿难拿傘傘孝傘傘_难傘碓傘孝_拿孝傘•孝拿傘•傘傘傘*傘傘拿拿拿傘拿傘傘_傘_傘•輋愈金•金 
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PT(W)=P\ | .4 )+SM I »(P(I+1.4)+P(L. 1.4)+P(I.5)+ C〔冗乙二二��叫 
1 P .3)-4.*P(r.4))+SM2*(P(I+1.5)+P(I+1.3)+ CALL P R i r m ( T r . U T ) 
C - - - - ( . � > � P ( I . 4 ) ) C he ight Held 
PT(I,M-3)=P(I,M-3)+SM 1 •(?(!+1’M-3)+P(l-I,M-3)+ 
lP(I.M-2)+P(I,M-4)-4.*P(t,M-3))+SM2»(P(I+l,M-2)+ D 0 12J=I’M 
2 P(I+I,M-4)+P(l-l,M-2)+P(1.1 .M-4)-4.»P(I.M-3)) DO 12 K - l N I CONTINUE Lrr(i.j.K)=irr(i.j.KyG 
…；; 12 CONTINUE 
侧 卿 + 丨)+ c 'wat^^r'-" ' ' 
1P(5.J.|)-4.»P(5,J))+SM2'(P(6.J+I)+P(6.M)+ C / ^ L S M O T O r a u - D 
PT(M-4,J)=P(M-4.J)+SM I »(P(M-3.J)+P(M-5.J)+ � 
IP(M-4.J+1)+P(M-4J-IH.»P(M-4.J))+SM2*(P(M-3.J+I)+ CALL m N ^ r m i ' D R R i 
« 川)傳•s.jiM.’, S l i J m S S ) 
i CONnNUE CALLPRINT2(CR'.CRR) 
•"^9^：1；；：5 C CA__C.,SCR> 
PT(I.5)=P(I,5)+SM 1 •(P(l+1,5)+P(I-1,5)+P(I.6)+ DO 14 1=1 M 
I P(I.4)-4.*P(I,5))+SM2»(P(I+1,6)+P(l+1.4)+ n n H J - I M • 
P T A M - 4 > = P ( L , M ^ 4 ) + S M I * ( P ' ( I — , 4 ^ R F J I S I I S P ( � + S C R ( � 
1 P(I.M-3)+P(I,M-5)-4.»P(I.M-4))+SM2»(P(I+I.M-3)+ CALL PRINTZfRR' DRR� 
,2厂乂+1二二)mNI,M-3_-l,M-5).4..IUM-4)) S S 『二 ! S s R . . S ) ) 
ENDIF 
DO I J=2,M-1 … … • C 
P(2.J)=PT(2,J) D O ? ： M 
I CONTINUE CRR 
P(I .M.1)=PT(I ,M-I) r e t u r n 
10 CONTINUE 二 画 DO 11 J_3 M 2 匕NU pnjvWi li 
P W 2 J W P N M , I � SUBROUTINE PRE 
II CONTINUE PARAMETnR(M=30 .N=26) 
D O 12 1 - 4 M 3 C T H E K . E A N D P . E A R E C A L C U L A T E D A N D O U T P U T . 
P(l 3)=pT(', 3) DIMENSION U(M.M,N), V(M.M.N), H(M.M.N) 
P(I M-2)-PV| M 2、 COMMON/IRR/IRR/ZO/ZO/TMmi/U/U/V/V/H/H/AA/AA 
12 CONTINUE ‘ ‘ Cl iARACrERZOM.ZT'2 .Z*6 
D 0 1 3 J = 4 . M . 3 D A T A E D . E H / 2 ' 0 7 
P ( 4 J ) - P T F 4 J ) C A L L N T O A ( I R R . Z D 
1V3二-3.J) ？ 二 T " 
13 CONTINUE DO I K=I.N 
DO 丨 4l=5,M-4 D O I M - M 
P(I.4)=PT(I.4) D 0 I J = I , M 
P ( I . M - 3 ) = [ T ( I M - 3 ) V V = S Q R T ( U ( U . K ) » U ( U . K ) + V ( I J , K ) » V ( I . J . K ) ) 
14 CONTINUE ED=ED+VV 
DOI5J=5,M-4 EH=EH+H(I.J,K) 
P(5,J)=PT(5J) ‘ CONTINUE 
P(M-4J)=PT(M-4,J) ED=ED/AA 
15 CONTINUE EH=EH/AA 
D 0 16I=6.M.5 0PEN(2().nLE=Z) 
P(l.5)=Fr(I.5) WRITE(20.3) TM.ED.EH 
P(I.M-4)=PT(t.M-4) CL0SE(2()) 
16 CONTINUE WRITE(6.3)TM,ED,EH 
RETURN 3 FORMAT(lX.5HIIOUR=.F6.2,3HED=.EI2.4.3HEH=.EI2 4) 
END IRR=IRR+1 • 
PARAMETER (M=3(),N=26) 
C THE FIELD VARIBLES ON SIGMA LEVELS ARE OIlTPriT SUBROUTINE PRINT3(ZF.E) 
DIMENSION U(M.M.N). V(M.M.N). HFM M N R S S T N . PARAMETCR (M=30.N=26) 
• UT(M.M.N). F丨Z(M,NU,丨丨丨 ill i K ) � ( , . ). DIMENSION E(M.M.N) 
• P(M,M). PI(M,M). PT(M.M). l i l ' M M) 
• DRR(M.M). SDR(M.M). CRR(M M) SCRfM M^ CHARACTER ZO*I.ZT*2,ZF»2,Z»5 
COMMON/FIZ/F 丨 Z/U/U/^/V/丨 Z=ZO//ZF//CT 
• PT/PT/PI/Pl/DRS/DRR.SDR/CRS/CRR.SCRyiR/IR/DP/DP/ SSnnl'；^^^^ 
• ZT/ZT/H1/H l/CB l/C 1 ,C2/RG/R O WRrrE(2(),*)E 
CHARACTER ZT*2 CL0SE(2()) 
C A L L N T 0 A ( 1 R , Z T ) R E T U R N 
CALL FI END 
C mean sea level pressure SUBROUTINE PRINT2(ZF.E) 
CALL SM0TH2(P1 .PT) PARAMETER (M=3(),N=26) 
CALL PIUNT2(.PS',PT) DIMENSION E(M.M) 
DO SI=1.M COMMON /ZT/ZT/ZO/ZO 
D 0 5 J = 1 . M C H A R A C T E R Z O * I , Z T * 2 . Z F » 2 . Z * 5 
PT(U)=DP(I.J)+PI(IJ) Z=ZO//ZF//ZT 
5 CONTINUE OPEN(20,FILE=Z) 
CALL SM0TH2(PT.P1) WRITE(2().»)E 
CALL PRINT2(PM',PI) CL0SE(2()) 






1 4 3 
SUBROUTINE INPUTIfZZ ZF E NN> 
PARAMETER (M=3()) HDPX=(H(12,J,K)+H(I,J.K))»(P(I2J)-P(I.J)) 
DIMENSION E(M.M NN) 丨 • ( 即 丨 J.K)+H(I.J.K))*(P(I I .J)-P(I.J)) 
COMMON /ZI/ZI HDPY=(H(I.J2.K)+H(I.J.K))*(P(I.J2)-P(U)) 
CILARACTER Z I ' I . Z Z * 2 ZF*2 Z*5 丨-(即’! ‘ .K)+H(L,J .K) )VP(IJ I ) -P( I J ) ) 






p n Y=FIZ(I J2.K)+FIZ(U2.K)-FIZ(I.J 1 .K)-FIZ(I.J I .K) 
FUNCTION PIN(BZI,BZ2.BPI.BF2.Z) ^ V T ( U . K ) = . F ( I . J . K ) * U ( I J . K ) - C 2 * A N » ( D n Y + I I D P Y ) 




C M : NO. OF GRID PTS IN HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONS CJLL S V V ^ ^ 
C NL ： NO. OP PRESSURE LEVELS O F THE HEIGHT FIELD C L I T T S ^ U S ^ 
c IN THE INPUT DATA. o a r . I^JT^ -
DIMENSION P(M,M). PI (M.M). PB(NL). PB(M.M.NL). ZS(M,M) r LFV(Q,QT) 
COMMON /P/P/PI/Pl/PB/PB/ZS/ZS � “ • 二 丁 
DO 2 J=I,M CALL RELAX(U,UT.UI I.U21.U3I.U4I.UI2.U22.U32.U42. 
DO 21=1,M 丨 U 13,U23.U33.U43.U 14,U24.U34.U44) 
KK=() CALL RELAX(V,VT.V I1.V2I .V31 .V41 ,V 12.V22.V32.V42 
D 0 4K=2.NL I V13.V23.V33.V43.V 14.V24.V34. V44) 
ir(ZS(I.J).LT.FB(I,J,K. I).AND.ZS(I.J).GE.FB(I,J.K)) THEN ,RELAX(H.HT.n i I .H21 .H31.H4I ,H 12.H22,H32.H42. 
KK=K-I 丨 H I3.H23.H33.H43,H I4.H24,H34.H44) 
GOTO 5 CALL RELAX(Q.QT.Q11 ,Q21 ,Q31 .Q41,Q12.Q22,Q32,Q42, 
ENDIF I Q13.Q23,Q33,Q43.Q 14.Q24.Q34.Q44) 
4 CONTINUE CALL RELAP 
KK=NL-I RETURN 
5 CONTINUE END 
PRINT VERROR!KK=() IN QPSr SUBROUTINE FI 
STOP 99999 PARAMETER (M=3().N=26) 
ENDIF DIMENSION FIZ(M,M.N).M(M.M.N).FI0(M.M).DH2(N) 
P(I.J)=PB(KK)+(PB{KK+1)-PB(KK))»(ZS(I Jl-FBfl J KK)) COMMON/FIZ/FlZWtVFI(VFI(VDU2/DH2 
• /(FB(I.J.KK+I)-FB(1.J.KK)) , . D O I 1=1,M 
PI(IJ)=EXP(P(I .J ) ) D O I J = I . M 
2 CONTINUE FIZ(I.J.N)=FI()(I,J)+DH2(N)»H(I.J.N) 
RETURN D 0 2K=N-1,1 . - I 
END L=K+1 
PARAMETER (M=30.N=2fi) ‘ CONTINUE 
二"^ ；^： .^ V(M.M.N). H(M.M,N). Q(M,M.N). P(M.M), 盟 F R N 
I UT(M,M.N). VT{M.M.N). HT(M.M,N), QT(M M N) PTfM Ml END 
•UI(>(M,N), U20(M.N). U30(2:M-I,N). U4()(2 M-I N) eE=ES(T) , 
* Ul l(2:M-I.N). U21(2:M-1.N). U31(3:M-2 N), U4U3 M 2 N) QQQ=().622'EE/(PP-().378'EE) 
* � 2 ( 3 : M . 2 . N ) , U22(3:M.2.N). U32 4 :M.3 N S 4 M-S N ' "RETURN 
.U13(4 :M-3 ,N) . U23(4:M.3.N), 一 5 : M - 4 : N T U 4 3 二 二 . ^ END 
二 ： 麵 鶴 爾 鴨 娜 爾 麵 
*V1I(2:M-1.N). V2I(2:M-1.N). V3L(3:\I-2.'N). V4I(3 M.2N) DATA RNV273.L6/ 
• V12(3:M-2,N). V22(3:M-2.N). V32(4:M-3.N . V42(4-M-3 N ' (T.GE.rn’ ) THEN 
»VI3(4:M-3.N). V23(4:M-3.N). V33(5:M-4.N , V43 5 M.4 N ' ES=6.I I•EXP(l7.26»(T-rn))/(T-35.86)) 
• VI4(5:M.4.N). V24(5:M.4.N). V34(6:M-5’N V44 6-M-5 N ' ^LSE 
• m _ ’ N ) ’ H2()(M.N). U30(2:M-I,N). 1140(2.^:1 N) ES=6.I I *EXP(2l.87»(T-Tn))/(T-7.66)) 
•…丨(2:M-丨.N). I I2I(2:M-1,N). 1131(3:“-2 N>. i m n - M 2 N) ^ N D I F 
MN2(3 :M-2 ,N) . N22(3:M-2.N). I132(4;M-3.N). H42M^M-S N ' RETURN 
• HI3(4:M-3.N), »23(4:M-3.N), II33(5:M-4,N). H43 S^M-J N) END 
*品SSSm丨;TM—難叫丨 SSSTJTKrA&Tpir胁糾將將絲將胁糾糾將絲免％ 
* Q" ' (2:M-1.N). Q2I (2 :M-I .N) . Q 3 I ( 3 : M . 2 . N ^ Q 4 I ( 3 M 2 N> QS=QQQ(T.PP) 
• QI2(3:M-2,N), Q22(3:M-2,N), Q32(4:M-3,N), Q42 M^M-SN) 0 AMA=(().286*T+2488.4*QS)/(( I 1 3 4 8 4 1 8 5 •OS/fT'TD'CK) 
» Q)3(4:M-3.N). Q23(4:M.3.N). Q33(5:M-4.N S M - J N ' RETURN 丁)）CK) 
• QI4(5:M-4.N). Q24(5:M.4.N). Q34(6:M.5.N . Q44 6 M-5 N ' END 
COMMON/COMP/ • • C 鶴 ％ % 麵 纖 贿 鶴 M ™(2:M.I), N,.(2:M..). C Thissub麵inccalcu丨atcs 出cpa_eieri!l„，>f:E ""呢呢呢头先糾免免呢免免純免 
• P I I ( 2 : M - I ) ’ P2I (2 :M-I ) . P3I(3:M-2). P4 l (3 M.2) C slraiiform precipiuUon (Section 2 6) 
" i g s ： s s 二!： S K c，jB%R«^ o%u?rNrDj?>r 糾胁•絲糾 純絲 
•PI4(5:M-4), P24(5:M-4). P34(6:M-5), P44(6 M-5)' PARAMETCR (M=30.N=26) 
COMMON/UT/UTA'T/VT/IIT/IIT/QT/Qr/Fr/in-/PlZ/"riZAVZAV7yrK/ri./ PARAMETER (RC=1.) 
*^/ClC2/AKP/AICI>/AMMM/AN/AN/U/U/V/V/�l/rVQ/Q/W/r^^CK/CK/ ^'^'^ENSION H(M M,N). Q(M.M.N).丨丨T(M,M,N). QT(M,M.N). WZ(M.M.N). 
CALL FI . H I S N T DRR(M’M). SDRCM.M). SQ(N) ,CK(N). DHH(N). 
C … r T r r r : * * COMMOWI/n/IIWIl/irr/HT/O/Q/QT/QT/Pl/PI/Pr/PT/WZAVZ/ 
^ O 丨 I=2 ,M-1 * CK/CK/RG/R.G/ DRS/DRR.SDIVDHIVDHH 
夏2=1+I C 
' ' = ' - ' d a t a rnV273 . i r . /A3II .A4IVI7.26.35.8f i /DC2/2.48SE3/ 
DO 1 J=2,M-I C 
J2=J+I CALLSMOTII(Q.QT) 
JI=M CALLSMOTH(HI.HT) 
DO 2 K=1.N CALL SM0TII2(PI,PD 
Appendix F 1 邪 
DO I I=3,M-2 SUBROUTINE PPM 
DO I J=3.M-2 PARAMETER(M=30) 
DO 2 K=I.N DIMENSION P1(M,M). DP(M.M). PT(M.M) 
C COMMON /PI/Pl/DP/DP/IP/lP 
SQ(K)=0. CHARACTER ZP»2.Z'5 
ir(WZ(I,J,K).GT.O.)GO TO 3 CALL NTOA(IP.ZP) 
DQ1=0. print •.•ip='.ip 
Q Q = 0 T ( I J . K ) Z='PPM7/ZP 
T=HT(I,J,K) OPEN(12,FILE=Z) 
PS=PT(U> READ(12.*) FT 
PP=CK(K)*PS CLOSN(12) 
QS=QQQ(T,PP) DO 53 J=1.M 
RQS=RC*QS DO 53 1=1.M 
C DP(IJ)=PT(I.J)-P1UJ) 
IF(QQ.LT.RQS)G0T0 3 53 CONTINUE 
ELCP=DC2*(I-.84»QQ) 1P=IP+I 
DQSDT=A3H*CrT()-A4H)*QS/((T-A'lH)**2ni-().378»ES(TVPP)) RETURN 
G G G Q D R 撃 隱 * 歸 T 藝 哪 嚇 歸 細 哪 鹏 _ _ 娜 胁 拠 
ELCP=DC2*(I-.84*QQ) C Note in (m.kg.sec) . Ps=(hPa), RR=(mm) 
T=T+ELCP»DQI C CXL=CPM=L./0.28<I=3.5 , (U86=RYCP .0.丨43=0.286»(丨.5 
C c CX4=17(Row»G)=(le2Me3)*(iy(I(XK).*980.))=t0.204(in Main prog.) 
SQ(K)=DQI c Note l.(hPa)=le2(newton/m**2). l.(m)=10(X).(mm) 
GQ=SQ(K) c CL=L=597.4* le3(calVkg)M. 187(J/cal.)=2-5€6(J/kg) 
GH=R*(I+().6I*QQ)*(T-HT(U,K)) c Note 4.l8(J/cal.)=J(Q-->W) 
C c CX2=TrK*AKP. HERE AKP.ic.KAPA=(U86 
Q(I,J,K)=Q(U,K)-().5*GQ C CX3=(),5»AKP*DH(N)/CK(N) 
CR1=<).125»GQ c CX5=DH1(N)={).5*DH(N) 
Q(I-1.J,K)=Q(1-1.J,K)-CR1 c Note NN must change for diffrcnt levels of models 
Q(I+I.J,IQ=QU+I,J,K)-CRI C 
Q(U-1 .K)=Q(1,J-1 ,K)-CR 1 C This subroutine calculates ihe paramelerizaUon of ihe 
Q(I,J+I,K)=Q(I,J+I.K)-CR1 C convective precipitation. 
C C 
H(l.J.K)=H(I,J,K)+<).5»GH SUBROUTINE KDC 
CR=0.125*GH p a r a m e t e r (M=3().N=2fi) 
H(I-I.J .K)=H(I-I .J .K)+CR DIMENSION FIZ1(M.M.N). WZUM.M.N) . H(M.M.N), Q(M.M.N). 
II(I+1.J.K)=II(I+1,J.K)+CR , FIZ(M M,N). WZ(M.M,N). PL(M.M), PT(M,M). 
H(I.M,K)=HU.J-I.K)+CR 2 HT(M M N). QT(M.M,N). CRR(M,M), SCR{M.M), 
M(IJ+1,K)=H(I.J+I,K)+CR 3 DT(N) DCKN). TC(N). CK(N). 
3 CONTINUE 4 DIIH(N). DH(0:N). HL(M.M.N), CI 1(N). 
2 CONTINUE , n(M M N) V(M.M.N). UT(M.M.N). VT(M.M.N) 
DO 5 K=1,N 1 u l / n z i / v l/WZl/Hl/Hl/!rr/HT/QT/QT/CKyCKmO/R.G/ 
Sl=Sl+DHH(K)\SQ(K) 2 DH/DIWHIVDHU/U/UA-WUT/UT/VTA^/CI 1/Cl I 
5 CONTINUE COMMON /COK/CET,AHl,AF2.CX2.CX3.CX5.CX6,CX7.CX8 
RE=PS*SIM(X)/G DATA CXI.CU3.5 .2 .5E6/ 
IF(RE.LT.().5) n i E N NN=N-I 
RE=(). “ Q 
ELSE CALLSMOTH(FlZ,nZl) 
DRR(I,J)=().5*RE+DRR(I.J) CALL SMOTHCWZ.WZl) 
CR2=().125«RE C A L L S M O N U U . U T ) 
DRR(I-I.J)=CR2+DRR(I-1 J) CALL SMOTH(V’VT) 
DRR(I+1,J)=CR2+DRR(I+I.J) CALL SMOTll(Hl.HT) 
DRR(I.J-1)=CR2+DRR{I.M) CALL SMOTH(Q.QT) 
DRR(U+1 )=CR2+DRR(I.J+I) CALL SM0TH2(P I .PT) 
C c 
SDR(I.J)=0.5*RE+SDR(I.J) ^ n O I 卜 3 M-2 
SDR(M.J)=CR2+SDR(I-I,J) ^ Q 丨 
SDR(I+1J)=CR2+SDR(I+1.J) E2=CXIMIT(U.N)+FIZ1(I . J .N)+CL*QT(IJ .N) 
SDR(U-1 )=CR2+SDR(1,J-1) E,=CX 1 'HTO J.NN)+FIZ1 (U.NN)+CL»QT(I J,NN) 
•^NDJF IF(WZ1(1.J.5).GT.()) GO TO 3 
1 D 0 4K=N.N-3,-1 
RETURN 1F(WZ 丨 (U.K).LT.A) THEN 
END .FN-K 
SUBROUTINE INTER(PS,FB.rS) 
C N : NO. OF SIGMA LEVELS TO BE INTERPOLATED ^ ^ n ^ l N I in 
c NL : NO. o n PRESSURE LEVELS O F Tl IE INPUT ANALYSIS DATA " ^ ^ T n l 
PAR八METER (M=MN=26.NL=IO> … -
DIMENSION PS(M,M).RB(M.M.NL).PS(M.M.N).CK(N),PPB(NL).PPS(N) ^—'^N-R^I^RYI-LI^ 
COMMON/CK/CK/PPn/PPB ‘ ' , „ 
D 0 1N1.M 二 ; D0 1J=I.M S i 
D 0 4 K = I . N CONTINUE 
PPS(K)=PS(I.J)»CK(K) 5 COWINUE 
4 CONTINUE I S b - K H U ) 
D 0 2K=I,N C 
IF(PPS(K).LT,l'Pn(l))TIIEN tcS(i!cX3)»T 
FS(I.J,K)=rB(I,J.I) TC(n")=TCG"CX5*G 八 MA(TCG,I.,PSS) 
丨 r DT(N)=TC(N)-T 
IF((PPS(K).LE.PPB(KL+1)).AND.(PPS(K).GT.PPB(KL)))TIIEN �…；；-；；-,：；-；；"；；^-,—)-"! 
FS(I.J .K)=FIN(PPB(KL+I),PPB(KL).FB(I.J .KL+I),FB(IJ,KL),PPS(K)) T - H T O J S 
ENDIF TC(K)=TC(K+1 )-DH(K)»OAM A(TC(K+1).CK(K+1 ).PSS) 
3 CONTINUE rvrr -TPf lO T 
IF(PPS(K).GE.PPB(NL))THEN . n m ^ L E 0 THEN 
FS(I.J.K)=FIN(PPB(NL),PPB(NL-1 ).FB(I.J,NL),FB(I,J,NL-1 ).PPS(K)) KT=K 
ENDIF r r ^ T O 13 
2 CONTINUE ENDIF 
I TC(K)=TC(K)-7.5*DTrn-













If-(KT.GE.KB) GO TO 3 
C------------------------------------------------------------
SSDT=O. 
DO 14 K=KT.KB 
SSDT=SSDT+DHII(K)*DT(K) 
14 CONTINUE 
IF(SSDT.LE.O.) GO TO 3 
C------------------------·-------·----····---·-·-··--·---.-.. 
If-(KB.L T.N) THEN 





IF(KT.EQ.N I) TIIEN 
DQ(NI)=-CII(NI)*WZI(I.J,NI)·(QT(I,J,N)-QT(I.l,NI - I» 
DQ(N)=·WZI(I.J,N)·(QT(I,J,N)-QT(I,J,N I»/(CK(N)-CK(N I» 
ELSE 
DO 21 K=KT,N I 
DQ(K)=-C II(K)·WZI(I.J.K)·(QT(I,J,K+I)-QT(I.J ,K- I» 
21 CONTINUE 








Ir(SI.LE.O.) GO TO 3 
C---·----·-·-·-·-.. ----·--·---------------.. -···----··-------
QQT=SI.CL 
QQ I =QQT/SSDT 
CBT=CK(KB)-CK(KT) 




C-----.. -------.. -··-----.... ---···------- --------.... --.. ---
DO 17 K=KT,KB 
CR I=CX6*TC(K) 











Q(I.J- I,K)=Q(I,J- I,K)-CR4 
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